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This dissertation describes a testbed for experimenting with the
issues surrounding designing, developing, debugging, and delivering
three-dimensional, semi-autonomous animated characters.

This testbed sits atop an object-oriented framework for
constructing and animating models. This framework facilitates
iterative construction of the parts and props that comprise a character.
It also provides facilities for writing and wiring together agents,
which are processes that measure and manipulate models over time
to produce a character's behavior. This framework encourages and
facilitates encapsulation and reuse at many levels, which benefits
collaborative character construction.

This testbed can be used to compose three-dimensional,
photorealistic animatable characters, where characters are composed
of variously interconnected agents and a model, where a model is
a set of objects encapsulating shape, shading and state information
over time. It's possible to quickly build reusable, composable,
blendable behaviors, where a behavior is the result of some set of
processes operating on a model over time.

One especially useful result of using this framework to develop
media is its facility in acting as a very rich and compact storage
medium for photorealistic scenes. This storage representation builds
directly atop the RenderMan Interface, an industry standard for
describing photorealistic scenes. In our object-oriented
representation, though, since we maintain some level of continuity
in our scenes over time, such scenes can have 3D models that
change over time, where different parts of the models in the scene
can be changing at different rates. Especially interesting is that these
scenes need only a very modest run-time system for playback at
arbitrary frame rates with respect to the scene time.

Assuming the underlying components of the scene were sampled
appropriately, the scene can be played back at arbitrary spatial and temporal
frequency. In other words, the scene can be treated as continuous media.
With appropriate sampling, the representation is not lossy. For a large class
of scenes, this allows orders of magnitude of compression of the amount
of data which need be stored or transmitted. This framework is extensible,
so compound components of a scene can be encapsulated and efficiently
stored and transmitted.
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1
Introduction and Overview

Introduction

Preface

I've long dreamt of being able to construct my own characters; characters that had a

life of their own but were willing and able to let me share in their worlds and experience.

In my mind's eye, I always saw them as fully three-dimensional, living in combinations of

photorealistic and sketchy cartoon worlds. As a child I built characters constantly, acting

out roles with toy soldiers and "action figures", building complex structures out of wood

and mud; moving whole cities and armies around with my hand and my mind.

In high school and as an undergraduate, I spent an inordinate amount of time

involved in theater; usually as an actor, but sometimes behind the scenes designing sets

or managing props. As an actor, I was able to create characters and directly inhabit their

bodies and minds. As a set designer, I was able to influence the construction of characters

by enabling or constraining their activity, as well as realize the possibilities of a space itself

as a kind of character. As a "prop master", I appreciated the power of the prop; how a

certain prop could enable the perfect "bit of business" that, in the hands of the right

actor, make a scene really work.

It's a perfectly logical progression then, as my attention and studies turned towards

computers, that my dissertation would end up addressing issues vital to the problem of

building computational characters that exist in the digital domain. My interest continues to

be in the process of bringing a character to life; I am chiefly concerned with its

construction, in what situations it might find itself in, and how it might handle itself in the

context of some larger, scripted, narrative activity.

It should be noted that this approach is in contrast to the equally valid, but different,

problem of freely interacting with a character in some emergent narrative form (Laurel91,

Bates93, Blumberg95, Galyean95). I feel that until we can credibly talk about how the



character was constructed, what trade-offs were made in its design and implementation,

and what ways we might improve on the current design - in short, until we address the

character construction process, I would contend that we have little chance of making

measurable progress in our desire to populate virtual environments with 3D semi-

autonomous animated characters, at least in any way that we can generalize from our

experience and reuse what we build.

From an actor's perspective, this means that I'm concerned with the rehearsal

process, not the performance. It's not that the performance is not important; it's clearly

the final goal. But until we've constructed the character over the course of many

rehearsals, it makes little sense to invite an audience and raise the curtain.

What's so fascinating about the promise of doing this in the digital domain is in the

fact that the experience, the entire experience of what transpired, can be recorded.

Recorded for reuse, appropriation, reexperience in a different form or resolution - all of

these become possible as we bring our characters to life in the digital domain. Our task,

which I've taken on for this thesis, is to decide how we can build them so that this can

happen.

Background

Researchers in Artificial Intelligence (Al) and Computer Graphics (CG) have long

shared a dream that someday they would develop systems to allow the construction of

three-dimensional animated characters. When given a particular task, such characters

would be capable of independent activity in a virtual environment, and their activity would

be purposeful and interesting. They would be able to be integrated into a given

environment seamlessly, so that the artificial actor was indistinguishable from a human

participant. Human users would be able to interact with such characters at the task level,

asking them to perform activities or even join the human in performing some task.

Over the years, the Al community has made strides in many related areas, including

reactive planning, constraint systems, and knowledge representation. Computational

graphicists have made enormous advances in physically-based modeling, photorealistic

scene description and rendering. Both fields have benefited enormously from fast

workstations and advanced software development environments. Unfortunately,

whenever researchers in either of these two domains try to address the larger character

construction issue, they rarely use state-of-the-art techniques from the other. More



importantly, when researchers do try to integrate techniques from both fields into a

solution, almost invariably they end up treating the other discipline's contribution to the

problem as purely "an implementation issue. "

For example, when considering a scenario in which a character is given the task of

arranging some items on a table, most Al researchers have concentrated on issues

surrounding getting the character to decide to "pick up block A first, then block B." How

the character goes about picking up block A (text output, robot arm, flat shaded rigid links,

etc.) is usually considered an "implementation issue." What matters to the Al researcher

is that the system decided to engage in the activity based on some internal and external

motivations, and that the system has some mechanisms for determining, after the fact, if

the activity was successful or not, and then reacting accordingly. How the actual activity is

implemented is not usually considered an integral part of the problem.

Given the same domain, computational graphicists have instead concentrated on the

issues of describing how the character and its environment's attributes (i.e. position,

orientation, coloring, shading, geometric shape) change over the course of actually picking

up the block, and how these changes occur in three-dimensional space and are eventually

visualized onto an array of pixels. How the system decided to pick up a given block in the

first place, or what it did next, were not considered part of the problem. Moreover, the task

of modulating that instance of behavior during that particular span in time and space is

almost invariably given over to a human (i.e. an animator).

While this approach has been successful in coming up with solutions for many of the

subproblems associated with the larger goal of constructing characters, no single system

to date satisfactorily meets the goal of allowing the construction of arbitrary three-

dimensional, semi-autonomous, animated characters engaged in purposeful and

interesting behavior in a virtual environment, such that the virtual actors can be seamlessly

integrated with real environments.

The goal of this work has been to address this problem by constructing a testbed for

experimenting with the issues that arise in the construction of such characters, where the

result is amenable to the application of state-of-the-art techniques from both the Al and

CG domains.



Thp Theiq

The basic thesis that this dissertation discusses is that by considering computer

graphics and artificial intelligence techniques as peers in a solution, rather than relegating

one or the other to the status of an "implementation detail", we can achieve a synergy

greater than the sum of the parts. This will allow us to overcome previous limitations and

allow the development of a character construction system that will foster collaboration

and foment discussion by practitioners in both domains.

It is my thesis that by using a single time-based representation for the shape, shading

and state information that both the Al and the CG subsystems can measure and

manipulate at an appropriate level of detail, I will be able to demonstrate an approach

that allows and fosters the construction of arbitrary three-dimensional, semi-autonomous,

animated characters that can engage in purposeful and interesting directed behavior in a

virtual environment.

I claim that any such representation must have mechanisms to allow proper sampling

of behavior, and mechanisms for intelligently reconstructing the results of those behaviors

later. Ideally, the system should allow for scalable behavior to be built, where

mechanisms can be put in place to behave differently in the presence of greater or lesser

sampling of the behavior. The representation should encourage the construction of

reusable behaviors that can be reused among a range of characters. These behaviors

should be amenable to composition, so that sets of behaviors can be composed together

to form more complex behaviors. Finally, the representation should facilitate the

construction of blendable behavior, where the complementary result of behaviors blend

together in their manipulation of the representation of the character.

Finally, we claim that due to the iterative nature of the character construction process,

and the inherent demand for sophisticated debugging tools, it is imperative that the

representation be able to be easily built up over time using state-of-the-art data

manipulation and visualization techniques.



The Problem Posed as Questions

The problem that this thesis addresses can be best summarized as the following set

of questions:

- How can we construct virtual actors (three-dimensional, animated semi-
autonomous computer characters) in such a way that they are able to sense
and act in the virtual environments they inhabit? (.i.e. "it is hot", "the ball is
nearby", "I'm surrounded by enemies", etc.)

- How we can construct virtual actors such that both end users and character
designers can interact with them at the task level? ("Open the door", "clean
this place up", "fix the motor", "look at this", etc.)

- What is the computational infrastructure we need to compose such characters
out of reusable parts authored by disparate groups of modelers/animators/
artisans?

- How can we construct our characters in such a way that they have an under-
standing of their present resources in the computational infrastructure they
inhabit and allow them to make use of this information in their activity? In
other words, how can we reconcile the desire to naturally express behaviors of
these characters as continuous functions over time with the discrete, sampled
nature of animation? (i.e. are they running on a fast machine, running on a
slow network, am I being undersampled with respect to the kind of signal
(change in the model over time) I am trying to produce, etc.)

- How can we construct them such that they can be seamlessly integrated into
virtual environments containing both real and computer generated imagery at
arbitrarily high levels of quality (i.e. scalable high definition video, 35mm
motion picture film, ShowScan, etc.)?

All of these questions are intertwined. The thesis will directly address the first three

questions, while the latter two are important implementation issues that will be

addressed in the high level design and implementation of the prototype testbed.



My Approach: An Overview
This section provides a brief overview of my answers to the questions posed in the

previous section. Each of these issues is described and discussed in more detail in the rest

of the dissertation. Before I begin, though, I feel a short glossary of terms I use frequently

in WavesWorld (and will be using throughout this dissertation) would be useful to the

reader unfamiliar with this work. Please note that all these terms will be explained, in

context, in the following chapters, but this brief glossary of terms will hopefully stem any

unnecessary initial confusion.

A Quick WavesWorld Glossary

model
A model is an encapsulation of the shape, shading, and state information of a
character. Shape refers to the geometry of objects. This includes what geometric
primitives they're composed of (spheres, polygons, patch meshes, etc.), as well
as what geometric transformations are acting on them (scale, skew, translate,
rotate, etc.). Shading refers to the subtle surface qualities of an object due to the
material properties of the objects in the scene, local illumination effects, and
global illumination effects. State refers to other more ineffable, but still
perceivable qualities, like elements of personality.

In WavesWorld, a model is an ordered list of renderable objects, some of which
are animatable. Renderable objects are objects that respond to messages
instructing them to render themselves over some span of time, and animatable
objects are renderable objects whose properties/slots may change over time. The
properties/slots of a model that can change over time are called articulated
variables.

agent
In WavesWorld, an agent really just refers to a software module; an autonomous
black box that has a well defined purpose, a separate namespace and its own
thread of control. I use the term very carefully, and whenever it is used in this
dissertation, it explicitly refers to such a black box that, when opened, is readily
understandable by someone who might build such things (i.e. a programmer).

sensor agent
An agent which encapsulates some boolean perceptual mechanism. A sensor
agent gathers its information by measuring some model(s) that correspond(s) to
the character, its environment, or both.

goal agent
An agent which encapsulates a desire of the character, in terms of a sensor agent
that it wants to be True.

skill agent
An agent which generates the behavior of a character. It does this by, over the
course of some amount of time, measuring and manipulating the articulated
variables of some model(s) that correspond(s) to the character, its environment,
or both.

character
A character is the combination of a model and some set of agents, which
measure and manipulate the model over time. The agents may be in a variety of
configurations: chained together, competing, cooperating, etc.



My Approach

In order to construct virtual actors which can sense and act in the virtual environment

they inhabit, we characterize the functional components of a character as an

interconnected network of goal agents, skill agents, and sensor agents. A given set of

agents can be connected together in a variety of configurations, with the most complex

that we've explored is a reactive planner based on an implementation of the "spreading

activation" planning algorithm described initially in ( Maes89). We have significantly

extended this algorithm to allow asynchronous action selection and parallel action

execution. This work (Johnson9l) was completed in 1991 for my SMVS thesis "Build-a-

Dude: Action Selection Networks for Computational Autonomous Agents." We have since

made several extensions to both the algorithm and our way of thinking about it (see

Chapter 4 and Appendix A).

Using Rasmussen's characterization of the signs, signals, and symbols to which a

virtual actor attends (Rasumussen83), we dealt with the issues of dividing the perceptual

mechanisms of a virtual actor into the discrete sampler of the continuous variable (a

receptor) and the computational black box which computed the truth value of a given

assertion based on the current sample set (the sensor agent). This split has powerful

consequences with regard to graded recruitment of resources and apportionment of

attention by the virtual actor to itself and its environment. This work is also complete, and

has been integrated into the current implementation of the distributed, parallel planner

and agent network, although it is not completely hooked up to the latest release of the

testbed.

In order to build actors that we can interact with at the task level, it is necessary to

facilitate the construction of sophisticated multi-modal user interfaces to measure and

manipulate our characters. To this end, I have extended the NEXTSTEP@ development

environment to allow both the manipulation and visualization of character components

(agents, shaders, shape, and behavior). This allows for levels of abstraction to be built up

for a given character, allowing guiding, animator, and task level interaction with a given

character (Zeltzer85). This work has been under development for the last few years, and

is in use by several hundred users over the world. The design of this software and its

current implementation will be discussed in Chapter 3.

In order to build the computational infrastructure necessary to build characters out of



reusable parts authored by disparate groups of creators, it was necessary to use a single

discrete time-based representation for the shape, shading and state of information of the

characters and their environment. I used the RenderMan@ Interface (Pixar89) as a starting

point for designing the eve object framework to address this need. While the core of the

framework (a modeling language, compiler, and run-time system) has up and working for

over two years, we have been successfully using this framework to construct character

parts over the past year. Like any language, understanding and facility grow over time, and

my understanding of what we've wrought has come forward in leaps and bounds in the

last few months, but there is still room left in the learning curve. Examples of using this

approach are explained in Chapter 3, and some future directions for this will be

addressed in Chapter 5.

In order to construct characters that can be seamlessly integrated with both real and

computer imagery, we must be able to resolve the discrete nature of computational

simulation/animation with the desire to record a scene continuously (i.e. with no

sampling artifacts). This means that the underlying representation must maintain some

continuity over time in order to interpolate parts for moments when it does not already

have a sample. This problem is also intimately tied to the issue of giving a character's

components a valid sense of their dynamic computation and communication resources

while executing. In other words, it's vitally important to allow agents to have an

understanding of how finely they are being sampled, so that they can adjust the signals

they are generating accordingly. WavesWorld facilitates this by decentralizing sampling

frequency to the signal generators (the agents), and by using a framework that allows

object-based reconstruction and interpolation of signals in the scene (eve). Also, since I

based my framework atop the RenderMan@ Interface, and took full advantage of the

capabilities provided by it, my system can easily take advantage of the state-of-the-art in

commercial and research rendering systems (i.e. Pixar's Academy Award@ winning

PhotoRealistic RenderMan@ renderer and Larry Gritz's hybrid raytracer/radiosity renderer

from the Blue Moon Rendering Tools).



Contributions of this Work
The central contribution of this dissertation is a testbed for experimenting with the

issues surrounding designing, developing, debugging, and delivering 3D, semi-

autonomous animated characters.

This testbed sits atop an object-oriented framework for constructing and animating

models. This framework facilitates iterative construction of the parts and props that

comprise a character. It also provides facilities for writing and wiring together agents,

which are processes that measure and manipulate models over time to produce a

character's behavior. This framework encourages and facilitates encapsulation and reuse

at many levels, which benefits collaborative character construction.

This testbed can be used to compose three-dimensional, photorealistic animatable

characters, where characters are composed of variously interconnected agents and a

model, where a model is a set of objects encapsulating shape, shading and state

information over time. It's possible to quickly build reusable, composable, blendable

behaviors, where a behavior is the result of some set of processes operating on a model

over time.

One especially useful result of using this framework to develop media is its facility in

acting as a very rich and compact storage medium for photorealistic scenes. This storage

representation builds directly atop the RenderMan@ Interface, an industry standard for

describing photorealistic scenes. In our object-oriented representation, though, since we

maintain some level of continuity in our scenes over time, such scenes can have 3D

models that change over time, where different parts of the models in the scene can be

changing at different rates. Especially interesting is that these scenes need only a very

modest run-time system for playback at arbitrary frame rates with respect to the scene

time (in addition to a graphics system for display).

Assuming the underlying components of the scene were sampled appropriately, the

scene can be played back at arbitrary spatial and temporal frequency. In other words, the

scene can be treated as continuous media. With appropriate sampling, the representation

is not lossy. For a large class of scenes, this allows orders of magnitude of compression of

the amount of data which need be stored or transmitted. This framework is extensible, so

compound components of a scene can be encapsulated and efficiently stored and

transmitted.



By using this framework, I will describe and demonstrate how it is straightforward to

integrate a variety of animation control mechanisms such as kinematics, motion control,

and procedural animation, and have high level controls to blend the results together. It

also facilitates experimentation with a variety of Al techniques, some ethologically based,

for doing behavior-based animation. This behavior based approach to animation is much

more conducive to collaboration, as one collaborator usually need only concern

themselves with the behaviors they are designing and how it manipulates the character,

and do not necessarily have to coordinate with other behavior designers, especially when

the behaviors are complementary.

Map of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 begins by discussing a variety of ideas about constructing characters and

related work in the Media Arts. I begin with examples of characters and character

construction in the analog domain, and then try to summarize what insights we can carry

over into the digital domain. I then discuss more technical work related to this

dissertation, concentrating on the Al and CG communities, with special emphasis on

hybrid systems which incorporate elements of both.

Chapter 3 discusses in detail an object-oriented framework for 3D modeling over

time that facilitates building characters out of composable parts.

Chapter 4 discussed my parallel, distributed agent architecture, which addresses the

issues of representing the attitudes and abilities of a character. I discuss the idea that

animation is really a set of processes measuring and manipulating a model over time. I

then show how by combining our object oriented modeling approach in Chapter 3 with

this agent-based approach to generating behavior, we can build three-dimensional, semi-

autonomous animated characters.

Chapter 5 summarizes what I've presented, and presents several course of direction

for future work to both extend this work and to use it as a framework for building

characters today.

Appendix A discusses in more detail an action selection network algorithm, based on

work done by Maes (Maes89), and extensions we have made to it. This work is relevant to

the work presented in Chapter 4, but since it was only one of several action selection

algorithms (all the rest were much simpler), it was described here instead of there.



2 Related Work

Introduction

The problem of constructing characters is an ancient problem that many fields have

struggled with. Computer graphicists and artificial intelligence researchers have been

facing the issue since the birth of their respective disciplines, but both of these are young

fields. I'll talk a bit at the end of this chapter about some relevant work that has been

done in the fields of CG and Al, but first we'll look to the Media Arts for information and

inspiration. Many of the problems that character constructionists faced (and continue to

face) in the analog domain carry over into the digital domain. As I mentioned in the last

chapter, I spent a fair number of years working in the theater, and in the first part of this

chapter I'll draw on my own personal experiences as an actor thinking about character,

and briefly mention some sources of information and inspiration from animation, model

kits, comics. My point in discussing these issues here is to familiarize the reader with the

process of character construction in other domains. We need to understand and respect

those processes as we try to map out similar capability in the digital domain. I will

summarize what we've seen at the end of the section.

In the second half of this chapter I'll review some of the relevant literature in CG and

Al, with an emphasis on work I feel is particularly relevant to the direction I've taken in

this work.



Character Construction in the Media Arts

An Actor Prepares

Before beginning this section, I must point out an important constraint hanging over

the actor's shoulder during the entire character construction process: the story. As an

actor, and not a script writer, my emphasis here is on the character, not the role within the

story. The role is what's written, the character is the particular instantiation of that role for

a given performance situation. To be more explicit: The character is always constrained by

the role.

The role makes a very specific contribution to the story, to which all is subservient to.

The character must work within the bounds of the role, which itself must work with in the

bounds of the story. As we discuss the options available during the character construction

process, always keep in mind that the choices available are always constrained by the role

and its place in the story. While there is a time and a place to discuss the process of

creating a role and designing a story, this is not it. With that caveat, we turn our attention

to the process an actor, upon being cast in a role, must go through to create the character

they will inhabit.

Mirror, Mirror...

When first presented with a role, an actor faces several dilemmas. In my experience,

before all else, the actor must first step into the character and look in the mirror. What

does the character look like? How does the character hold itself? What does it sound like?

In order to begin to start answering these questions, the actor looks away from the mirror

and at the material; the script and the backstory.

Do we only know of this character from the story/set-piece we're about to see the

character in? If not, what backstory (see pp 47-62 of Seeger9O for a nice discussion of

this) do we have on the character? Assuming it's consistent (i.e. in the case of comic books

or films, it's usually not), what of the back story informs the construction of this character

for this piece? Since we can't add to the story, what might we want to add to the backstory

that will help create this particular character, that is consistent with what will unfold in the

story?

Historically, the look of the character is largely determined by the actor's body. As

media move more and more into the digital domain, this becomes less of a central issue,

but it's still an important one. In animation this has always been less of a concern, but has



remained important. In animation, the "actor" is a combination of the animator drawing

the scene and the voice talent doing the character's voice. Many an animated character's

look is directly informed by the voice talent that makes them speak. Also, many animators

work with a mirror by their side, so that they can observe some part of themselves in

motion as they go about some activity, which they then interpret and apply to the

character they're constructing.

Demeanor: A Character's Potential for Action

once the gross form of the character is sketched out, an actor turns to the question of

comportment: how does the character hold itself? Is it hunched over, as if sickly or

perhaps sneaky? Does it stand ramrod straight, like a frightened schoolboy or with the

frozen menace of a Marine saluting?

All characters have a face, even if it's not a human one with two eyes a nose and a

mouth. What does this character's face look like? Is there an amused sneer, a vague look

of discomfort, a sheen of sweat, the contorted features of an upcoming burst of rage, a

look of benign happiness or a blank stare?

It's important to realize that none of these are questions of action, really, but a

question of how the character looks with regard to its potential for action.

Action!

The next question is what happens when the character first opens its mouth, or

reaches for something, or waves, or takes a step. Many times the dynamics of the

character are exactly at odds with its demeanor: the ramrod straight Marine who can't

control his high pitched laughter and giggling, the little old lady with the bass voice, the

innocuous looking fat man who saunters across the room with the aplomb of James

Bond.

Once the basics of the character have been sketched in, we turn to the specifics of

activity that the character will be asked to perform. Does it physically have everything it

needs? If the character is supposed to be a private detective, does it have a gun? Does it

know how to use it? How does it load it? Does it always leave it unloaded or loaded? Is

the safety always on? Is this a problem? How about a pack of cigarettes? How does it light

them - does it always get it lit the first time, or not?

At this point, we're still building up the character. If we suddenly realize that our

character needs some particular prop, we might look in the script or backstory to see if



there's any information we can use. If not, we might invent some that was consistent with

the script and backstory: "This gun was my partner's. Sometimes it sticks, but it's all I've

got left of Marty, so I always keep it in my back holster. I like the fact that Marty's still

covering my back..."

Building a Character

once the basics of the character are set, the actor can finally pick up the script and

begin to look at what specific things they're going to be asked to do. At this point, the

abilities of the character are foremost on the mind of the actor. What exact tasks is the

character expected to do? Should they be performed hesitantly, woodenly, excitedly,

carelessly, hurriedly, or nonchalant? All of the character that has thus been created; the

look, the demeanor, the weird tick when he says "porridge", all of these come into play

as the actor begins enacting the tasks the character must perform. Realizing that the

character must dance well in a scene in the second act, the actor realizes that some of the

fumbling behavior he was thinking of before is now inappropriate. He modifies the way

the character carries himself, but now transfers the business to the character's nervous

habit with his left hand and a yo-yo, which keeps getting tangled.

Let's Take it Again, From the Top...

I once played the role of Argan, the crotchety, cuckolded husband in Moliere's

"Imaginary Invalid". As the play opens, the scripts calls for Argan to be "sitting alone at

a table in his bedroom, adding up his apothecary's bills with counters, and talking to

himself as he does". He launches into a long monologue on his ailments and the variety

of medicines and treatments he's been charged for. As is customary in Moliere, there is

some stage direction, but not much.

After reading the script several times and thinking about the actors cast in the other

roles, I began my own character construction process. Moliere had written the role of

Argan, but now it was my task to create a particular character, my own instantiation of

Argan. As I usually do, I began constructing the character for the role by figuring out how

he spoke. I started reading the character's lines, and found myself stooping over a bit as I

did so. After reading through a few times, I began bobbing my head a little, as if with palsy,

as I read the lines over and over, sometimes repeating a line several times in different

variations of the voice, sometimes stooping over more, sometimes less. We had originally

blocked the scene with the character sitting in his wheelchair, giving his speech. As I



started reading the lines aloud, though, I started shuffling around, stopping and restarting,

sometimes gesturing and sometimes glaring. The script didn't call for any particular activity

or props; the point of this exposition in the play is to introduce the character and set up

the farce about to ensue.

I soon realized, though, that a five minute monologue right at the start with a

doddering old man talking about getting enemas and complaining about the cost of his

doctor's visits wasn't going to quite have the effect we wanted unless we could grab the

audience's attention. I began searching for a "bit of business" for the character to do

that worked in the context of the scene.

I eventually came up with a bit that worked just right. Near the beginning of the

monologue, Argan is talking about one particular noxious concoction: "a good purgative

and tonic concoction of fresh cassia with Levantine senna, etc., according to Monsieur's

prescription, to expel and evacuate the gentleman's bile" ( Moliere, pp 434-435). For the

performance, I pulled several (carefully wrapped) fresh eggs out of Argan's housecoat and

broke them into a glass, which I contemplated for a period during the course of the next

bit of the monologue, and then gulped them down in a sputtering gulp. This never failed

to get an audible "urgh!" from the audience, and helped get them to believe that Argan

really did take his medicine, and didn't just talk about it. This bit of business (Argan pulling

vile concoctions out of various places and drinking them with impunity) was worked into

several scenes, and was quite helpful in shaping my particular interpretation of the role.

The important point here is this: What my Argan looked, sounded and behaved like

were created over the course of many rehearsals, where one change fed back on another.

Discovering that the voice I used for Argan broke when I said a certain word caused me to

emphasize it more. That caused me to reassess his facial expression as he spoke. That in

turn modulated the pacing of his speaking, which was punctuated by his gestures.

Because he was always looking for his pills and evil libations, he was always wearing

housecoats with many pockets. Because he voice failed sometimes and because he was

lame, he had a cane, which he stamped loudly on the ground to be heard. In a discussion

with his brother this cane suddenly became a sword. The script didn't call for this prop by

name, but it made sense in the context of the verbal duel the two engaged in.



Summary

My point in going into relatively exhaustive detail about the character construction an

actor may go through is to give the reader unfamiliar with this general process and an idea

of how iterative and intertwined this process is. Here's one way to think about the

process:

- the model's a given; the actor's body was cast in the role
- the model has an enormous number of degrees of freedom; the role or con-

text informs the variables of the model
- which do we use?
- which do we constrain their values to a range?
- what abilities do we bring to bear? What processes will be used in the genera-

tion of behavior?
- iterate back over these till done

What Have We Learned?

In addition to acting, I looked at a variety of other domains in the "media arts". In

comics (McCloud93), there is a rich history of character construction, both in a single

issue of comic, over a long story arc, and also over decade-long adventures of continuing

characters in consistent universes. Also, there was the curious ubiquity of a phenomenon

called "retconning" ("retroactive continuity"), which means essentially where a

character's past is changed to fit a new story that's being told. Two famous examples of

this are the John Byrne retelling and reinterpretation of Superman (Byrne87) and the

Frank Miller reinterpretation and future history of Batman (Byrne86), which also reached

back and rewrote history.

Cartooning and animation, of course, from it's very inception has been about

character, even when it hasn't been about story. The Disney, or "classical", approach to

animation is well-documented (Thomas8l, Thomas87, Lasseter87), although there are

certainly other valid approaches (White88, Solomon89, Jones89, Laybourne79, Hart94,

Culhane88, Adamson75). Either way, such techniques as "model sheets" (showing the

character in a variety of poses) and "bibles"(detailing what a character would and

wouldn't do in a variety of situations, as well as pointers of how to draw and animate the

character) are used even in so-called "limited animation" ( Groening93).

In addition to their primary audience of adolescents, models and kits have found a

active audience with adults who appropriate characters from a variety of media, recast

discontinued models, and sculpt and sell "garage kits" of both known and unknown



characters (Dutt92, Bruegman94, Webb94).

By looking at these and other areas, I was able to see a few things about character

construction that were readily applicable to the problem of building 3D semi-autonomous

characters in the digital domain:

- Character construction is iterative, therefore characters must be composed of
malleable media; whatever the "stuff" they're made of, it needs to retain its
plasticity, as it is constantly being reformed, reshaped, remolded during the
construction process.

- The character's body, props, demeanor, and abilities are all intimately tied
together. During the process of constructing a character, changing one of these
almost certainly has ramifications on others. Making the character hold itself
stiffly changes the way it is dressed and the way it walks across a room, giving
a character a ring to twist might give him an outlet for a nervous tick that was
previously expressed by tapping his foot, etc.

- The character builder needs to be able to easily move back and forth between
their roles of creator and character: treating the character first as golem, then
as avatar, and back again, ad infinitum. be more specific here...

- prototypes: A character can be (and probably will be) part stereotype, part car-
icature. Building on known frameworks or taxonomies helps to speed the pro-
cess of creation, and derivative and hackneyed components of a character can
be replaced over time. Character construction is a process; not since Athena
sprung full formed from the forehead of Zeus has a character appeared fully
formed and realized.

- Collaboration is a fact of life in the creative process of character construction.
The collaboration might be with other creators of the same character (i.e. the
penciller, inker and writer of a comic book character), or with creators of previ-
ous incarnations of the same or similar roles (i.e. the actor who played the role
previously), or with others involved in the scene the character is in (i.e. the
director of the piece).

- reusability: One person's character is another person's raw material. In the
same way that fans appropriate television characters (Jenkins92), and model
makers reshape figurines (Dutt92), and comic artists "retcon" superheroes
(Byrne87, Miller87), we must be prepared for the appropriation and reuse of
our character and its constituent parts.



ComDuter GraDhics

Task Level Animation

Zeltzer discusses a three part taxonomy of animation systems: guiding, animator level,

and task level. Guiding includes motion recording, key-frame interpolation, and shape

interpolation systems. Animator level systems allow algorithmic specification of motion.

Task level animation systems must contain knowledge about the objects and environment

being animated; the execution of the motor skills is organized by the animation system.

The work in this dissertation is a set of components needed for a task level animation

system.

In a task level animation system, there are several kinds of planning activity that can

go on. In this work, I am concerned only with the lowest level of planning- what Zeltzer

called motor planning (Zeltzer87). Motor planning is similar to the kind of problem solver

Minsky calls a difference engine (Minsky86).

'This reflects current notions of how animal behavior is structured in what we
call an expectation lattice, in which motor behavior is generated by traversing
the hierarchy of skills selected by rules which map the current action and context
onto the next desired action." (Zeltzer87)

Since I am concerned with this lower level of activity, I refer to the behavior of the

characters I'm building as "semi-autonomous", since they are being directed explicitly

by some higher level control system (a human or some planner). They do act and react

autonomously within the given context of a task, but the selection of the original task is

left to some other system.

Some Interesting Actors and Characters

Using forward kinematic techniques, Zeltzer showed a biped with many degrees of

freedom that could walk over uneven terrain (Zeltzer84). His system was a step towards

an animation system that allowed interaction at the task level, although the available

motor skills of the animated figures were limited to forward locomotion.

Girard's PODA system has creatures that can walk, run, turn, and dance using

kinematics and point dynamics (Girard85). Again the emphasis in this system is on the

animation of legged locomotion, and allowing the animator control over its creation.

Autonomy of the animated creatures is not the goal, rather intelligent and artistic control

by the animator is.



Sims designed a system for making creatures that, using inverse kinematics and

simple dynamics, could navigate over uneven terrain (Sims87). This system was notable

in that the notion of "walking" was generalized enough that he could generate many

different kinds of creatures that all exhibited different behavior very quickly. More recently,

Sims has developed a system for quickly prototyping creatures embodying a set of

physically-based behaviors by breeding them (Sims94). He presents a genetic language

that he uses to describe both the shape and the neural circuitry of the creatures. His work

is most interesting in the context of building systems in which creatures are bred by using

aesthetic decisions as fitness functions. This work, more than any other, shows the power

of genetic techniques when applied to complex computer graphic character construction

problems.

Reynolds describes a system based on the actors model of distributed computation

for animating the behavior of flocks and herds (Reynolds82, Reynolds87). The use of the

actor model allows for a great amount of flexibility, but the communication overhead

between actors imposed for their particular application is non-trivial (O(n2)).

Also of note are Miller's snakes and worms, which use relatively simple notions about

the motion of real snakes to generate quite interesting motion (Miller88). The locomotion

is controlled by a behavior function which allows the snake to be steered towards a target.

One of the most ambitious animated creatures to date is a dynamic hexapod that was

developed here in the Computer Graphics & Animation Group at the MIT Media Lab by

McKenna and Zeltzer (McKenna90A, McKenna90B). They demonstrated an articulated

figure with 38 degrees of freedom, that uses the gait mechanism of a cockroach to drive a

forward dynamic simulation of the creature moving over even and uneven terrain. It is an

example of how successfully biologically-based control schemes can be adapted for

computer animation. A virtual actor hexapod that uses the same gait controller and

exhibits several simple behaviors has been also been demonstrated.

More recently, Xiaoyuan & Terzopoulos demonstrated a framework for the animation

of fish that provides "realistic individual and collective motions with minimal intervention

from the animator."( Xiaoyuan94) Their fish animations are remarkable life-like in their

behavior, and show the power of combining state-of-the art behavior animation

techniques with high quality shape and shading.

Even more recently, Blumberg and Galyean demonstrated a "directable" dog



character that can respond autonomously, in real-time to user input in the context of a

larger, scripted narrative activity. (Blumberg95)

Animation Systems

Badler et al. describes a system for translating NASA task protocols into animated

sequences that portray astronauts performing specified tasks in a space station work

environment (Badler9l). The focus of their research is concerned more with portraying

and evaluating human motor performance for specified tasks, or for instructing agents in

the performance of tasks, rather than the development of architectures for representing

and implementing virtual actors. More recently (Badler93), they discuss the larger issues

in building virtual humans, with particular emphasis on interacting with the virtual humans

through spoken natural language. Their system is far and away the most comprehensive

with regard to modeling human figure motion, although they are not concerned with the

autonomous reactive behavior of the virtual human in its environment, but rather realistic

human motion that can be used predictively for human factors studies.

Reeves et.al (Reeves9O) describe an animation system called Menv ("modeling

environment") which is most notable because of its successful usage in the creation of

some of the most compelling computer-based character animation to date (Luxo Jr.,

Red's Dream , Tin Toy, KnickKnack). They discuss the concept of articulated variables in

their modeling language, ML. ML is a C-like procedural language in which animation is

effected by allowing certain variables to change over time. Although I didn't know of this

work until after I'd designed my original system, this work and discussions with one of its

authors (Ostby94) directly inspired and shaped my later work on eve (the modeling

language in WavesWorld), as will be described in Chapter 4.

Strassmann (Strassmann9l) built a system, Divadlo, that was in the same spirit as

this dissertation (building a system that treated Al and CG as equal partners). While

WavesWorld has veered heavily towards the CG side, Strassmann's work emphasized on a

natural language interface to the system.

Another system that had a similar object-oriented perspective towards animation was

the SWAMP system (Baker92), where she used the CLOS notion of streams as an

abstraction of a control strategy. This is similar in spirit to what this work does with agents

and articulated variables, but is less powerful, as she doesn't deal with the issues of

blending the effects of complementary strategies.



Materials & Scene Description Languages

Cook first proposed a flexible tree-structured shading model that can be used for

specifying complex shading parameters with a small number of parameters (Cook84).

This work was especially interesting in showing the diverse ways that textures could be

used to modify the shading of a given piece of geometry. This work was eventually

extended by Hanrahan & Lawson (Hanrahan93) to a compiled language used by the

RenderMan@ Interface, a photo-realistic scene description protocol (Pixar89).

Sims work on his "evo" system ( Sims9l), in which 2D images are bred by a

combination of a special purpose language, genetic techniques, and aesthetic fitness

functions provided interactively by a user, is interesting in pointing the way towards future

systems where a user iteratively develops an algorithmically generated image by high level

interaction only. This work has obvious implications for breeding 2D procedural textures

which could correspond to complex natural phenomena.

Recently, the issues of modeling natural phenomena by procedural texturing and

modeling have been addressed by several researchers (Ebert94). Most of the examples in

this book are given using the RenderMan Shading Language.

Artificial Intelligence

Minsky describes a theory in which a mind is composed of a society of interacting

parts, each of which, considered by itself, is explicable and mindless, that he calls the

Society of Mind (Minsky87). The work done by Travers for the Vivarium project here at the

Media Lab contains good examples of systems of agents that are autonomous and exhibit

interesting behavior (Travers89). His ideas are loosely based on Minsky's Society of Mind

theory and model the behavior of groups of insects using perception sensors of the

environment and agent-based representations of the state of each insect's "mind".

Agre and Chapman have developed a theory of general activity (Agre87). They argue

that there are two kinds of planning, which can be referred to as capital-P Planning and

small-p planning. They contend that much of Al research is on Planning, while what

people actually do a lot more of is planning. This is similar to Zeltzer's discussion of motor

planning as a subset of more general problem solving skills. Their work on Pengi is quite

interesting because of their assertion that "we believe that combinatorial networks can

form an adequate central system for most activity."



Wilson describes the animat problem, which seems to agree well with the ethological

approach Zeltzer has long advocated:

"To survive in its environment an animal must possess associations between
environmental signals and actions that will lead to satisfaction of its needs. The
animal is born with some associations, but the rest must be learned through
experience. A similar situation might be said to hold for an autonomous robot
(say on Mars or under the sea). One general way to represent the associations is
by condition-action rules in which the conditions match aspects of the animal's
environment and internal state and the actions modify the internal state or
execute motor commands." WilsonS7

He describes a system using a classifier system (a variant of the Genetic Algorithm

(Goldberg89)) to approach the problem of an animat in a 2D environment.

In work directed toward constructing autonomous robots, Maes has described the

details of the connections among skills (competence modules in her terminology) for a

"situated" agent ( Maes89). In her action selection network, each motor skill has a set of

preconditions (the condition list) that must be true in order for the skill to execute. In

addition, there is a set of predictions about the state after the motor skill has executed: an

add list of propositions expected to become true once the skill has executed, and a delete

list of propositions that will no longer be true. Skills are interconnected through these

preconditions, add and delete lists in the following ways: a skill Si, that, when executed,

will make true the precondition for another skill S2 is called a predecessor node, and S1

may receive activation energy from S2. A skill S2 that has a precondition that will be made

true by some other skill S1 is a successor of S1 and receives activation energy from S1.

There are also conflicter relationships that correspond to inhibitory connections among

nodes.

Importantly, Maes has introduced the notion of spreading activation, which provides

for graded recruitment of motor resources-potentiation is not a binary switch, but a

continuous quantity, so that a skill may be potentiated by varying amounts. This is also in

agreement with the ethological account. The process of action selection takes into account

the global goals of the agent, as well as the state of the world. Activation is spread to the

skills from the goals and the state, and activation is taken away by the achieved goals

which the system tries to protect. Activation is sent forward along the predecessor links,

and backwards along the successor links; activation is decreased through the conflicter

links, and each skill's activation is normalized such that the total activation energy in the

system remains constant. If all the propositions in the condition list of a skill are satisfied



in the current state of the world, and that skill's activation energy is higher than some

global threshold (as well as being higher than all the other modules in the network), that

skill is invoked to perform its assigned action (thereby adding the propositions in its add

list to the state and removing those on its delete list) and returns. If no skill is selected, the

global threshold is reduced by some amount. Either way, the spreading of activation

continues, as described above.

Rod Brooks has argued that Al should shift to a process-based model of intelligent

systems, with a decomposition based on "task achieving behaviors" as the

organizational principle (Brooks86). He described a subsumption architecture based on

the notion that later, more advanced layers subsume earlier layers, in a sense simulating

the evolutionary process biological organisms have undergone. He argues that Al would

be better off "building the whole iguana", i.e. building complete systems, albeit simple

ones, rather than some single portion of a more complex artificial creature. To this end,

Brooks has spearheaded the construction of several successful (to varying degrees)

mobile robots (Brooks89).

One example of a mobile robot based on the subsumption architecture was

programmed by Maes to learn how to walk (Maes9O). The algorithm was similar to the

one previously described by Maes (and the one implemented in my SMVS thesis,

Johnson9l) with the addition of simple statistically based learning. In the chosen domain

(hexapod walking), the algorithm proved appropriate and accomplished its goal, although

it is unclear how well it scales or transfers to other domains.

Maes' early work on reflective systems (Maes87), coupled with work by Malone et.al.

concerning the economics of computational systems (Malone88), is especially relevant

when considering how to build systems that can modify purposefully modify themselves

based on a notion of the computational milieu they are embedded in.

The work by Bates and his students on the Oz project at Carnegie-Mellon (Bates91)

concerns similar topics addressed in this dissertation, although their approach is wildly

different. Their work emphasizes the "broad but shallow" capabilities of their agents,

but they say very little about how they plan to wed the interesting Al capabilities they have

been developing with computer graphic systems. Their Woggles system is engaging, but

their interest seems to lie in using it as a litmus test to show that they are on the right

track rather than as any sort of framework to modify and improve the characters. The work



discussed and implemented for this dissertation is intimately concerned with the process

of creating characters; while their work focuses on the artifact of their particular creatures.

I argue in this dissertation that this is an important difference in approach, especially if we

are to learn from our experience and expand our character construction abilities.

Blumberg's recent work on Hamsterdam (Blumberg94), on the other hand, is an

excellent example of a successful marriage of ethologically inspired Al control systems

hooked up to a sophisticated real-time graphics system. Blumberg emphasizes the

ethological basis for his planner, and is concerned with building animal-like creatures that

can be interacted with in real-time. In contrast, the work being proposed here is more

concerned with iteratively building up scalable behaviors that are not necessarily wedded

to real-time systems, but can adapt themselves at run-time to the computational

capabilities of computing environment they find themselves in. Also, this work is more

concerned with the general question of building virtual actors, whose internal

mechanisms may or may not have a basis in ethology.



Modeling in WavesWorld

Introduction

At the beginning of our lesson I told Tortsov, the Director of our school and
theatre, that I could comprehend with my mind the process of planting and
training with myself the elements necessary to create character, but that it was
still unclear to me how to achieve the building of that character in physical
terms. Because, if you do not use your body, your voice, a manner of speaking,
walking, moving, if you do not find a form of characterization which corresponds
to the image, you probably cannot convey to others its inner, living spirit
"Yes" agreed Tortsov, "without an external form neither your inner
characterization nor the spirit of your image will reach the public. The external
characterization explains and illustrates and thereby conveys to your spectators
the inner pattern of your part."
"That's it!" Paul and I exclaimed.
"But how do we achieve that external, physical characterization?" I asked.
(Stanislavski49)

In the beginning of Chapter 2, we saw how important the actor's own body, costume

and props is to the successful creation of a character. In the digital domain, though,

everything must be constructed, including the actor's body. We clearly need to consider

the representation of which our character's form will be composed before we address the

issue of its behavior, i.e. how it changes over time.

This chapter describes the approach to modeling that has been developed for this

thesis. it is an object-oriented approach that allows modeling three-dimensional character

parts (amenable to photorealistic rendering) and a set of tools for facilitating their

debugging and encapsulation for later reuse. We have implemented this as two large

groups of object classes (over 150 classes in the WWTCLKit & WW3DKit), that I collectively

refer to as the eve object framework.

This framework addresses a myriad of interconnected issues that must be resolved if

we are going to have photorealistic three-dimensional animated characters, composed of

cooperating and competing agents, situated in a dynamic environment. I know of no other

published approach that addresses all of these issues together, and I consider this

explication of the issues and our representative implementation as one of the central



contributions of this thesis work.

I refer to our solution as an object framework, which may be a confusing term to

some readers. In our case, eve has several faces: it refers to both a modeling language

embedded in a computational language and an extensible set of object classes which

conform to a small set of protocols.

I have developed an object compiler which transcodes from the modeling language

to a database of compiled objects (written in Objective-C). There is a run-time system that

maintains dependencies between variables accessed via the computational language and

the underlying objects. In addition, we have developed a set of GUI tools to both visualize

and manipulate the objects in the database. This combination of a dynamic language and

a fast object compiler, coupled with an interactive GUI toolkit for manipulation and

visualization of objects and their interrelationships, allows us an unprecedented level of

flexibility and power in building and debugging the parts that compose a character.

Because of the object-oriented nature of the framework, appropriately sampled

scenes constitute a powerful recording mechanism for allowing the events of a character's

interaction with its environment to be recorded, allowing arbitrary spatial and temporal

resolution playback of the experience. These can be played back with no simulation

system present; just a modest run-time system and a graphics subsystem for rendering are

necessary.

In this chapter I first describe the requirements for the representation and then

present several simple examples which build on each other to point out some of the

capabilities of our approach. I then describe our approach in some detail; discussing the

process of debugging and the issues of reusability (i.e. the "packaging problem"), which

is a central issue in using this system for collaborative construction of characters. Finally, I'll

touch on some of the interesting and novel capabilities of this framework, using more

complex examples for illustration, and finally summarize what we've seen thus far.



Representation Requiements

The act of the mind, wherein it exerts its power over simple ideas, are chiefly
these three:
1. Combining several simple ideas into one compound one, and thus all complex
ideas are made.
2. The second is bringing two ideas, whether simple or complex, together, and
setting them by one another so as to take a view of them at once, without uniting
them into one, by which it gets all its ideas of relations.
3. The third is separating them from all other ideas that accompany them in their
real existence: this is called abstraction, and thus all general ideas are made.
(Locke1690)

This section briefly discusses the essential requirements for a representation for

photorealistic three-dimensional data over time, with special consideration given to our

problem of constructing three-dimensional semi-autonomous animated characters. For

the larger, general issues involved in describing photorealistic scenes, I would recommend

Upstill89 or Pixar89.

Comprehensive CG Vocabulary

Since our representation is intended to be understood by a computer graphics

rendering system, it is vital that it contain a comprehensive three-dimensional computer

graphics vocabulary. This includes support for:

- hierarchical transformations
- polygons
- curved surfaces
-a materials description language

The first three requirements are obvious, but the fourth may be unfamiliar to some

readers.

Encouraging Encapsulation and Abstraction for Materials

In the computer graphics domain, the more sophisticated modeling and rendering

systems make a careful distinction between shape and shading. Shape refers to the

geometry of objects. This includes what geometric primitives they're composed of

(spheres, polygons, patch meshes, etc.), as well as what geometric transformations are

acting on them (scale, skew, translate, rotate, etc.). Shading refers to the subtle surface

qualities of an object due to the material properties of the objects in the scene, local

illumination effects, and global illumination effects.



Being able to accurately and expressively describe the properties of light sources and

the material properties of objects is one of the gulfs that separate limited CG systems from

powerful production systems capable of rendering photorealistic images. From a character

constructionist's point of view, a shading (i.e. materials description) language is important

because we want to be able to "package" a given material and give it understandable

parameters that can be manipulated and measured. For example, if a robotic character is

composed of a certain kind of pitted, rusted metal, it would be nice if we were able to

describe this in whatever complex detail we needed in order to render this material, and

then be able to abstract it as some function with a set of parameters. This abstraction is

important to a character builder for several reasons.

First of all, we want to be able to package up and abstract portions of our character so

that we're not inundated with details during the iterative construction phases. More

importantly, though, is the vital role this will play in making characters and their

environment perceivable to other characters and to the autonomous behavioral

components (i.e. the agents) that comprise the character. All of these need to be able to

measure and manipulate parts of the character and the environment, and only by having

descriptions available at the appropriate level of abstraction can this be achieved.

Otherwise, we are left with having all of our characters continually forced to work from

first principles. We shouldn't have to solve the vision problem for the character to know

it's on a tile floor, and it should be able to easily determine the size and position of the

tiles by actively perceiving that from the representation, and not be reduced to only

working from some static database (i.e. tiles are usually one foot square).

Such a materials description language is vital to being able to build up a useful

knowledge base of object properties in a given environment. By constructing and

experimenting with a variety of ways of describing materials appropriately, we can build

up abstractions that will allow us to build up stereotypical descriptions that can be reused

among characters and environments.

Continuous over Time

We want our representation to be continuous over time. This means that we don't

want our representation to consist of a set of disconnected samples (i.e. frames) over

time, nor do we really want them to be samples at all. Realistically, though, because of the

discrete nature of animation, we will need to deal with sampling issues. We may have



multiple samples of what a portion of our model is at a given point in time, and we also

may have some set of samples over time that represent some component of our model. If

so, we'll need reasonable mechanisms for reconstructing the underlying signals that the

samples represent. We also may have a disparate set of samples at a given point in time

that represent some set of opinions of the model. In the same way that we need to be

able reconstruct a signal from a set of samples over time, we should have mechanism for

reconstructing a single sample at a point in time from some set of weighted samples from

different sources at that point in time.

Composable

in the same way that we want to be able to "package up" material properties of

character parts and props, we also want to be able to package the shape and state

information that comprise the parts of a character. This implies that we have some core

set of objects and some rules of composition, i.e. building a new class by composing

together other classes. A key issue here is to come up with a core set of classes that can

be easily and powerfully composed, whereby newly defined classes have all the flexibility

of the core classes. This implies that there are some set of messages that all of these core

objects respond to, and that newly composed objects also respond to these messages.

Given the fact that we're trying to build a three-dimensional computer graphics

representation, these messages would include information for asking the objects to render

themselves over some span of time, asking them what their bounding box is over some

span of time, whether they push or pop the current transformation stack, etc.

"The nice thing about standards, there's so many to choose from"

Given the amount of work that's gone on in the last twenty year in computer

graphics, it clearly makes little sense to try and build such a representation from scratch.

But if we're to use and build on an existing standard, which ones are appropriate to

choose from? When this work was initially begun in the late 80s, there were a large

number of 3D graphics APIs available: GL from SGI, Dore from Ardent, the RenderMan@

Interface from Pixar, the in-progress ANSI PHIGS, RenderMatic (an in-house Media Lab

rendering library developed primarily by Dave Chen), etc. There were trade-offs involved

with each; some scaled well, some ran very fast, some gave high quality results, some

were procedural, some were object-oriented, some I could get source code to, etc., but



none met all the criteria I had.

Building on the RenderMan Interface

Of these, though, the RenderMan@ Interface was the closest in spirit; it attempted to

define an interface between a modeler and a renderer, where the 3D scene (a 3D model

viewed by a camera that had a shutter speed of some duration) was described in great

enough detail to facilitate photorealistic rendering. The RenderMan@ Interface had several

unique things going for it that were especially appealing to me: a very powerful shading

language and a set of quadric (sphere, cone, torus, hyperboloid, parabola, disk) and other

curved surface primitives (uniform and nonuniform patch meshes, with trim curves). I

discussed the need for a shading language earlier in this section, but the significance of

having curved surface primitives may not be as obvious.

One of the underlying concerns in WavesWorld is the fact that parts of the testbed

may be distributed over a network of computational resources. If so, the size of models

built out of our representation is an important factor. Curved surface primitives allow us to

very compactly and exactly specify model parts, as opposed to polygons, which are usually

a much cruder approximation. Polygons can be useful sometimes (i.e. to represent flat

things with flat edges), but there are few (if any) good arguments for having only

polygonal primitives at the modeling level.

The initial versions of software I wrote on the way to WavesWorld used several of

these graphics APIs, with the current (and final) version using the RenderMan@ Interface

as a basis. The reason for this is that there are only a few downsides to using the

RenderMan@ Interface. The first problem is that it's just a specification, and if you want to

use it as a basis for your modeling representation, you'll need to write a lot of code. There

are several high quality RenderMan@ compliant renderers available, but there are no freely

available modeling system that use it. Because of this, I needed to develop such a system.

The second problem is that the RenderMan@ Interface is a procedural interface, it

was necessarily to design and implement an appropriate object-oriented layer above it.

This was a non-trivial design and engineering task; I spent over two years on this issue.

There are a myriad of different ways to build such an object-oriented toolkit atop the

RenderMan@ Interface; NeXT's 3DKit@ is one such framework. NeXT's 3DKit@ does not

deal with the critical issue of time, which the eve object framework that I developed for

this dissertation does.



Why not use OpenInventor@ (or OpenGL)?

One question I'm often asked is why I didn't use OpenGL@, or its corresponding

object-oriented toolkit, Openinventor@ (both from SGI). There are several reasons. The

simplest is a matter of maturity: both OpenGL@ and Openinventor@ are still young

software products, with the 2.0 release this past year finally addressing some of the

serious extensibility and performance issues of the 1.0 release. The RenderMan@ Interface,

on the other hand, was developed and released by Pixar in the late 80s, and has stayed

stable since its 3.1 release in 1989. RenderMan@ Interface compliant renderers have

existed since that time, with at least one renderer (and in many cases two or more)

available on all major software platforms, from PCs and Macintoshes, through

workstations, on up to Crays and CM5s. OpenGL@ and Openinventor® is now becoming

available on an equivalent range of machines, but this is a very recent (last year or two)

development, with much of the implementations still in beta.

As opposed to the RenderMan@ Interface, which has a complete and general set of

quadric primitives, OpenInventor® as a somewhat ad-hoc set of curved surface primitives.

Both have trimmed NURBS (non-uniform rational b-spline) surfaces, which are a very

general but difficult to specify primitive (i.e. a modeling program can generate a NURBS

surface, but one rarely writes one by hand). This means a fair amount of work has to go

into specifying a higher level set of primitives such as partially swept out spheres, cones,

cylinders, hyperboloids, tori, etc. that can be used directly by a modeler. None of which is

terribly difficult, but tedious (and time-consuming) nonetheless.

In short, in the areas that the RenderMan@ Interface did not deal with (such as time

over the course of a scene rather than just a frame, or composability and encapsulation of

primitives), neither did OpenGL@ or OpenInventor®. In the areas that both OpenGL@/

OpenInventor® and the RenderMan@ Interface addressed, the RenderMan@ Interface

addressed more elegantly (i.e. intuitive curved surface primitives and materials

description). Also, the RenderMan@ Interface scales well from interactive rendering all the

way up to the most complex and demanding photorealistic rendering algorithms, such as

radiosity (Gritz95).

It's also interesting to note that it's relatively straightforward to implement an

OpenGL@-based renderer that uses the RenderMan@ Interface. One of the preview

renderers I use, rgl (part of the Blue Moon Rendering Tools written by Larry Gritz) uses

OpenGL@'s predecessor, GL, to do all of its rendering. An OpenGL@ version, while not



trivial, is reasonably straightforward (Gritz95B).

On the other hand, adding the functionality needed by WavesWorld to Openinventor@

would probably not be straightforward, largely due to deficiencies in C++,

Openinventor@'s implementation language (Bell95). It would be difficult to extend the

base classes in Inventor to respond to the messages need in WavesWorld, which means

that the entire class hierarchy would have to be subclassed before work could begin. Also,

since C++ has no run-time system to depend on, the run-time requirements of

WavesWorld would have to be served by Openinventor's run-time system, which may or

may not suffice.

In short, the only thing that the combination of OpenGL@/Openinventor@ did have

going for it was that it was a procedural interface married with an object-oriented toolkit,

while the RenderMan@ Interface was strictly a procedural interface, and I needed to design

and implement the corresponding object-oriented toolkit. Because the superior power,

flexibility, and scalability of the RenderMan@ Interface, that's what I chose to do.



Three Simple Examples

Let's begin with some simple examples of building models by writing them in eve,

the modeling language I developed for WavesWorld. I'll quickly introduce many of the

issues we're concerned with in practice, and then give a more formal overview and

exposition of the framework. This section forward references material later in this chapter;

the interested reader is encouraged to revisit this section after reading the rest of the

chapter.

Static Example: A Cylinder

Let's say we want to build a dented metal cylinder. The first thing we would do is

create a text file containing the following information:

set radius 1
set zMin -1
set zMax 2
set thetaMax 360
set color {.858913 .960738 1}
set materialName DentedMetal

startShape examplel
Color $color
Surface $materialName
Disk $zMin $radius $thetaMax
Cylinder $radius $zMin $zMax $thetaMax
Disk $zMax $radius $thetaMax

endShape

The preceding information is written in eve, a simple modeling language that we'll

shortly compile into objects. As currently implemented, eve is a modeling language

embedded in tcl; a popular extensible, embeddable scripting language. Eve extends tcl in

several ways, most notably by adding a full binding for the RenderMan@ scene description

protocol. We'll talk about both tcl and RenderMan@ more later, but for now the only thing

to point out is that tcl refers to the contents of a variable by using the $ sign, so whenever

you see sfoo, you can read it as "the value in the variable named foo.-

If we compile the preceding file, it will compile the eve code into an ordered list of

renderable objects. As you might imagine, a "renderable object" in WavesWorld is one

that can be asked to render itself (either to a file, a framebuffer, etc.). If we ask these

objects to render themselves to an image, we'd get:



Since these are objects, we can inspect them with tools available in WavesWorld. If

we inspect the instantiated objects, we would see:

startShape e xample1

Surf ace DentedMetal;

Color {0,858913 0.960738 1,0);,

Disk ~1.0 1.0 360.0 ;

Cvlinde r 1.0 -1,0 2.0 360.0:

Disk 2 0 1.0 360, 0;

e nd Shap e

So what does this mean? Well, we have a container object (the "shape", bounded

by the startshape and endshape) that has an ordered set of renderable objects inside

of it. When the shape is asked to render itself, it tells each of its renderable objects to draw

themselves in turn.

But what happened to the variables? In other words, what about $radius, $zMin,

$zMax, etc. If we changed those variables now, would they affect the model at all? The

answer is no, and the reason is that the values of the variables were resolved at the time

we went from the text file written in eve and compiled into objects.

In WavesWorld, we would say that this model has "no potential for change" or "it's

not animatable". In other words, once it is compiled into objects, everything about it is

fixed; nothing is mutable, there are no degrees of freedom left in the model.

But what if we wanted the variables to be remembered? What if we wanted to

change some variable and have the effects of changing it over time be recorded? How



could we express that in eve?

Dynamic Example: Rotatable Cylinder

Let's say we want to build a simple cylinder that can rotate end over end. In contrast

to the previous example, this model will have one degree of freedom: its rotation in the X

axis.

The first thing we would do is create the model file. It will be the same as the

previous one, with one important change: since we want to give it a degree of freedom in

rotation, we'll mark the Rotate object as "animatable", which means that the expression

the object is based on may change over time:

set roll 0
set radius 1
set zMin -l
set zMax 2
set thetaMax 360
set color {.858913 .960738 1}
set materialName DentedMetal

startShape examplel
Color $color
Surface $materialName
animatable: {Rotate $roll 1 0 0}
Disk $zMin $radius $thetaMax
Cylinder $radius $zMin $zMax $thetaMax
Disk $zMax $radius $thetaMax

endshape

If we now compile this eve code, we will again create a dented metal cylinder, which,

when we ask the objects to render themselves, looks exactly like the first example:

But what if we inspected the objects-what would we see? Well, using the object

inspector in WavesWorld (wherein we visualize the model in 3-space, with Z



corresponding to time) and here are two views of what our instances look like:

taap e ex an-i

Color {0 85 8913 0 96 0738 1i'

So what does this mean? Well, we have a model composed of an ordered set of

renderable objects. When the model is asked to render itself by a camera, it tells each of

its renderable objects to draw themselves. The difference is that now one of those

renderable objects is now also an animatable object.

All objects in a model (i.e. all renderable objects) know how to render themselves

over some interval of time, i.e. from time 1.0 seconds to time 1.033 seconds. A basic

renderable object, though, has the same way of rendering itself at anytime. This means

that if we asked it to render itself at time 0, time 12.32, or time 543543.12, it would

render itself exactly the same way. An animatable object, on the other hand, knows that

any of its instance variables may change over time, and has several other objects inside

itself to help it keep track of this information:

- an object containing its symbolic representation
- an object containing its time-stamped, generator-stamped, sampled
representation

When an animatable object is asked to render itself over a given interval, it asks its list

of samples for some representative set of samples over that interval. Usually, this means

that it asks for two samples; a sample at the beginning of the time interval and one at the

end of the time interval, but it could ask for more if the underlying renderer supported it.

Either way, the animatable object then tells that list of representative samples to render

themselves. This is an important process, and will be explained in more detail later in this

chapter.

For example, if we rendered our cylinder now from time 1.0 to time 2.0, we'd get the



following image:

Note that this is exactly the same as the image we got when we asked the objects to

render themselves at time 0.

This is because so far the animatable object has only has one sampled representation

of itself-the Rotate object corresponding to time 0. If at time 1.5, though, the value of

$roll suddenly changed, the animatable object would get sent a message to resample

itself. It resamples itself by sending its symbolic representation (the

expression -Rotate $roll i o o") to the eve compiler built into the run-time system,

which compiles the representation into a new object representing the current sample of

the animatable command. Let's say that the value of roll changed to 55.

Now suppose we again rendered the scene starting at time 1.0 and ends 1/4 of a



second later. The rendered image looks like this:

Notice that the image is a little smeared and blurry; nowhere near as sharp as the first

image. Why is this? Well, when the objects were asked to render themselves for this frame,

each instance in turn tries to render itself over the course of the frame. In the current

implementation, this means that each object tries to render itself at the beginning and end

of the frame.

All the instances except the animatable command have only one representation of

themselves, and use that representation at both the beginning (at time 1.0) and end of

the frame (at time 1.25). In the case of the animatable object, though, it has a list of

samples, containing only two samples. The animatable command treats its samples list as

representative of a continuous signal, though, and asks it to provide a list of samples over

the span of time bounded by time 1.0 and 1.25.

The samples list looks at the samples that it does have, which are at 0.0 and 1.5. It

then tries to manufacture an appropriate intermediate sample at time 1.0 by making a

copy of the sample at the last point before the current one and asking it to linearly

interpolate itself appropriately with the first sample after the current one. In this case, this

means that a new Rotate object for time 1.0 that has an angle of 36.7. It then generates

a new intermediate sample at time 1.25, which is a Rotate object with an angle of 44.

The animatable object then tells both of these objects to render themselves, which

when all the commands are finally evaluated by the renderer, yields the motion blurred

image we see above.



But how do they know when to resample and recompile themselves? That's a bit

more complex. When the animatable command is first instantiated, it hands its symbolic

representation to the run-time system and asks it to perform a closure on it. In other

words:

1. The eve compiler takes the symbolic description and identifies all the variable
expressions in it.

2. It then determines which of those variables are local in scope; i.e. they might
disappear immediately after this command in the model. It evaluates each of
these variables to their current expression and replaces that in the symbolic
description.

3. The other variables, the global ones, are assumed to be persistent over the
model, and for each global variable in the expression the eve compiler sets up
a variable trace on it. Each time any of these variables has a value written to it
(even if it's the same value as the previous one) the WavesWorld run-time
system will insure that the animatable command will get sent a message to
resample itself. Each of these variables is called an articulated variable.

4. When the animatable command is told to resample itself:
1. it hands its symbolic expression back to the eve compiler (which is part of
the run-time system) which recompiles it into objects in the current context.

2. it then ask the run-time system what time it is.
3. it then asks the run-time system the name of the agent generating this sam-

ple. This information is used later to blend the various samples together;
each agent's name can be mapped to a weight value.

5. It then wraps all three pieces of information up in a wwsample object, and
stores it in its sample list.

So now let's look at that animatable command again that got saved out when we

dumped out our scene file. We should now be able to see that the expression:

animatable: {Rotate $roll 1 0 0} {\
{0 { {{rollAgent} 1 {Rotate 0 1 0 0;}} }
(1.5 { {{rollAgent} 1 {Rotate 55 1 0 0;}} }

};

can be read as:

"Define an animatable object which has the symbolic expression of

Rotate $roll 1 0 0. This animatable object depends on a single articulated variable,

roll. We have two samples of this expression already; at time equals 0, it compiled to the

command Rotate 45 1 0 0 which was generated by the agent "rollAgent", and at

time 1.5 it compiled to the command Rotate 55 1 0 0 which was also generated by the

agent "rollAgent." In both cases, the blending weight of "rollAgent" is 1. We'll add

these two samples to the animatable command's list of samples."



Abstraction Example: Squishy Sphere

In the previous example, we saw how we could express the potential for change over

time in a model, and then, by acting on that model's parameters over time, we could

animate it. But what if we wanted to "package up" our model, and only manipulate it

via a few simple parameters? In other words, what if we wanted to treat our whole model

as a single object, and not a complex set of variables and commands? We don't want to

give up the facilities we just saw, though, such as the ability of the model to automatically

interpolate the samples of itself over time. How could we express this in eve?

Let's say we want to build a model of a sphere that we can squash and stretch. To

that end, we might build a model like this:

set sphere (v) 1. 0

startShape squishySphere
Color {1 0 0}
Surface plastic
animatable: {wwSet sphere(xScale) [expr l./sqrt ($sphere (v))]}
animatable: {wwSet sphere(yScale) $sphere(v)}
animatable: {wwSet sphere(zScale) [expr l./sqrt($sphere (v))]}
animatable: (Scale $sphere (xScale) $sphere(yScale) $sphere (zScale) }
Sphere 1 -1 1 360

endShape

When we compile this code into a model, we would have dependencies set up on

four articulated variables: sphere (xScale) , sphere (yScale) , sphere (zScale), and

sphere (v). Whenever sphere (v) changed, each of the animatable objects containing the

variable sphere (v) would get asked to resample themselves (i.e. the three wset

commands, which set the value of their first argument to the value of their second

argument). Those would then trigger a resample message to be sent to the animatable

scale object, which would resample itself with those newly calculated values.

There's nothing particularly bad about building our model this way, but we can see

that this level of description can become cumbersome quickly. To help the developer

build up abstractions, eve allows a developer to define a new class on the fly and make

any instance of the newly defined class "animatable", just as they could for any of the

built-in classes.



Using this mechanism, we can do the following:

defineClass: aquishySphere {squish) {

Color {1 0 0)
set xScale [expr 1./sqrt($squish)]
set yScale $squish
set zScale [expr 1./sqrt($squish)]
Scale $xScale $yScale $zScale
Surface ColoredFilledWeb
Sphere 1 -1 1 360

}

set sphere(v) 1.0

startShape squishySphere
animatable: {aquiBhyphere $sphere(v)}

endShape

What's especially useful about this approach is that now we suddenly have a new

primitive that we can use anywhere. Also, since the new class is defined at the scripting

language level, we can easily download the definition of this new class to some process

on a network that is running the eve run-time system. This is where the power of eve

really shines.



All About Eve

Eve is an object-oriented modeling language which draws heavily on the

RenderMan@ Interface. Eve allows modelers to build arbitrarily complex, photorealistically

renderable models that can change continuously over time. It allows for packaging up

arbitrarily complex models into objects which have their own sophisticated multi-modal

graphical user interface (GUI).

In its current incarnation, eve is based atop tcl, the Tool Command Language

(Ousterhout94), and uses tcl for doing computation on the arguments given to the

instance variables of the objects that compose a given model. The choice of tcl is a

historical artifact; many languages (Scheme, Dylan, Java, etc.) could serve as a base

language for eve (and probably will, in future work). The best way to think about what eve

is, is to look at the popular parallel language Linda (Carriero9O). In the same way that

Linda is a coordination language (Gelernter9O) that is orthogonal to the computation

language that it is embedded in (i.e. C, C++, LISP, etc.), eve is a modeling language that is

orthogonal to its computation language (which is currently tcl).

This section begins with a story of an experience that helped focus the design

aesthetic behind the language, then segues into a discussion of the three main constructs

in the language: articulated variables, renderable objects, and animatable objects. I then

discuss, at a lower, implementation level, the protocols and classes that make up the

WW3DKit that sits below eve, and then what happens when the object database is asked

to render itself over time. Finally, I mention some additions I had to make to tcl to make it

more amenable for use as a computation language for eve. This discussion should be

useful to readers who want to add eve to other dynamic languages.

Making a Model "Animatable"

A few years ago when I was working out in California, my officemate came in to work

on a film she was doing some free-lance character animation for. She had a beautiful wax

maquette of the head of an elf, one of the main characters in the piece she was working

on. She sat down to her SGI and Alias PowerAnimator to work, and a mere two hours later

when I looked over to see how she was doing, I was amazed to see the little elf's head,

fully realized on the screen; a perfect 3D digital version of the wax analogue next to the

monitor.

"Annabella", I exclaimed, "that looks great! You're all done."



"Oh no, wave", Annabella said. "I'm only halfway done."

"But it looks great! What more do you need to do?" I asked.

"I've built the model, yes, but now I have to make it animatable", she replied. She

then spent the next several hours poring over the model, grouping control points, naming

parts, tweaking here and there. When she finished, the model, to my eyes, looked the

same, but now, according to Annabella, it was "animatable".

Animatable == has the potential for change

Animatable, in this context, refers to the potential for change in a given model. If you

pull on this part, what happens? If you push here, prod there, what happens? A model is

an immutable thing; static and stiff. An animated model is one which is changing in some

particular way over time. An animatable model, on the other hand, is one that has the

possibility of changing over time, and has appropriate controls for engendering this

activity.

This vital distinction is one that is usually lost on everyone but animators that work in

three dimensions (in either the analog or digital domain). As a CG person (but not really

an animator), I knew that it was essential to build your model carefully so that you could

manipulate it easier, but I'd not really "gotten it" until Annabella so succinctly summed it

up for me that day.

In building a model and then immediately animating it, we can design it with the

trade-offs for that particular animation in mind. If we need to do simple animation,

perhaps just affine transformations on a whole hierarchy of objects, it's fine if the

hierarchy is actually all jumbled up, with coordinate frames at arbitrary locations with

respect to the various sub-objects.

If, on the other hand, we'll be doing some inverse kinematics animation on a

hierarchical chain of joints, we need to be certain we've modeled them in a way that is

amenable to manipulation by the inverse kinematic routines. If we plan to use physically

based techniques for animating the model, in addition to such kinematic parameters, we

also need to make sure that the specification of the various parameters to be used in the

physical simulation (weight, inertia, plasticity, etc.) all make sense.

Clearly, a framework that purports to address modeling must give equal attention to

allowing the construction of "animatable" models, where animatable is loosely defined

as having degrees of freedom (that we call articulated variables (Reeves90)) that can be



manipulated over time in a straightforward manner, where changing the value of a given

variable will change the model in some well understood manner.

Articulated Variables: A Model's Namespace

Looking at a model from the outside, the only thing that is visible are the variables (or

slots, for the readers who prefer LISP) in the model. Some of the variables are read only,

some are both readable and writable. Some change over time, some don't. They can be of

a wide variety of types (bounded or unbounded floats and integers, colors, normalized

vectors, enumerated strings, lists, etc.).

Once a model has been compiled, the only way for a process outside of the model to

manipulate the model is to write a value to one of the model's variables. In order to write

to a variable, a process must first attach to a variable. Once they've successfully attached

to a variable, a process can write new values to it. When they are done writing to the

variable, they must detach from it. Whenever a process attaches to or detaches from a

variable, all the objects in the model that depend on that variable are notified.

We'll talk more about this in the next chapter (since this is the responsibility of the

processes manipulating the variables, not the modeling language), but for now it's only

important to point out that the only variables that can be attached or detached are ones

that can change over time, and these variables are normally referred to as articulated

variables, where the term comes from Reeves et.al's (Reeves90) use of it.

The Model = Renderable Objects (some of which are Animatable)

Once we zoom into the compiled model, we see that these articulated variables are

directly wired to an ordered list of renderable objects. These renderable objects all

conform to the wRenderable protocol, which is a set of messages that all of the objects

respond to. These messages include messages to ask the object to render itself over the

course of some amount of time to a variety of output formats, as well as other messages,

such as what the bounding box of the object is over some span of time.

In the same way that some model variables can change over time, some of the

renderable objects in the model can too. Any object which can change over time is called

animatable. It should be noted that an animatable object is, by definition, a renderable

object.

There is a core set of classes provided with the base eve implementation that



conform to the WWRenderable protocol. They essentially map directly to calls to the

RenderMan@ Interface, with two vital additional ones: RIBCommandList and WWSet.

RIBCommandList is a class which contains an ordered list of renderable objects (any

of which may be instances of RIBCommandList). By using instances of this class, arbitrary

new classes can be easily composed; either in eve or in the low-level implementation

language of the object framework (currently Objective-C). Instances of these new classes

can be used in models in exactly the same way as any instance of the core classes, since

they all eventually reduce to lists of instances of objects from the core classes.

WWSet is a class that facilitates simple constraint chaining (like the abstraction

example above), by allowing the value of an articulated variable to be calculated

automatically from the values of other articulated variables. Instances of this class should

be used sparingly, and almost always for articulated variables that are read-only outside of

the model.

Sometimes you want to implement a new class directly in a low level language,

because you need to get at resources that aren't available from the computation language

hosting eve. This is usually only a problem in languages like tcl, which are intended to be

extended in their implementation language (namely C).

For example, one especially useful new class that was implemented directly in the

low-level implementation language is a 3D text object (originally written for me by Ian

Wilkinson at Canon UK Research). Given a font name, point size, justification (left, right,

centered) and some piece of text, this object will create a list of corresponding renderable

objects that will scale, translate, and draw the corresponding polygons. This was

implemented in Objective-C since getting the geometric information for the fonts involved

talking to the Postscript WindowServer to get that info, and tcl had no facilities for doing

this. It's important to note, though, that for all of the models you'll see in this dissertation

(and in the entire WavesWorld examples suite), this is the only class that had to be

implemented this way. Everything else you see in WavesWorld other than 3D text was

built through simple composition of other eve objects.

The Eve Commands

Here is a list of the current core set of eve commands that are accessible from the eve

language level; you should check the documentation and large examples set that

accompanies WavesWorld (and also the RenderMan® Interface documentation (Pixar89))



for details of the arguments these objects take and how to use them. The following is

intended to be a brief summary of the eve commands available in the current

implementation. Since eve sits atop the RenderMan@ Interface, this section borrows

heavily from (Pixar89).

animatable: eveEpression [samplesList
Allow the objects defined by eveExpression to change over time. If sampleList is
present, it is evaluated and added to the list of time-stamped, generator-stamped
samples of the objects' representation.

defineClass: className instance Variables classDefinition
Defines a new eve command named className that takes the arguments
instance Variables, defined by the code in eveExpression.

wwSet varName varValue
Sets the global variable varName to varValue.

startShape shapeName [4x4TranformationMatrix]
This maps to a list of objects containing an AttributeBegin and an Attribute
object, where the Attribute object has "identifier", "name", $shapeName as
its instance variables. Also, a 4x4 transformation matrix can optionally be added
after shapeName, at which point there is a concatmatrix object put on the end
of the list containing that 4x4 transformation matrix.

endShape
Pops the current set of attributes, which includes the current transformation, same
as AttributeEnd.

ArchiveRecord commentistructure string 1 ... stringN
Writes a user data record that is the concatenation of the stringXX arguments with a
new-line at the end. It's an error to try and embed a new-line in the stringXX args.

AreaLightSource name lightHandle [parameterList]
Adds the area light source using the shader named name to the current light list.

Atmosphere shaderName [parameterList]
Sets the current atmosphere shader to shaderName.

Attribute name parameterList
Sets the parameters of the attribute name, using the values specified in the token-
value list parameterList.

AttributeBegin
Pushes the current set of attributes, which includes the current transformation.

AttributeEnd
Pops the current set of attributes, which includes the current transformation.

Basis uNameluBasis uStep vNamelvBasis vStep
Sets the current u-basis to either uBasis or uName, and the current v-basis to either
vBasis or vName, where uName and can be either of the following enumerated
strings: bezier, b-spline, catmull-rom, hermite, power. The variables ustep and
vstep specify the number of control points that should be skipped in the u and v
directions, respectively. The default basis is bezier in both directions.

Color color
Sets the current color. In the current implementation, only rgb is supported, so color
should be a list of 3 elements, normalized between 0 and 1, respectively



corresponding to the red, green and blue intensities.

ConcatT ransform 4x4TransformationMatrix
Concatenate the transformation matrix 4x4TransformationMatrix by premultiplying
it with the current transformation matrix.

Cone height radius thetaMax [parameterList
Defines a cone height high with a radius of radius, swept thetaMax degrees about
Z.
CoordinateSystem space
Names the current coordinate system as space.

Cylinder radius zMin zMax thetaMax [parameterList]
Defines a cylinder from zMin to zMax with a radius of radius, swept thetaMax
degrees about Z.

Declare name declaration
Declares the variable name using declaration, where it is composed of [class]

[type] [[n]], where class is one of int, float, color, point, char, and type is either
varying or uniform, and n is some positive, non-zero integer.

Disk height radius thetaMax [parameterList]
Defines a disk height high with a radius of radius, swept thetaMax degrees about Z.

Displacement shaderName [parameterList]
Sets the current displacement shader to shaderName.

Exterior shaderName [parameterList
Sets the current exterior volume shader to shaderName.

GeneralPolygon nVertices parameterList
Defines a general polygon of nVertices using the information in parameterList.

Hyperboloid point 1 point2 thetaMax [parameterList]
Defines a hyperboloid where a line defined by the endpoints pointi and point2
swept thetaMax degrees about Z.

Identity
Sets the current transformation matrix to the identity.

Illuminate lightHandle flag
If flag is true (i.e. non-zero), the light source corresponding to lightHandle is turned
on, otherwise it's turned off.

Interior shaderName [parameterList
Sets the current interior volume shader to shaderName.

LightSource name lightHandle [parameterList
Adds the non-area light source using the shader named name to the current light
list.

MakeBump pictureName textureName sWrap tWrap filter sWdith tWidth
[parameterList]

Makes a bump map.

MakeCubeFaceEnvironment pX nXpY nYpZ nZ textureName fov filter sWidth tWidth
[parameterList]

Makes an environment map from six images.

MakeLatLongEnvironment pictureName textureName filter sWdith tWidth
[parameterList]

Makes an environment map from a single latitude-longitude image.



MakeShadow pictureName textureName [parameterList
Makes a shadow map from pictureName.

MakeTexture pictureName textureName fparameterList
Makes a texture map from pictureName.

NuPatch nU uOrder uKnot uMin uMax nV vOrder vKnot vMin vMax [parameterList]
Defines a non-uniform rational b-spline surface.

Opacity color
Sets the current opacity. In the current implementation, only rgb is supported, so
color should be a list of 3 elements, normalized between 0 (completely
transparent) and 1 (completely opaque), respectively corresponding to the red,
green and blue opacities.

Paraboloid rMax zMin zMax thetaMax [parameterList
Defines a paraboloid from zMin to zMax with a maximum radius of rMax, swept
thetaMax degrees about Z.

Patch type parameterList
Defines a uniform patch of type type, using the information in parameterList.

PatchMesh type nU uWrap nV vWrap parameterList
Defines a uniform patch mesh of type type, using the information in parameterList.

PointsGeneralPolygons nLoops nVertices vertices parameterList
Defines a set of general polygons.

PointsPolygons nVertices vertices parameterList
Defines a set of convex polygons.

Polygon parameterList
Defines a convex polygon.

Rotate angle dX dY dZ
Concatenate a rotation of angle degrees about the given axis onto the current
transformation.

Scale sX sY sZ
Concatenate a scaling onto the current transformation.

ShadingRate size
Sets the current shading rate to size.

Sides sides
If sides is 2, subsequent surfaces are considered two-sided, and both the inside and
the outside of the surface will be visible. If sides is 1, subsequent surfaces are
considered one-sided and only the outside of the surface will be visible.

Skew angle dX1 dY1 dZ1 dX2 dY2 dZ2
Concatenate a skew onto the current transformation.

SolidBegin operation
Begins the definition of a solid. operation may be one of the following: primitive,
intersection, union, difference.

SolidEnd
Terminates the definition of a solid.

Sphere radius zMin zMax thetaMax [parameterList]
Defines a sphere from zMin to zMax with a radius of radius, swept thetaMax
degrees about Z.



Surface shaderName [parameterList
Sets the current surface shader to shaderName.

TextureCoordinates sI tI s2 t2 s3 t3 s4 t4
Sets the current set of texture coordinates to these values, where (s1,ti) maps to
(0,0) in uv space, (s2,t2) maps to (1,0), (s3,t3) maps to (0,1), and (s4,t4) maps to
(1,1).

Torus majorRadius minorRadius phiMin phiMax thetaMax [parameterList]
Defines a torus with a major radius of majorRadius and a minor radius of
minorRadius, where it is swept in XY from phiMin to phiMax, swept thetaMax
degrees about Z.

Transform 4x4Matrix
Sets the current transformation matrix to 4x4Matrix.

TransformBegin
Pushes the current transformation.

TransformEnd
Pops the current transformation.

Translate dX dY dZ
Concatenate a translation onto the current transformation.

TrimCurve nLoops nCurves order knot min max n u v w
Sets the current trim curve, which is applied to NuPatch objects.

Composing New Classes

in eve, you can define a new class by simply declaring its name, arguments, and the

ordered renderable objects that comprise it. For example, as we saw in the last section,

we could define a "squishy sphere" class with a single instance variable with the

following eve code:

defineClass: squishySphere {squish)

Color {1 0 0}
set xScale [expr 1./sqrt($squish)]
set yScale $squish
set zScale [expr 1./sqrt($squish)]
Scale $xScale $yScale $zScale
Surface ColoredFilledWeb
Sphere 1 -1 1 360

This would compile into a RIBCommandList object that had 4 objects inside of it:

Color, Scale, Surface, and Sphere. New instances of this class could now be

instantiated just like any of the core classes.

Building up the Scene

In WavesWorld, a model is dropped into an on-screen view called a WW3Dell. The

M DWell serves as the gateway to WavesWorld; every object that is in WavesWorld

passes through the WW3DWell. When a new model is dropped into the WW3DWell, the



time in the scene is reset to zero and the model is compiled into an ordered list of

renderable objects, some of which are also animatable. As we mentioned earlier, when an

animatable command is first instantiated, it hands its symbolic representation to the run-

time system and asks it to perform a closure on it. In other words:

1. The eve compiler takes the symbolic description and identifies all the variable
expressions in it.

2. It then determines which of those variables are local in scope; i.e. they might
disappear immediately after this command in the model. It evaluates each of
these variables to their current expression and replaces that in the symbolic
description.
3. The other variables, the global ones, are assumed to be persistent over the
model, and for each global variable in the expression the eve compiler sets up
a variable trace on it. Each time any of these variables has a value written to it
(even if it's the same value as the previous one) the WavesWorld run-time
system will insure that the animatable command will get sent a message to
resample itself. Each of these variables is called an articulated variable.

4. When the animatable command is told to resample itself:
1. it hands its symbolic expression back to the eve compiler (which is part of

the run-time system) which recompiles it into objects in the current context.
2. it then ask the run-time system what time it is.
3. it then asks the run-time system the name of the agent generating this sam-

ple. This information is used later to blend the various samples together;
each agent's name can be mapped to a weight value.

5. It then wraps all three pieces of information up in a wwsample object, and
stores it in its sample list.

Once the model has been compiled, time begins moving forward. It may move

forward at pace with wall clock time, or it may move forward much slower or much faster.

One important feature of WavesWorld is the lack of an enforced lock-step time increment.

Time may move forward in increments of seconds, or it may move forward in 1/100th of a

second. In WavesWorld, everything is discussed with reference to "scene time."

Either way, outside processes begin contacting the run-time system and asking to

attach to a given set of articulated variables. Each process (referred to as an agent in

WavesWorld) provides the run-time system with several pieces of information: its name,

how long (in the scene's time, not wall clock time) the agent plans to stay attached to the

variable ("an indefinite length of time" is a valid response), and the kind of interpolation

the run-time system should use to interpolate the agents' sampled signal with respect to

a given articulated variable (right now, only linear is supported). For each agent, the run-

time system has a weight that it associates with a given named agent, which it will use to

blend this agent's contribution to the articulated variable's value.



If the agent gave a finite amount of time that it would stay attached to the articulated

variable, the run-time system ensures that the connection is closed after that much time

has elapsed in the scene. If, on the other hand, the agent gave "indefinite" as the length

of time it would stay attached, it needs to send an explicit "detachFrom" message to the

run-time system when it is done. Either way, if a process' connection to the run-time

system is broken before its allotted time, the run-time system will automatically clean up

and detach it from all its associated articulated variables.

With respect to the run-time system, agents can do four things: attach to it, set a value

of a variable managed by it, get a value of a variable managed by it, detach from it. We've

already seen how an agent can attach, set, and detach from the run-time system, but what

happens when an agent tries to get the value of a variable? If the value is not articulated,

the current value is simply returned. If, on the other hand, the variable is articulated, the

run-time system returns the value of the variable "a moment ago", where this is

dependent on how time is currently moving forward in WavesWorld. Note that returning

this value is potentially a very complex operation, especially if there are several agents that

are contributing to the value of this variable. The run-time system, using the time-

stamped, sampled representations of the variable's value from the agents that are

currently contributing to its value are blended together using the weights associated with

those agents, and that value is returned.

Shooting the Scene

once we've built a model by writing eve code and compiling it into objects, and then

constructed a scene wherein our model changed over the course of some amount of time,

we can think of our ordered list of renderable objects as an object database. Each object

in the database is either a single renderable object or a list of renderable objects, where

this continues recursively until each object reduces to a single atomic (i.e. not an instance

of RECzommandList) object. All objects know how to render themselves at any given

positive point in time in the scene (in WavesWorld, time always starts at 0 and is never

negative). In order to render the objects (to a file, the screen, etc.), we ask the first object

to render itself starting at some point in time, and ending at some later point. In other

words, we give it some span of time over which we want it to render itself (i.e. 1.1 to

1.25). It's useful to point out that these two values could be the same, but the second will

always be equal to or greater than the second. Each object renders itself in turn and sends



the message on to its descendant in the list.

Note that it's very straightforward to have objects that are not animatable render

themselves at any given point in time, since none of their instance variables ever change.

Objects that are animatable, though, are more complex, since it is assumed that their

instance variables can be changing continuously over time. Unfortunately, this continuous

signal is most likely represented as a series of samples, where interpolation needs to be

done. Each animatable object has a samplesList containing time-stamped, agent-

stamped (i.e. which agent generated this sample) instances of this object. For each agent

that impacts this object, the object has a notion of over what spans of times each of the

sample generators were active (i.e. that they were attached to the articulated variables

that this animatable object depends on).

When asked to render itself at time over some span of time, the animatable object

asks itself (which in turn looks at its samples list object) for a set of samples spanning that

time. In the simplest case (which we'll restrict this discussion to), this would yield a list of

two samples: one at the beginning and one at the end of the span.

The samples list then tries to provide a sample at the given points in time. It does this

the same way the run-time system provides a value to an agent; by blending the various

signals, weighted by the weights corresponding to the agents that generated them. In

other words, it might have one signal from agent foo and another signal from one agent

bar. There might be a weight of 0.5 associated with foo and 1.0 associated with bar, so

it would return a signal that was interpolated using both foo and bar, but twice as much

credence would be given to bar's signal.

Once it has the two samples of the animatable object (one for the start time of the

frame, one for the end time of the frame it is rendering), the animatable object sends itself

a renderCompoundConmand: : message with the two samples as arguments.

At that point, the two samples are asked a series of questions by being sent messages

in the WWRenderable protocol, which all renderable objects conform to.

First the two samples are asked if they are instances of the same class. If they aren't,

the first sample is asked if it is not moot (i.e. does it actually affect the rendering

environment-a relative translation of (0, 0, 0) would be considered moot) the sample is

asked to render itself and the method returns.

If they are the same class, the first sample is asked if it is motion blurrable or not. If it



isn't, the first sample is asked if it is not moot (i.e. does it actually affect the rendering

environment-a relative translation of (0, 0, 0) would be considered moot) the sample is

asked to render itself and the method returns.

Now, each of these samples might be instances of either one of the core, atomic

objects or a RIBCommandList object (also referred to as a "compound command"). At

this point the samples are asked if they are compound commands. If they are, it asks for

the first renderable object from each, and recursively calls renderCompoundComand::

with those two samples as arguments.

Eventually, renderCompoundConmand: : is called with two samples that are not

compound commands.

The two samples are then asked if they are the same (i.e. equivalent values of all of

their instance variables). If they are, the first sample is asked if it is not moot (i.e. does it

actually affect the rendering environment-a relative translation of (0, 0, 0) would be

considered moot) the sample is then asked to render itself and the method returns.

If the two samples aren't the same, the animatable object being rendered (of which

these are two samples of it) generates a MotionBegin/End block (Pixar89) and asks both

samples to render themselves within it.

The powerful thing to note about this approach is that assuming the original database

accurately sampled the model over time, it can be rendered accurately at arbitrary spatial

and temporal resolution, taking full advantage of the RenderMan@ Interface and be able

to produce photorealistic images of 3D scenes.

Tcl Additions

As I mentioned at the beginning of this section, the fact that eve uses tcl is a historical

artifact, and eve could be added to any sufficiently dynamic language. We've had to extend

tcl in several ways, though, and this section discusses these issues, in the hope that it will

illuminate these topics for others interesting in gaining a better understanding of eve in

general, or adding eve to their favorite language.

Types

Tcl is completely string based; that is its only type. This is useful, especially for

debugging purposes and shipping code around a network of disparate computing

resources, but can, for obvious reasons, become a performance bottleneck. In practice,

since most of the modeling we've done with WavesWorld has not involved generating



complex curved surfaces on the fly and animating their control points, this has not been

an issue (which, frankly, surprised me). It's clear, though, that this should be addressed so

that we can do such things at a reasonable rate on either slower machines or for more

complex models.

Because tcl makes it exceptionally easy to trace reads and writes on variables, it is

easy to add a rich set of types, especially when you are adding your own routines (i.e. a

RenderMan@ binding) which can be built to use these types. The ones we've found useful

to define for eve include: strings, enumerated strings (specified explicitly or implicitly

with a regular expression), booleans, integers, bounded integers (i.e. inclusively or

exclusively bounded by a min, a max, or both a min & a max), floats, bounded floats,

multi-dimensional arrays of any of those types (although mainly ints and floats), and

normalized multi-dimensional arrays of floats.

All of these are straightforward to implement in tcl, although there is an obvious

performance penalty, since all writes must be monitored by the run-time system. Also, for

the bounded variables, there's the question of exception/error handling; if someone tries

to set a variable to an invalid value, should it return an error, log the event, or silently cast

to the appropriate type or clamp the value within the acceptable range? Clearly, you may

want any of the three in a given situation, so this needs to be a settable (and gettable)

parameter in the run-time system.

Attaching to and Detaching from Variables

One of the key ideas in eve is that a model is defined at time zero, at which point

dependencies are set up between a set of articulated variables and the objects comprising

the model. As time moves forward, whenever these variables change, objects that have

registered a dependency on that variable resample themselves. One key point is that at

over a given interval of time, there might be several processes (agents, see next chapter)

manipulating a given articulated variable. In order for eve's run-time system to keep track

of this, agents must be able to attachTo and detachFrom articulated variables. While the

generation of these calls lie in the realm of the behavior generating processes and will not

be visible to the person using eve as a modeling language, these facilities must

nonetheless be there. I dealt with this issue in two ways: appcom and active objects.

AppCom is a portable library for "application communication", which allows easy,

efficient typed messages to be sent between various UNIX boxes. Active objects are a way



of writing a process that has a core set of computation and communication functionality

and has its own main loop. Active objects act as a "computation substrate" that agents

and receptors (see next chapter) are embedded in.

Efficient Math on Arrays

The next issue is doing efficient and appropriate math on arrays. One reasonable

solution to this is what Dave Chen at the MIT Media Lab did for his 3d system (Chen93),

wherein he used his array handling routines. A more flexible approach, and the one

currently being integrated into WavesWorld, is the narray package by Sam Shen at

Lawrence Berkeley Labs (Shen95). His package, like Chen's, allows for the creation of

arrays which are referenced by name, but while Chen's approach was to create a large set

of new tcl commands which took these arrays references as arguments, Shen provides a

single routine, narray, like tcl's expr, for doing matlab-like operations on the arrays. In

addition, because this package allows expressions to be carried out on elements of arrays,

this allows points in arrays to be grouped together and manipulated easily and concisely

(by, for example, assigning their references in a tcl variable which is then passed into the

narray routine). This kind of point grouping are very useful and are absolutely vital when

you are manipulating various portions of a single large patch mesh, something which

comes up frequently in high-end animation production (Serra93).

More Math Functions

In addition to array operations and types, I found it useful to add all of the built-in

functions from RenderMan@'s Shading Language. Since I was trying to do this in the most

appropriate for the host language (i.e. tcl), I added these by extending tcl's expr routine,

which unfortunately restricted me to scalar types. I can also add these to narray, though,

which will give me equivalent functionality for arrays. Currently, these math functions

include:

pi
returns the exact value (to 32 bit IEEE precision) value of PI

radians angleinDegrees
returns angleinDegrees converted to units of radians.

degrees angleinRadians
returns angle/nRadians converted to units of degrees.

sign arg
returns -1 if arg is negative, 0 if zero, and +1 is arg is positive



min argI arg2
returns the minimum of argI and arg2

max arg 1 arg2
returns the maximum of argi and arg2

clamp val min max
returns val clamped between min and max

step min val
returns 0 if val is less than min, otherwise it returns 1

spline u pt) pt2 pt3 pt4
returns the point along the spline specified by the 4 control points at u (0<=u<=1)
on the curve

smoothstep min max value
if value is less than min, it returns min, if it's above max, it returns max, otherwise it
smoothly interpolates between them

lerpDown u min max
if u is less than or equal 0, it returns max, if it's above or equal 1, it returns min,
otherwise it smoothly interpolates between them, downwards

lerpUp u min max
if u is less than or equal 0, it returns min, if it's above or equal 1, it returns max,
otherwise it smoothly interpolates between them, upwards

noise x y z
it returns some value between 0 and 1 which is a pseudorandom function of its
argument using Perlin's noise function (see Ch 2 of Ebert94)

gvnoise x y z
it returns some value between 0 and 1 which is a pseudorandom function of its
argument using a gradient value noise function (see Ch 2 of Ebert94)

scnoise x y z
it returns some value between 0 and 1 which is a pseudorandom function of its
argument using a sparse convolution noise function (see Ch 2 of Ebert94)

vcnoise x y z
it returns some value between 0 and 1 which is a pseudorandom function of its
argument using another noise function (see Ch 2 of Ebert94)

in addition to these new math functions, I added a new base command, spline, that

takes an arbitrary rank list of numbers of arbitrary length (at least 4 long), along with a u

value from 0 to 1 and returns the point on that curve. I needed to do this because you

can't have variable length argument lists to tcl's expr command.



Building and Debugging Models

One of the most important aspects of any development environment is the ease with

which code under development can be debugged. From the outset, WavesWorld has been

driven by the idea of trying to understand how to facilitate the construction of debuggable

characters. As we've seen in this chapter, one of the central activities in building characters

is the construction of an animatable model. But how are these models constructed? How

does a model builder test the "animatability" of their model? How do they inspect other

model parts they've gotten from collaborators? How do they debug their mental model of

how these parts work and interrelate?

As with any programming language environment, models written in eve are written

iteratively: starting with old code, modifying it, running it, tweaking, repeat. To truly

understand the material in this section, you should get a demonstration of WavesWorld in

action, but through the use of screen snapshots and explanatory text, I'll do my best to

convey some of the power of this system for debugging models.

Dealing with a Model as a Database

one powerful way to think of a model is as a database: some set of typed fields that

can be read and written. There are different levels of access to the fields; some processes

can read and write values with impunity, some can only read, some can only write a range

of values. The fields themselves may be strongly or weakly typed; given an inappropriate

value they may choose to ignore it or modify it to fall within the range of values they

accept. In the case of models in WavesWorld, these are more complex than many

traditional databases, since most of the data has a notion of itself over time, and also has

a notion of "parallel opinions" of the value of a given field, where the number and

owners of opinions can also vary over time. Given this view, we want to be able to

manipulate and visualize fields in the database. Let's see how this works in WavesWorld.

Manipulating and Visualizing Model Parameters

An important concept in building and debugging models is that the GUI does not

have to map directly to the articulated variables of a model. This is useful when we want

to (say) map several model variables to a single control (i.e. a "mood" control that maps

to several variables), or perhaps we want to look at some component of a single

articulated variable (i.e. the red component of a color). This is where having the power of



a computation language available to the GUI environment is vital.

In general, though, we simply want to be able to manipulate fields in the database

(i.e. the articulated variables of the model). For example, take the model:

startShape aSphere
animatable: {Color $s(color)}
animatable: {Scale $s(xScale) $s(yScale) $s(zScale)}
animatable: {Translate $s(xT) $s(yT) $s(zT)}
animatable: (Rotate $s(xRotate) 1 0 0 }
animatable: {Rotate $s(yRotate) 0 1 0 }
animatable: {Rotate $s(zRotate) 0 0 1 1
animatable: {Sphere $s(r) $s(zMin) $s(zMax) $s(thetaMax)}

endShape

that has the following initial values:

set s(color) (1.0 0.0 0.0}
set s(r) 1.0
animatable: {wSet s(zMin) (expr (-1 * $s(radius)1J1
animatable: {wSet s(zMax) $s(radius))
set s(thetaMax) 360.0
set s(xScale) 1
set s(yScale) 1
set s(zScale) 1
set s(xT) 0
set s(yT) 0
set s(zT) 0
set s(xRotate) 0
set s(yRotate) 0
set s(zRotate) 0

Now let's say we wanted to be able to manipulate these variables, say by dragging a

slider or typing a value in a text box. For example, something like this:

1. U

One nice side effect of this is that all of these GUI controls for manipulation also serve

equally well as visualization aids. When we manipulate the slider that in turn manipulates

the radius of the sphere, both the slider itself and the text field that is also tracking that

variable are both automatically updated with the new value.



How Does it Work?

In WavesWorld, the eve compiler and run-time system is embodied in a WW3Dell,

an on-screen object that you can drop models into:

Once dropped into the WW3DWell, the eve code comprising the model is compiled

and displayed:

The WW3DWell has a "control panel" that can be accessed by clicking the edge of

the WWW3DWell (similar to clicking a NXColorWell to bring up its control panel). For

example, here's what a user sees the first time they bring click the edge of the WW3DWell:



The WW3DWell's control panel has many sub-panels, some of which can be pulled

off and made separate windows (like the "Scene Clock Controls" window in the

illustration). The user can directly inspect all information in the database, and can freely

move back and forth in time. Here are some of the sub-panels you would see if you were

able to click on the control panel now:
..... .. .. ...
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What we're more interested in, though, is in building custom user interfaces for

manipulating and visualizing the model we're developing and debugging. So how do we

do that? Since WavesWorld runs atop NEXTSTEP, I've extended NeXT's InterfaceBuilder

application to allow me to construct user interfaces out of a set of custom objects I

designed and implemented (collectively referred to as the WWTCLKit). Within

InterfaceBuilder, a user can just drag a user interface object from the WWTCLKit palette

(each of these will be explained shortly):

WIWTume~r

WWYnCunterp

-..... WW vTTditchVIew

WWMevaiwew

WMWM~oVIew

WWfhumbWheel WWText9aWd WWSimpieMoveVew WWMaevoluIew

once dragged from the palette, a GUI object can be dropped onto a Window or Panel

and then inspected. Some of the GUI objects can be used for manipulation, some can be

used for visualization, and most can be used for both. A slider, for example, can both

manipulate some variable's value, and reflect it directly in its on-screen representation.

Each object has several inspectors, and one of them allows the user to enter how they

want to map this GUI object's on-screen representation to a variable or an expression, and

also how this object's value will be mapped onto the model. For example, here's the

inspector for a WWThumbwheel object which is attached to the variable in Robbit (see the

Examples section later in this chapter) that manages the angle of his tail.

This GUI object, along with other like it, is put on a Window and saved out as a nib file

(NeXT InterfaceBuilder's file format), which is "freeze-dried" version of the GUI objects.

This nib file can then be dragged-and-dropped directly into a WW3DWell.

Drag and Drop Debugging

When the nib file is dropped into the WW3DWell, all the objects in the file are

"unfrozen" and examined. Each object is asked if it conforms to the WWTCLUI protocol,

which is a set of messages that all GUI objects in WavesWorld respond to. If it does, the

object is asked what expression it is based on. This expression is then analyzed, and for



each variable in the expression, a "variable trace" is instantiated. Each time that variable

is updated, this GUI object will be sent a message to resample itself. This is the exact same

mechanism that is used when a WW3DKit object is made "animatable". In addition, for

each Window or Panel that has any GUI object on it that conforms to the WWTCLUI

protocol, the WW3DWell's run-time system makes sure that if that window/panel is

closed, all the variable traces are removed. Also, if the model is removed from the well (by

perhaps dropping a new model in), the run-time system can ensure that all the windows/

panels are closed when that model is freed. This allows the user complete freedom to

close windows/panels themselves, to drag a new model in, etc., while ensuring that

"resample" messages don't get sent to objects that have already been freed.



The WWTCLKit: GUI Classes for Manipulation and Visualization

Useful GUI Classes

WWSUnr WW pW

Vftfttton ... WMOVievarview

WwihmwbWhwee WWTextReid WWSimIeMoieview WWMovevolumvwI

WWSimpleMovieView
The WWSimpleMovieView allows the display of an arbitrary color and opacity
background, a color image (with transparency) and a "movie", i.e. an image
sequence running (forward or looping) at some frame rate at some time (always,
when clicked, or when the mouse enters). The image can be composited over the
movie or the movie can be composited over the image. This can be useful for
building general GUls, or when subclassed (see the WWMovieProcView and the
WWMovieVarView below).

WWTTSwitchView
The WWTTSwitchView allows any number of views to be "swapped in" to a given
position. This allows things like inspector panels to be easily built, where different
facets or parts can be put on different views and switched in as appropriate.

GUI Classes for Manipulation

WWMovieVarView
The WWMovieVarView is a subclass of WWSimpleMovieView. It adds the ability to
drag and drop instances on to other instances, where a given instance can be
designated as a "source" or "sink" for drag and drop operations. A tcl variable
and value can be attached to a given instance. When one WWMovieVarView
instance is dropped on another, the receiver sets its variable's value to that of the
instance being dropped on it. Drag operations can be restricted so that the type of
source and sink must match up.

WWMovieProcView
The WWMovieProcView is a subclass of WWSimpleMovieView. It adds the ability to
drag and drop instances on to other instances, where a given instance can be
designated as a "source" or "sink" for drag and drop operations. A tcl "proc"
name and definition can be attached to a given instance. A tcl proc is essentially a
procedure, which maps directly to eve's defineClass: operation. When one
WWMovieProcView instance is dropped on another, the receiver sets definition of its
proc to that of the instance being dropped on it. Drag operations are restricted so
that the name of source and sink's proc must match up.

WWITTimer
A WWTimer object asks the run-time system to evaluate some piece of tcl code at
some rate for some amount of time. It can also have some code it asks it to evaluate
each time it starts up, and each time it quits. The amount of time that it runs can be
preset or can be based on a conditional (i.e. the result of some expression that the
run-time system evaluates each time the instance wakes up).



WWFishHook
This object attaches to the Physics & Media Group's "fish" sensor, which has
(currently) four channels of input. These can be mapped into arbitrary expressions
which are sent to the run-time system. This object can run at an arbitrary sampling
rate and can be started and stopped easily by attaching buttons to it.

GUI Classes for both Manipulation and Visualization

WWSIlider
The WWSlider is a simple slider that can be configured horizontally or vertically. It
allows a restricted range of values.

WWTextField
The WW-extField is a simple text entry and display object that can show text of
arbitrary color, background, typeface and size.

WWButton
The WWButton is a button which can display text of arbitrary color, background,
typeface and size, and two images; one when pressed, and one when depressed.

WWThumbWheel
The WWSlider is a better looking slider that can be configured horizontally or
vertically. It allows a restricted range of values, and can be configured to snap back
to some predetermined value.

WWColorWell
The WWColorWell allows colors to be dragged and dropped into it, as well as serve
as an on-screen representation of an expression that evaluates to a color.

This is by no means a complete list of the GUI objects you would like, but it does

allow (especially by using the wwovievarview and wwxovieProcview) very

graphically sophisticated GUIs to be built. Some obvious objects that would extend this set

nicely would be a suite of curve editing objects that worked in at least one and two

dimensions. Because of the rich and powerful development environment in NEXTSTEP,

which has been extensively extended by me for WavesWorld, it is straightforward to build

new GUI objects.



Reusability: The Packaging Problem

One of the difficult issues in building 3D semi-autonomous animated characters is

the problems brought on by collaboration. In almost all cases, a character will be

collaboratively designed and constructed; perhaps because there are several people

involved from the inception, or perhaps because a character builder is using some set of

pre-packaged model parts and behavior parts. One of the big problems in these situations

is that of reusability: how can people "package up" models and agents for their

collaborators to use? This problem becomes especially difficult when the collaborators

have disparate abilities, and are not familiar with the particular tools of the other's

domain. This section gives some examples of where these issues might come up, and

then discusses mechanisms that WavesWorld has to facilitate collaboration by addressing

this question of designing for reuse.

A Quandary in 2D Illustration

Before we how discuss how WavesWorld addresses these problems, let's look at a

simpler situation from today's world of desktop illustration.

Two people are working on a piece, an art director and a free-lance illustrator. The art

director specs out what she wants the piece to look like, and the illustrator goes off and

begins working on the images using his favorite applications, MacroMedia FreeHand@ and

Adobe PhotoShop@.

The illustrator shows the art director a variety of ideas, from which she picks two. The

main element of their favorite illustration is three people seated on a couch. As the art

director looks on, the illustrator toys with the facial expressions of the people on the

couch, and also plays with their features; first all white, then changing one to Hispanic,

one to Asian, one to African, then back again. Some of these changes are chosen from an

enumerated set of options that the illustrator skillfully draws ((man, woman), (Hispanic,

Anglo, Asian, African)), and some are a range over some extremes (facial expressions

going from bemused to concerned, smiling through taciturn to frowning).

It's important to note that this is a two-tier control problem. At the top tier, the art

director gives high level direction to the illustrator: "...make her Hispanic. Yea. Make her

smile. No, not that sappy. Good. Okay, give him a bemused expression. Yea. Okay. Make

him white, maybe a little shorter than her. Good."

The next level of control is the illustrator working directly with the software



application, skillfully using his talents as a creative user to get the application to do what

they want. There are no buttons or sliders for "African" or "bemused"; but the

illustrator's skills in manipulating colors, blends, splines, lines, perspective, etc. all are

successfully brought to bear on the task. If asked, at this point, the illustrator could almost

certainly explain the process he went through, although perhaps in a very task-specific

way.

Finally, the art director chooses a few options she likes from the many she and the

illustrator have just explored, which the illustrator polishes and saves out the two they

decided on. She then thanks him and takes delivery of the final set of illustrations, which

are both a FreeHand@ file and saved out as high quality clip art (i.e. Encapsulated

PostScript® files).

She then composes two different versions of the final piece, incorporating the

illustration work, and takes them to the client. The client and the art director discuss the

piece, and the client makes several suggestions which the art director agrees would make

the piece work better in the context the client will be using it. Unfortunately, the changes

the client suggested all came up when the illustrator and the art director were discussing

the piece, but the particular configuration is not in the Freehand@ files that the illustrator

left with the art director. Even worse, the free-lance illustrator is now off on another job in

another state, and the art director is an Adobe Illustrator@ maven, and doesn't really know

how to use FreeHand® to make the changes and generate a new piece of EPS clip art to

use in the piece.

If only there had been a way to capture the options that they had explored the other

day. If only there were a way to encapsulate the variety of constraints ("pull on these

splines, change this fill to that, change that blend to this, mask off that, etc.") the

illustrator had skillfully managed. Nothing magical, just some mechanism to allow the two

designers-the illustrator and the art director-to "package up" the options and

interconnected constraints they had easily explored the other day. No Al-complete

solution, no reimplementation of FreeHand@; just some way of treating the static clip art

they generated as a more "plastic" material, as a kind of malleable media...

fade to black..



Thinking of Collaborating on A Film Noir

Now let's look at something beyond the scope of the current implementation of

WavesWorld-imagine trying to build a character to fit in a scene from a 1940's style film

noir motion picture. What components would we need to synthesize such a film?

- script
- actors/characters
- props (costumes, furniture, etc.)
- lighting
- camera work
- direction

Imagine that there are people or programs who are very good at creating these

component pieces:

-Would be script-writers, with a gift for hard-boiled detective pulp dialogue.
- People who delight in creating complicated personalities with conflicting
desires and goals. Some might enjoy sampling their voice for phrases and
words, others might write programs in the spirit of Eliza, trying to model a
detective trying to elicit information from a potential client. Others might work
on physical simulation of gestures, whether they be facial or hand.

- Modelers who toil endlessly over an exact mathematical model of a 45 caliber
Magnum revolver. Others endlessly scan pulp materials and nostalgia kitsch to
be used texture maps. Others build fish to swim in aquariums, or finite state
machines to mimic pests like flies or cockroaches. Still others spend cycles
culling techniques from computational fluid dynamics to simulate (as cheaply
as possible) cigarette smoke.

- someone who treats camera motion as an optimization problem, building
software for juggling various high level requirements (keep the face in the
frame, pan to the right, truck in, etc.).

- someone who enjoys building constraints among some of the constituent
parts of the scene, whether in providing physics to the scene, or emotional
direction to the various synthetic actors.

How would these people share information? How would they collaborate, especially

if they weren't all in the same physical space? How would they collaborate, if some work

on the problem early and leave for other projects, while others then need to incorporate

their work later on?

This is exactly the kind of situation that I hope WavesWorld points in the direction of.

For today, though, we can only address simpler (but still realistically complex) problems.

Let's look at one such situation using the tools in WavesWorld.



Packaging up a Robot: Collaboratively Building a Character in WavesWorld

Now imagine a modeler working on a head model. They would probably start with a

simple sphere and its standard GUI controls (included in the large set of Examples that

comes with the standard WavesWorld software distribution I make available). They then

might add an eye, then duplicate that, and then add a mouth. As we saw in the "Building

and Debugging Models" section, it's straightforward to attach sliders and buttons to

various variables and procedures in the model. For example, let's say you're working on

the head of our robot. You first of all might want to attach sliders, text fields, and a color

well to the various parts of the head to manipulate it.

Lff60.0
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Once you've done that, you might start working on making the eyelids animatable. In

order to think about how you might change the eyelids over time, you might start off by

attaching a slider to the angles of the eyelids of the eyes of our robot.

Using these controls, you might develop variations on a simple skill agent and attach



still more GUI elements to attach buttons to make the head perform variations on the

motor skill you're developing.

Making Choices Map to Other Choices

Now that you have a basic, functioning implementation of the robot and its

environment, you can now iterate over specific portions and improve them. The first thing

you might want to do is allow for more variety of shape. You might decide to design

several different kinds of heads. Using the tools in WavesWorld, you can quickly and easily

build a user interface to allow manipulation of some set of parameters in a head model

written in eve. After a bit of experimentation, you might settle on a small variety of heads,

such as the following:
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Continuing on that tack, you might decide to allow a variety of shape and shading for

the various body parts of the virtual actor. Certain combinations of shapes and shading

parameters might imply particular values of the shared state of the virtual actor, and might

actually change which of several implementations of the skill or sensor agents are used for

that particular character. For example, here's a user interface I designed from scratch and

implemented in a few hours one evening:

- -... ;.. .-

- : ;

...... .................. ..

...........

;' M

The window on the lower left was a parts palette (containing a wwswitchview and a

large number of mmuovievarviews), containing samples of various configurations of body

parts. By dragging the uwvarviews containing images of the various body parts on to the

diagram on the right, the user made oertain choices concerning the character under

construction (visible in the upper left window). What's especially interesting here is the

fact that although each particular choice had obvious mappings to shape and shading

("choose this head; get this kind of shape, choose this torso, get it shaded that way"), it

can also be used to control other aspects of the character. For example, if you choose one

of the heads with the eyes in "prey position" (i.e., on the side of the head, as opposed

to the front), the virtual actor might act in a more skittish or nervous way as it goes about

its activities. On the other hand, the fact that you choose one of the peeling, rusted torsos

might cause the virtual actor that is built to be somewhat brutish and clumsy, intent on its

task with little regard for what it bumped into along the way.



More (Slightly Complex) Examples
This section presents several examples, of varying complexity, of models we've built in

WavesWorld. In this section, my emphasis is on the models themselves, and how they are

constructed in a way that shows their potential for action. In the next chapter, we'll look at

how we might actually take advantage of that potential by manipulating them (via their

parameters) over time.

While building models by only directly writing code in eve is possible, it's not usually

the way things get done. WavesWorld can directly import RIB@ files, which is a popular

export format for most commercial modelers. By importing the shapes modeled

elsewhere, we can combine these with other elements and proceed to make them

animatable. In some cases, the models imported can serve as templates which can be

rewritten in eve to become more malleable, using some of the components of the original

model (i.e. the venetian blinds example, below). In other cases, only some affine

transformations (rotate, translate) are needed, and these are straightforward enough to

add (i.e. Dimitri's ring , below).

Venetian Blinds

................

One of my hopes for WavesWorld has always been to be able to build the set of a

1940's/film noir private detective piece. One necessary ingredient of any film noir is a fully

functioning model of venetian blinds. In 1993, Dan McCoy wrote an excellent plug-in for



Pixar's ShowPlace product on the Mac. The plug-in only generated static RIB files, though.

I used the plug-in to generate six different versions of blinds. I saved each out as a RIB@

file, and dropped them into a Ww3Dell. I then saved each out as a .eve model and

edited them a bit (taking out extraneous transforms, mainly). I then dropped them back

into the WW3Dell and, using the shape browser, changed the names of the parts

(double dick on the shape browser in the WW3DWell's control panel and type in a new

name), and saved the models back out again.

I then took one of the slats (a trimmed NURBS surface), dropped it into a WW3Dell,

and determined how much to translate it to center it about its origin (by selecting "draw

origin" in the qrman controls of the WW3Dell's control panel and then manipulating the

translate controls until the origin was centered), and added a little GUI to rotate it.

defineClass: slat {angle} {
AttributeBegin

ArchiveRecord comment aSlat
Rotate $angle 1 0 0
Translate 0 -0.32 -0.015
Triacurve { 1 1 1 1 { 3 3 3 } \

{ 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 8 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4
4 4 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 \

0 0 0 } \
{ 8 4 4 1 { 17 9 9 1 \

0 0 0.2 0.5 0.8 1 1 1 1 1 0.8 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 0 0.33 0.5 0.67
0.9 0.67 0.5 0.33 0.1 0.33 0.33 0.5 0.67 0.9 0.67 0.5 0.33 0.1
0.33 1 \

{ 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.5 0.99 1 1 1 1 1 0.99 0.5 0.01 0.29
0.29 0.29 0.3 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.3 0.29 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.7 0.71
0.71 0.71 0.7 0.69 } { 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

NuPatch 3 3 \
{0 0 0 1 1 1 } \
01 \
22 \
{0 0 1 1 } 0 1 \
P { -0.25 0.318881 0.002822 -0.25 0.322151 0.016410 -0.25
0.313243 0.027178 0.25 0.318881 0.002822 0.25 0.322151 0.016410
0.25 0.313243 0.027178

AttributeEnd

I then took off the pelmet (the top part of the blinds assembly) and the batten (the

heavy bottom part) and made them into new classes:

defineClass: Pelmet }

AttributeBegin
ArchiveRecord comment pelmet
Translate 0 -.5 -0.02
AttributeBegin
ArchiveRecord comment leftCap
NuPatch 2 2 \

{0 0 1 1 } \
0 1\
2 2\
(0 0 1 1 } \
0 1 \

P { -0.25 0.477500 0.04 -0.25 0.5 0.04 -0.25 0.477500 -0.002500
-0.25 0.5 -0.002500 }

AttributeEnd
AttributeBegin

ArchiveRecord comment rightCap
NuPatch 2 2 \

{0 0 1 1 } \



0 1\
2 2\
(0 0 1 1 } \
0 1 \
P { 0.25 0.477500 0.04 0.25 0.5 0.04 0.25 0.477500 -0.002500

0.25 0.5 -0.002500 }
Attributeznd
AttributeBegin
ArchiveRecord comment pelmetBody
NuPatch 5 2 \

{O 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1 1
0 1\
2 2\
{0 0 1 1 } \
0 1 \
P { -0.25 0.477500 0.04 -0.25 0.5 0.04 -0.25 0.5 -0.002500 -

0.25 0.477500 -0.002500 -0.25 0.477500 0.04 0.25 0.477500 0.04
0.25 0.5 0.04 0.25 0.5 -0.002500 0.25 0.477500 -0.002500 0.25
0.477500 0.04 }

AttributeEnd
AttributeEnd

defineClass: Batten {}

AttributeBegin
ArchiveRecord comment batten
Translate 0 0 -0.015
AttributeBegin

ArchiveRecord comment leftCap
NuPatch 2 2 \

(0 0 1 1 } \
01 \
22 \
{0 0 1 1 }
0 1 \
P { -0.25 0 0.032500 -0.25 0.005 0.032500 -0.25 0 -0.002500 -

0.25 0.005 -0.002500
AttributeEnd
AttributeBegin
ArchiveRecord comment rightCap

NuPatch 2 2 \
{0 0 1 1 } \
01 \
22 \
{0 0 1 1 } \
01 \
P { 0.25 0 0.032500 0.25 0.005 0.032500 0.25 0 -0.002500 0.25
0.005 -0.002500 }

AttributeEnd
AttributeBegin

ArchiveRecord comment battenBody
NuPatch 5 2 \

{0 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1 } \
0 1\
2 2\
(0 0 1 1 1 \
0 1 \

P { -0.25 0 0.032500 -0.25 0.005 0.032500 -0.25 0.005 -0.002500
-0.25 0 -0.002500 -0.25 0 0.032500 0.25 0 0.032500 0.25 0.005
0.032500 0.25 0.005 -0.002500 0.25 0 -0.002500 0.25 0 0.032500 }

AttributeEnd
AttributeEnd

}

Finally, I put them all together in a model and tweaked and tweaked and tweaked...

This model worked fine, and was pretty efficient (it only made the slat rotation

animatable), but I could only open and close the blinds-I couldn't pull the blinds up and

down. Because the parts were all interconnected, it was difficult to just make a few

objects animatable and be done.

This approach (making small components of a model animatable while the rest is left



static) can work for many situations, but when parts are complexly interrelated (i.e. the

length of the cords, the position of the pelmet, the angle of the slats as they get closer

together, etc.) it breaks down. What we would like to be able to do is encapsulate the

model of the blinds into a single object that was animatable. This goal might seem at odds

with our desire to be able to interrelate any two given samples of an object, but given that

we can only compose such a complex object out of the core objects that conform to the

WWRenderable protocol, it turns out that we can do this. It is exactly this power of

composition that makes the WW3DKit so powerful. Here's the rest of the model:

defineClass: Handle {{
AttributeBegin
ArchiveRecord comment aHandle
Translate 0.1675 -0.35 -0.033333
NuPatch 9 3 \

{0 0 0 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1 1 } \
0 1\
5 3\
{0 0 0 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 } \
0 1 \
P { -0.166750 0.334250 0.035 -0.166750 0.334250 0.035750 -

0.167500 0.334250 0.035750 -0.168250 0.334250 0.035750 -0.168250
0.334250 0.035 -0.168250 0.334250 0.034250 -0.167500 0.334250
0.034250 -0.166750 0.334250 0.034250 -0.166750 0.334250 0.035 -
0.161500 0.319750 0.035 -0.161500 0.319750 0.041 -0.167500
0.319750 0.041 -0.173500 0.319750 0.041 -0.173500 0.319750 0.035
-0.173500 0.319750 0.029 -0.167500 0.319750 0.029 -0.161500
0.319750 0.029 -0.161500 0.319750 0.035 -0.16 0.321750 0.035 -
0.16 0.321750 0.042500 -0.167500 0.321750 0.042500 -0.175
0.321750 0.042500 -0.175 0.321750 0.035 -0.175 0.321750 0.027500
-0.167500 0.321750 0.027500 -0.16 0.321750 0.027500 -0.16
0.321750 0.035 -0.16 0.335150 0.035 -0.16 0.335150 0.042500 -
0.167500 0.335150 0.042500 -0.175 0.335150 0.042500 -0.175
0.335150 0.035 -0.175 0.335150 0.027500 -0.167500 0.335150
0.027500 -0.16 0.335150 0.027500 -0.16 0.335150 0.035 -0.166750
0.341750 0.035 -0.166750 0.341750 0.035750 -0.167500 0.341750
0.035750 -0.168250 0.341750 0.035750 -0.168250 0.341750 0.035 -
0.168250 0.341750 0.034250 -0.167500 0.341750 0.034250 -0.166750
0.341750 0.034250 -0.166750 0.341750 0.035 }

AttributeEnd
}

defineClass: Blinds {count separation angle percentExtended}

if {$angle > 75} {set angle 75} {}
if {$angle < -75} {set angle -75} {}
if {$percentExtended < .161 {set percentExtended .16} {}
set angle [expr {$angle * [expr {$percentExtended - .1611}]
set sep [expr {$separation * $percentExtended}]

Surface plastic
Color {1 .991012 .853832}

Pelmet
TransformBegin

Rotate 5 1 0 0
ArchiveRecord comment handleoffset
set heightExtent [expr {$separation * $count}]

Translate .1 [expr {-1 * $heightExtent/2 - [expr {$heightExtent * [expr
{1 - $percentExtended}]}]}] -0.02

Handle
Translate 0 0 .0025
Rotate 90 1 0 0
Color {.8 .8 .8}
Cylinder .00125 .015 [expr {-.95 * $heightExtent/2 - [expr

{$heightExtent * [expr {1 - $percentExtended}]1}1] 360

TransformEnd



TransformBegin
ArchiVeRecord comment rightCord
Color {.8 .8 .81
Rotate 90 1 0 0
# add up all the ys...
# the batten is .005
# the pelmet is .0225
# the space between the last slat and the batten is .5 * $separation
# the space between the slats is $count * $sep
# the space between pelmet and the first slat is .5 * separation
set heightExtent [expr {$separation + [expr {$sep * $count}]}]
Translate .1 0 0
Cylinder .00125 0 $heightExtent 360
Translate 0 -0.015 0
Cylinder .00125 0 $heightExtent 360

TransformEnd

TransformBegin
ArchiveRecord comment leftInnerCord
Rotate 90 1 0 0
Translate -. 1 0 0
Cylinder .00125 0 $heightExtent 360
Translate 0 -0.015 0
Cylinder .00125 0 $heightExtent 360

TransformEnd

Color {1 .991012 .853832}
ArchiveRecord comment the slats
Translate 0 [expr {-.5 * $separation}] 0
for {set i 0} {$i < $count} {incr il \
{ Translate 0 [expr {-1 * $sep}] 0

ArchiveRecord comment slat # $i
Slat $angle

}
Translate 0 [expr {-.5 * $separation}] 0

Batten
}

And then finally:

set slat(xRotate) 0
set slat(separation) .025
set slat(percentageExtended) 1.0
set slat(count) 10

startShape theBlinds
animatable: {Blinds $slat(count) $slat(separation) $slat(xRotate)

$slat(percentageExtended)}
endShape

We therefore end up with a model that only has four articulated variables: how many

slats compose the blind, the base seperation between the slats, how much they are

rotated (in degrees), and how far the blinds are extended (normalized between 0 (not

extended at all) to 1 (fully extended)). The first two parameters are not really

"animatable", as you probably wouldn't want to change them over the course of a

given scene. The last two variables, though, give very nice high level animation controls

over the prop, allowing a character to open or close the blind, or to easily perceive how

open or dosed it is.



Room

At first glance, this room model seems quite basic. What's interesting about it, though,

is how malleable and measurable it is. The room can be easily resized, and the elements

making up the wall and floor stay the appropriate size. In other words, if we make the

walls 1 foot taller, the bricks don't stretch; more fill in. There are several different materials

that can make up the floor: wood planks, stone, ceramic tiles, concrete. The walls can be

brick, or cinder block, be painted or have wall paper on them. An earlier version had

windows and a doorway, but I removed them in the latest version. There are several

different pieces of furniture (all the furniture was imported as RIB@ from Pixar's

ShowPlace CD) that can be put in the room, and they can be arranged in different

locations, some constrained to certain areas.

If a character has knowledge of the kinds of materials that might comprise this room,

it can perceive quite detailed information about the space. For example, the renderable

object (a surface object) which draws the cinder block walls has a set of articulated

variables associated with it that would allow a character to perceive the base color of the

wall, the size and location of the bricks, etc. This means that a character might be told to

essentially "trace your finger about the second brick up, 7 bricks over" and it could easily

map this into a location on the wall. By building "sense-able" rooms in this way, we can

begin to build up a set of prototypes of spaces that we may be able to reuse broadly.

Using these prototypes, we can build characters with the appropriate perceptual



mecnanisms Tor sensing tnese spaces.

Also, the track light model (near the center and top of the frame) was imported and

then had a light attached to it. I constrained both to stay on the ceiling (no matter its

height) using a wwset. The intensity of the light was constrained to know how high the

ceiling was, and modulate itself accordingly so that it would always illuminate the floor.

The light can be turned to shine on various parts of the room, and its twist is coupled to

what the track light's rotation is.

One interesting side effect of having this single spotlight as the main source of

illumination in the room is the fact that it's straightforward to have a character in this room

"know" if it is in the spotlight or not. By measuring the intensity and width of the light

(both manipulatable and measurable values on the model), a character that wanted to

know the intensity or location of the light could easily measure it by a little bit of

trigonometry. We'll use this information in the next chapter.



Dimitri's Ring from "Dizzy Horse"

Early last year, I was asked to help with a short (20 minute) film called "Dizzy

Horse." It was a story about a young boy named Dimitri and his warm relationship with

his grandfather, who used to tell him stories. One in particular concerned a horse on a

merry go round, where the other horses chided it for being "dizzy", because it was

always looking away from the ride, off to the outside world. Originally, there was to be a

wooden sign that would lead the boy through the forest, and the filmmaker wanted to do

it digitally. Since this seemed a good test for WavesWorld, I agreed to help.

As time went on, the story changed, and finally it was to be a ring that the grandfather

had given Dimitri that would fly through the forest. Also, the writer/director, Gary Cohen,

didn't want the ring to have too much "character", he just wanted it to magically move

through the forest as a kind of beacon. Also, the visual challenge increased, because the

ring was real; the grandfather gives the boy the ring early in the film and it is seen quite

clearly by the audience on several occasions. Since the final version would be going to

35mm film, This implied that the CG version of the ring would need to be photorealistic,

and it also implied (since the ring would be moving fast) that the shots needed to

incorporate motion blur. In other words, this was a perfect opportunity to see if

WavesWorld was up to the task I mentioned in Chapter 1: "How can we construct them

such that they can be seamlessly integrated into virtual environments containing both real



and computer generated imagery at arbitrarily high levels of quality."

The bulk of the original ring was modeled in Alias PowerAnimator by Chris Perry (with

kibitzing from me) modeled the basic ring and eye holder in Alias on an SGI. Since we

didn't have Alias 5.1 (which has native RIB@ export), Rick Sayre at Pixar was kind enough

to take the Alias wire file and export it as a RIB@ file. I then took the RIB@ file and turned it

into eve and built a GUI for manipulating and naming the parts. I added the eye as a two

disks, one differentially scaled, and a hemisphere. Chris then drew the texture map for the

pupil and iris, and I did the blood vessels. I then experimented with a few environment

map shaders and tweaked one from (Upstill89).

The finished model has 33 articulated variables, but only 6 (X, Y, Z rotation and X, Y, Z

translation) were used to animate the ring for the film. The final 6 second sequence that

was used for the film was rendered at 1536x1 024, 24 frames per second, 1/48 second

exposure, composited against 35mm background plates I shot and scanned in via

PhotoCD and finally was put on 35mm film at DuArt, NY.



In the first 3 seconds, the ring flies from Dimitri's hand

into the camera,

and cuts directly to this sequence, where the ring flies over and past the camera's

"left shoulder" and heads down the path

to disappear over the ridge over the course of the next 3 seconds

Note that the camera does a "follow focus" on the ring, so the background starts in



focus, gets blurry as the ring approaches the camera, and then gets more in focus as the

ring goes away from the camera.

SphereHead

SphereHead is usually seen as a simple head with a sphere for a head, two eyes

(with pupils), and a mouth.

The eye and head can change scale (both preserving and not preserving volume) and

rotate, and the mouth can change size and rotate about the body. Depending on the state

of a variable, the model may or may not have eyelids. Sometimes another object may be

substituted for a perfect sphere, like these two:

SphereHead has at least 34 articulated variables that are useful for animation. Since

its shape and shading info is so simple, it's ideal for real-time manipulation and

prototyping of behaviors modifying a character's head.



Audreyell

Audreyell is simpler than SphereHead but is more interesting to look at because it has

several interesting surface shaders attached to it. It's named Audreyell because its

demeanor is reminiscent of Audreyell from the "Little Shop of Horrors" musical.

Several of the animation possibilities in this model are tied to the surface shader on

the eyeball (written by Larry Gritz). The pupil can constrict or dilate, and the amount that

the eye is bloodshot can also change. In addition, the model can be made to blink, and

the eyeball can look left and right and up and down. Finally, the whole model can be

squashed and stretched, and because of the way the scaling is set up, the scaling is

skewed in an interesting way.

Audreyell has about fifteen articulated variables that are useful for animation. As with

many of the models presented in this section, Audreyell has many more degrees of

freedom than that, but they're not really amenable to be changed over the course of a

scene. For example, changing Audreyell's location (i.e. the articulated variables associated

with its X, Y, and Z position) is quite reasonable over the course of a given scene, but

changing the surface shader on Audreyel l's exterior is not. On the other hand, modulating

a single parameter of a given shader (which is exactly what we're doing to get the eye

more or less bloodshot, or dilate the pupil) is, many times, reasonable.



Rocky da Humanoid

One of the driving images in my head for my graduate work is the notion of a film

noir private detective slumped over his desk in his office, passed out from the night

before, with the neon outside his office illuminating the scene. Several years ago, I

convinced a highly talented modeler (Keith Hunter, now head of modeling at Rhythm &

Hues in Hollywood), to model a character I called Dexter, from the old Alex Raymond/

Chandler comic strip, Secret Agent X-9.

Anyway, Keith whipped out a model for me in a few hours on his Mac, and it served

me in good stead over the years. As I built the latest version of WavesWorld, though, it was

clear that the polygonal model that Keith had made for me (exactly what I needed at the

time), was not going to fly in my current system. Also, since I'm not doing legged

locomotion, I didn't need the lower body. A few months back, in preparation for using the

data suit (Bers95) they built upstairs, I built a reasonable torso and arms (with fully

articulated fingers) based on my own proportions so it would easy to map motion capture

information on to it:

Well, the torso is nice, but it obviously needed a head to be of any use to me.1I talked

to my friend Gorham Palmer, a free-lance illustrator, who had done some 3D modeling for

me a few years ago, and he was interested in doing a head for me. He made some

sketches, which I really liked. We finally sat down a few months ago and made a new



head. Unfortunately, it really wasn't Dexter, so I decided that this was really Rocky, the

dumber, much uglier half-brother of Dexter. Rocky is the most complex of the models in

terms of degrees of freedom, and consequently he's the most difficult of these models to

create behaviors for.

Rocky has 10 fingers, with all the appropriate joints and constrained degrees of

freedom. His wrists, elbows and shoulders can also rotate. He has 3 rotational degrees of



freedom in his neck, his jaw can open, rotate, and slide, his eyelids can open and close,

his eyes have all the degrees of freedom of Audreyell (they use the same eyeball shader

with different parameter ranges). Finally, the Rocky model has a prop that is usually

attached; a matchstick dangling from his mouth, which can be moved up and down and

around the mouth.



Robbit

The model I call Robbit was directly inspired by several pages of drawings in Syd

Mead's book Kronovecta (Mead9O). For those unfamiliar with his work, Mead was the

"visual futurist" on such films as Blade Runner and Star Trek: The Movie. The other

models I had done were either designed by myself or done by working in direct

collaboration with someone. I was interested in seeing how WavesWorld would fare when

used to build up a character based on someone else's design, where there could be no

given and take during the specification phase.

Since my model of Robbit is based directly on Mead's drawings and text, so it's

probably best to quote him directly:

"Dogs endear themselves to their owners. Puppies, with their exaggerated
attitudes and poses, become irresistible. Combining the clumsy posture of a
puppy and slightly rearranging the mechanical components of "dog", the
final proposal captured the essence of "pet" Since puppies are all head, legs
and feet this became the guiding rationale. The head was a large, pear-shaped
form with a simplified slot at the right position to suggest "face" without
venturing into complicated separate features. An "eye" spot was to move
back and forth in the slot to provide expression. The head was mounted on the
minimal body which, really, was merely a connection element for all of the
parts. The four legs and feet were rotated 90 degrees so that the feet contacted
the ground in a diamond pattern. This had the delightful result of reinforcing
the odd machine look and forcing the "head" to position on either side of the
front "foot" when the pet layed (sic) down, duplicating the way puppies tend
to rest their chin on one or the other front paw. The tail, a simple rounded-end
cylinder, was where the batteries went

Motive power was intended to be in the form of powered rollers inside the large



K

paws."
Since Mead's drawings were line art, I had to decide on coloration and shading. I

decided on a completely dean plastic look to robbit, as if he had arrived fresh from the

robot factory that morning. I made the accordion joints and the head pieces seem to be

built out of hard rubber, with the intent that the head pieces would act as a bumper,

allowing him to bump into things. I also gave him a "button" nose, and changed the eye

slot to a more semi-transparent visor-like piece and hence made the "eye" a green

glowing sphere. that can move back and forth.

x
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Conclusion

This chapter introduced and explained much of the substrate of WavesWorld that

gives it its flexibility and power as a testbed for experimenting with issues surrounding

building semi-autonomous animated characters. You should now see how we can

construct models containing the shape, shading, and state information that comprise both

the static and dynamic elements that compose a character. In the next chapter, we'll

finally see how we might go about animating these character parts, getting us another

step closer to our goal of beginning to understand how to construct 3D, semi-autonomous

animated characters.



An Agent-Based Approach to Animation

Introduction

In the last chapter, we saw how to build the model of the character's body, props

and environment. We now move on to the question of animation, which in WavesWorld

specifically refers to the process of measuring and manipulating the model's articulated

variables over time. In a traditional computer graphics animation system, an animator

would directly control the values of these variables over time, usually by setting their

values at key frames or by attaching a spline to the variable and manipulating it directly. In

a physically based computer animation system, the animator might simply allow

simulated physics to run its course after setting up the initial conditions, and hope for the

best.

In WavesWorld, however, the animator builds and configures a set of processes,

called agents, that measure and manipulate the character's parts (i.e. the model built out

of eve objects) over time. These agents become the eyes and hands of the animator. By

building and layering configurations of agents together, the animator can build up

complex characters that they and their fellow character constructionists can interact with

at the task-level.

This chapter begins with a brief review of what "agent" means in WavesWorld. I

then segue into some background material that should give some insight into this agent-

based approach to animation. I briefly discuss my Master's thesis work, Build-a-Dude

(Johnson91), and some of the issues that arose during and after that work. I then walk

through a simple example of how one can use agents to build up the behavior generating

components of a character with a minimal body (a point on a line).

I then give a more formal introduction to how agents are used in WavesWorld. I

discuss some important issues that arise when building agents and hooking them

together, with a special emphasis on skill agents, which are agents that can both

measure and manipulate models. Finally, using some of the models I introduced in the



previous chapter, I explain a few more complex examples of how we can use agents to

create a character's behavior, where behavior is loosely defined as the result of processes

(agents) measuring and manipulating a model's articulated variables over time.

What's an Agent?

Before I begin discussing my agent-based approach to behavior, I need to briefly

discuss what I mean by agent. Unfortunately, the term "agent" is a rather overloaded

one, given both the amount of abuse it takes in the popular press and its dual nature in

the Al literature. In this dissertation, I use the definition of agent proposed by Marvin

Minsky in his book, The Society of Mind:

"Any part or process of the mind that by itseff is simple enough to understand -
even though the interactions among groups of such agents may produce
phenomena that are much harder to understand." (Minsky86)

In WavesWorld, an agent really just refers to a software module; an autonomous black

box that has a well defined purpose, a separate namespace and its own thread of control.

I use the term very carefully, and whenever it is used in this dissertation, it explicitly refers

to such a black box that, when opened, is readily understandable by someone who might

build such things (i.e. a programmer).

Background

Build-a-Dude

In Build-a-Dude (Johnson9l), the system I designed and built for my Master's thesis

work, I eschewed dealing with the issue of a character's body, and looked instead at the

composition of its behavior repetoire. I felt that if I allowed myself to either begin with the

graphics, or to try and tackle both the mind and the body simultaneously, I would be both

seduced and overwhelmed. Creating computer graphics is a compelling and heady

experience, and my intent with Build-a-Dude was to concentrate on the less visceral, but

still compelling, issue of the processes that generate a character's behavior. This system

was notable in that it was implemented in a fault-tolerant, parallel, distributed fashion,

where the processes generating behavior could run on a heterogeneous set of computing

devices. Even so, there were severe restrictions that precluded easily adapting it for the

task of building graphically simulated characters: the model it was manipulating over time



was really just text, and time was in discrete ticks, with all elements moving forward in

lock-step.

I didn't realize it at the time, but there were really two problems I was dealing with in

my SMVS work. The first was what are the low-level processes that comprise the behavior

repetoire of a character? What are the building blocks; what are the essential elements?

The second question was how are these elements configured? What mechanisms do

we use to sequence and select these elements' activity? At a base level, much of Al

research has centered on these same issues, but I was interested in it with a very special

slant towards building graphically simulated characters, not real robots or abstract

software machines.

Planning Algorithms

one enormous help and impetus in this exploration was an algorithm (Maes89)

developed by Pattie Maes, originally for robot locomotion. Situating my thinking with this

algorithm was enormously useful, and it dovetailed nicely with work my advisor had been

doing independently, trying to apply ideas from the ethological literature to the problem of

computer animation (Zeltzer83, Zeltzer9l, Zeltzer88). At the time, I tried to reshape

Maes' action selection algorithm to fit all of the lower-level "motor planning" of an

autonomous animated character. My implementation of this algorithm (and our

extensions to it) are detailed in Appendix A.

Another problem that became apparent as I worked on Build-a-Dude and began

working on WavesWorld, was the pervasive need for being able to debug what was being

constructed. Given that what I was essentially trying to do was build a software

development environment where the application under construction was to run in a

distributed, parallel fashion over a wide range of resources, this should have been not

been surprising.

Early Worlds

I then began trying to actually construct graphically simulated characters using an

early version of WavesWorld. I built two worlds: raveWorld and sanderWorld.

raveWorld

RaveWorld was a collaborative one done with Abbe Don, and the intent was to

experiment with multiple simple characters interacting with each other in a rich



environment. Each character had a torso and a head, where the torso had some texture

map on it. The characters (ravers) were in a space where music was playing, where

attributes of the music (song name and artist, beats per second, current lyric, etc.) were

made "sense-able" to the characters. There were also three "video screens" in the

environment, which were playing a series of images (by cycling through several thousand

images from several sequences from films, texture-mapping them onto a polygon in the

space). The ravers all had names, and favorite songs, colors, and video sequences. They

also had other ravers that they liked and disliked, as well as songs they didn't like.

We built some simple skill agents, where a raver could dance to its favorite song, or

move closer to a nearby raver it liked, move away from a raver it didn't like, texture map

an image playing on one of the screens it liked, etc. We also built sensor agents to let it

know when its favorite song was or wasn't playing, when a raver it liked or didn't like

was nearby, etc. This all ran in real-time, with the display on a multi-processor SGI

(running at -11 Hz), computation distributed some ten or so machines, and the sound

and UI running on a NeXT machine.

sanderWorld

The next world I built was sanderWorld, which was inspired by the example used by

Maes in her original paper on her spreading activation planner (Maes89). I built my robot

sander as a simple 3D robot (actually a modified raver with two hands). It was in a simple

environment running on the same multi-processor SGI that raveWorld ran on, where a

user could manipulate the board with a data glove or by several other controls. I

implemented a GUI to manipulate and visualize the parameters, running on a NeXT

machine. Also, the agents in this world talked (using a variety of sampled voices), where

the audio was spatialized (sensor agents and some skill agents were on the left, goal

agents and the remaining skill agents were on the right). Whenever an agent was

executing, it described what it was doing by sequencing the appropriate sound samples

(again, running on a NeXT machine).

Lessons Learned

Building these two worlds was invaluable. I learned several things, all of them the

hard way. The first was that the elements in the environment that are obviously

perceivable to a user (or viewer) must also be perceivable to the character; if it's not, a

user is immediately fixated on "why didn't character see that?" This included things that



aren't visual; i.e. "why is the character still dancing if the music stopped?"

The next thing I learned was how important timing was. At this point, I was only using

an arbitary measure of time that was completely machine dependent to write behaviors. If

I ran the same agent on a faster machine, the behavior executed faster. This was clearly

unacceptable, but it was difficult to see how to get around it. Also involved with this issue

was the question of two different agents manipulating the same character at the same

time, especially when they were both manipulating the same degree of freedom. Race

conditions ensued; which one prevailed? This too was a problem with no easy answer.

Another problem, also related to this issue of timing, was the fact that the smarter

and more aware the characters became (i.e. the more sensor agents they had active, and

the more often their receptors were running), the slower the system ran. Since (at the

time), WavesWorld was an interactive simulation system, this was a serious drain on

resources, since I needed to constantly be tweaking what was running to keep a balance

of a useful/interesting character with a reasonable frame rate.

In building raveWorld with Abbe Don, I began to come face to face with some of the

difficulties of collaborating with someone who was a peer in the creative process but who

had a very different skill set than my own. I realized that I needed to be able to package up

what I was doing so that she could reuse it, and that I needed to make tools so that she

could do the same for me.

It also became clear that the current underlying graphics system I was using, which

only allowed polygonal models with phong shading and texture maps, was completely

inadequate for the kind of animaton I was interested in exploring. I needed a more

expressive underlying representation, one that would allow me to use state-of-the-art

commercial modeling software, as well as facilitate quick construction of custom

animatable models directly in the system, and to freely intermix the two. At this point I

revisited an earlier assessment I had made, namely that implementing a modeling system

atop the RenderMan@ Interface would be too difficult At this point, in spring of 1993, I

began construction of the eve object framework, as described in Chapter 3.

Revisiting Planning

As time went on and I began grappling with the difficult issues of trying build

graphically realized characters in WavesWorld, I realized that my original effort in trying to

apply the planning work done during and after Build-a-Dude to a larger class of motor



problem solving was misguided. Maes' action selection algorithm, even extended for

asynchronous action selection and parallel execution as we did in Build-a-Dude, was an

excellent algorithm for a variety of motor planning activities, but it was no panacea. Many

kinds of activities don't lend themselves to being cleanly articulated this way. How do you

talk about reflex actions like blinking when a bright light passes by, or pulling your hand

back before it gets burned from a sudden flame? It became clear that I needed facilities for

building things in a more "messy" fashion, akin to the kind of accretive models Minsky

proposes (Minksy86) .There are several problems that occur in trying to build a

supportive infrastructure for messy behavior construction. Interestingly enough, many of

these are analogues to the issues raised in trying to build a collaborative development

environment. How do you let the left hand proceed without knowing what the right hand

is doing, especially if the right hand is using the same resources, but in a way that is

complementary, not conflicting? In other words, how do you facilitate behavior which

blends together?

The Need for Building Blendable Behavior

For example, let's look at a character that has some set of autonomous skill agents

inside it, each of which can measure and manipulate the character's state, where these

skill agents have no knowledge of each other's existence. Furthermore, let's say we don't

want to have to posit some sort of "manager" agent; we just want to have two

independent agents acting on the same model, with no outside governor or modulating

force. Let's look at the two following scenarios:

conflicting
You have two skill agents, pickUpThecup and waveToFriend, both of which are
executing. Among other things, both of them want to control the character's elbow
and wrist rotation: pickUpThecup, for example, wants to keep the elbow rotation
at zero over the course of its activity, while waveToFriend wants to take it from
zero to 45 and then back to zero. How should we resolve this? Does one win? Does
neither? Do we negotiate a compromise? If so, how, and who initiates it-one side,
the other, or a third party?

complementary
You have two skill agents, pickUpThecup and beHungover, both of which are
executing. Both of them want to control the character's elbow and wrist rotation:
pickUpTheCup, for example, wants to keep the elbow rotation at zero over the
course of its activity, while beHungover just wants to keep jittering it slightly. How
should we resolve this? Does one win? Does neither? Do we negotiate a
compromise? If so, how, and who initiates it-one side, the other, or a third party?

The easy answer here, especially in the first scenario, is some sort of resource locking



scheme: the first skill agent to say it needs something, gets it. The loser might continue to

press its case for a bit, at which point the resource might be freed up, or it might just give

up. Pretty simple to implement, certainly.

But consider the second scenario: if the beHungover skill agent is running for awhile,

and then the pickUpThecup agent gains control for a bit while it runs, at which point it

ends and the besungover skill agent takes over, that will look rather strange-the

character was sitting there shaking slightly, suddenly he reaches out for a cup, and does it

perfectly steadily, at which point he starts shaking again. Clearly, we'd like some

mechanism for blending the results of the two skill agents; we'd like him to just seem to

"reach for the cup in a hungover fashion." The skill agent picking up the cup doesn't

necessarily know anything about the fact that the character is hungover right now.

Think about this from a collaborative construction perspective: we'd like to be able to

mix and match agents from different authors together. Especially when we're just

prototyping things, we don't want a given agent to have to take everything into account.

After using these two agents for a while, we might realize that we might want to have a bit

of shared state in the character that any of a variety of agents (say, any of the pickup* or

putDown* agents...) might use to perform their activity in a somewhat more or less

hungover manner.

An Agent-Based Approach to Building Behavior

If we restrict an agent's activity to measuring and manipulating the articulated

variables of a model built out of the eve object framework, as presented in the previous

chapter, we get blendable behavior "for free". It might not be exactly what we want, and

we may have to modify the character's agents and their interrelationships to get what we

want. The point of WavesWorld is to provide the facilities for doing exactly this. If we want

to build an agent which does act as a manager of other agents, it's straightforward: we

could allow it to measure and manipulate the model as the other agents execute, and

perhaps modify the relative weights of the two agents to allow one or the other to modify

the model more or less.

In the previous chapter, I presented a framework for constructing 3D models that

have the potential for change over time. These models can be made out of reusable parts

that can be composed together to build complex structures, which can be encapsulated

("packaged up") and reused in a collaborative construction environment.



This chapter presents an agent-based approach to building reusable, composable,

blendable behavior. Used in the context of building three dimensional, semi-autonomous

animated characters, it provides us with the power we need to create the "illusion of life"

for our characters, bringing us closer to our final goal of being able to easily construct

characters that can sense and act in the virtual environments we place them.

A Simple Example: Point's Point of View

in WavesWorld, I often consider the question of constructing a character from that

character's perspective. From that vantage point, there is only the character itself (its

behavior generating processes/agents and body/model)-everything else is considered

the "world". In the last chapter we saw an approach for constructing a character's body

(and its world), but what of its behavior? The parts of a character that generate its

behavior have both drives (constant, long-running goals) and desires (once-only goals that

disappear when satiated). These parts of the character must measure, perceive, and act on

other parts of the character and the world. But what are these parts of the character, and

how can they be perceived and acted on?

To facilitate the discussion, let us imagine the simplest interesting computational

character we can: a point on line. The body of the character is a point, its mind is some

amorphous collection of invisible processes and some shared blackboard, and its world is

a line of some finite extent. To make this discussion a little clearer, let's refer to the

character (the combination of its behavior generating processes and its body) as Point.

Let the virtual environment be completely defined as the line segment inclusively

bounded by xMin and xMax, where xMin < xMax.

Point's body is completely defined by its location: x = position (time)

such that: xMin <= x <= xMax

and position (time) is a function defined somewhere in the character.

Point is rather single-minded: it just wants to stay at the location it considers "home",

where home is a function also contained in Point that, when evaluated, returns the



desired value of x.

This implies several things: Point has some way of stating this desire (i.e. "I want to

not be away from home"), it has some way of trying to fulfill this desire, and it has some

way of measuring whether or not the desire is satisfied. Since each part of Point's mind is

a simple but autonomous entity in its own right, we refer to each as an agent (see

"What's an Agent", above ).

We refer to the desire itself as a goal agent, the ability to affect the body and the

world as a skill agent, and the perceptual mechanism that can sense whether or not the

desire is satisfied as a sensor agent.

They act in the virtual environment and/or on the body of the character.
As opposed to sensor agents, skill agents can communicate directly
with the virtual environment and the character's shape, shading, and
state. e.g., closeDoor, sitDown

Skill Agent

Connected to the virtual environment or the internal state of thecharacter via its receptors, they only report back True or False.
e.g., doorlsOpen, IAmStanding, anEnemylsNearby

Sensor Agent

They are defined in terms of sensor agents. This makes sense,
because in order for a goal to be known to have been satisfied, the
character needs to be able to perceive that it has been satisfied.

Goal Agent e.g., doorisOpen, lAmStanding

More precisely, in Point's case, its mind consists of:

-a sensor agent
-a goal agent
-a skill agent
- two function definitions:

- point()

* home()

The single sensor agent can be expressed as the function:

Note that the sensor agent is defined inversely from how you might think: it is defined



sensorAgent(time)=0 if (position(time) home(time))
1 if (position(time) home(time))

as 1 (i.e. True) when Point is not at home, as opposed to True when he is at home.

The single goal agent can be expressed as the desired relation:

sensorAgent(time) != 1

It's especially important to note that the sensor agent and the goal agent use

functions which may change over time, where there is assumed to be some single global

time value that can be freely accessed. Since the character and its environment are

distributed discrete systems, we also need to consider how often each of these functions

are evaluated. There is some cost associated with evaluating any given function, so it is

important to carefully consider how often it is evaluated, as the character has some finite

set of computational and communication bandwidth resources.

By modulating the frequency at which the underlying functions are reevaluated, it is

possible to embody the "attention" of the character to different facets of itself and its

environment. For example, the sensor agent might only have evaluated the home ()

function at the beginning of a scene, at which time Point considered 12.7 to be home. Five

minutes later however, Point, who may have been stranded far from home in the negative

numbers, changes its mind and decides that it's content living at -77.2, and that is now

considered home. This could happen if perhaps the goal agent, seemingly frustrated at the

fact that it still has not been satisfied after some time, resigns itself to fate and thereby

changes the definition of the home () function. If the sensor agent doesn't take the time to

reevaluate the home () function, part of the society that comprises Point's mind will be

under the delusion that it still longs for home, never realizing that other parts of its mind

contain information that might avoid such consternation.

The solution I developed was inspired by a notion from Rasmussen who talked about

the signals, signs, and symbols to which a virtual actor attends:

"Signals represent sensor data-e.g., heat, pressure, light-that can be processed
as continuous variables. Signs are facts and features of the environment or the
organism." (Rasmussen83)

I realized that sensor agents corresponded directly to signs, but I needed some sort of

representation for signals. In WavesWorld, these would be something that digitally sample

continuous signals in either the character or its environment.

In addition to allowing a computational character to conserve its computational



resources, this is useful for encoding assumptions of the character about the dynamics of

itself and its environment. Since agents are separate entities from the world, the

character's body, and the other parts of the character's mind, they use computational

devices called receptors to implement this distributed sampling.

Receptors consist of a probe and a transmitter that are "injected" by agents into either

the virtual actor (i.e. the shared blackboard(s) among its behavior generating processes or

in its body) or the virtual environment. Each receptor has a sampling frequency associated

with it that can be modified by the agent that injected it. These probes sample at some

rate (say, every 1/30 of a second or every 1/2 hour) and if their value changes by some

epsilon from one sample to the next, they transmit a message containing the new value to

the appropriate agents, which prompts the agent to recalculate itself.

Each receptor computes its value at a given sampling rate. If the value changes significantly from
the last time, it sends a message to the sensor agents it is connected to.

environment character
1/30sec. 5s 1/60sec.

Receptor Receptor Receptor

Sensor Agent Sensor Agent

One of the driving assumptions behind the receptors/sensor agents split is that a

receptor will be evaluated many times relative to the sensor agent, so a given receptor

should be computationally simpler than the sensor agents using them. They represent an

assumption that communication is expensive compared to computation; it is cheaper for a

sensor agent to embed a computation somewhere else than to keep asking for the value

and determining itself if the value has changed enough for it to recalculate itself.

Another important function of the receptor/sensor agent split is to separate what can

be directly measured in the character and the environment vs. what suppositions can be

made using that information. In other words, a careful distinction is made from signals

(i.e. what can be measured directly) and signs (what assertions can be made from what is

measured). In Point's simple world, only its notion of where home is and where Point

currently is can be measured-nothing more. But using just that information, we could



write a function called howAmIFeeling () that would allow Point to be happy (perhaps if

it's close to home), sad (if it's far from home), frightened (if it's very far from home), etc.

It's important to note that it may or may not have ways of expressing these states in its

body, if the degrees of freedom in its mind are greater than the degrees of freedom in its

body.

So what if Point has some desire which is unfulfilled? Assuming conditions are right,

its skill agent is invoked. The skill agent's exterior is defined by:

- the conditions it needs to be true before it can be invoked
- a set of predictions about the world after it completes
- a black box which implements its functionality

Both the conditions and predictions are expressed with regard to sensor agents, since

they must be perceivable by the character to be used.

In the case of Point's single skill agent, it requires that Point's single sensor agent

returns 1, and it predicts that once it has completed, the sensor agent will return 0.

Assuming it is called, it then executes the black box that implements its functionality.

This feedback loop-a goal agent expresses a desire, a sensor agent perceives that it is

unfulfilled, and a skill agent is invoked in an attempt to satisfy it-forms the basis of a

semi-autonomous character's behavior in a virtual environment. As more agents are

added to the character, the interconnections of desire and perception become more

complex, requiring more complex planning mechanisms. One such approach was

described and implemented in my SMVS thesis system, and its current successor is used

in WavesWorld-see Appendix A.

For the last several years, I've become more interested in simpler configurations of

agents, since many kinds of interesting activity can be straightforwardly modeled as a very

small collection of interconnected agents. For example, a single sensor agent gating a

single skill agent, a sensor agent instantiating another small network of agents when true,

or a sensor agent initiating a "reflex chain" (Gallistel80) of skill agents. From an

animator's perspective, many times it can be simpler to break down the process of

animating a character into separate parallel or sequential processes, where the animator

has the freedom to keep separate or combine these processes as they see fit. Because the

modeling approach I've developed allows me to have independent agents manipulating

the same parts of a model without explicit knowledge of each other, this approach is now



possible. Because the models that can be built with this system are so rich, the activities of

a single agent can be quite interesting.

For example,

-a character blinking when a bright light passes across its eyes
-a character standing up, walking to a door and opening it

can both be called "behaviors", even though the first is a relatively simple

configuration of agents (perhaps a single agent to perceive the light and another to

manipulate the eyelid when told to by the first) and the other is rather complex (some

tens of perceptual agents measuring properties of the character and its immediate

environment and several complex agents manipulating the character's body parts in

concert).

Agents in WavesWorld

As I said near the beginning of this chapter, an agent in WavesWorld is an

independent process with a well defined purpose; a computational black box that has its

own namespace and a separate thread of control. In WavesWorld, characters are

composed of a model (built using the eve object framework, as we saw in the last

chapter) and some set of agents, interconnected with each other and the model in

various ways. I realize that any discussion of agents will be confusing for some set of

readers, because of the variety of the overloaded meanings people associate with the

word. In WavesWorld, an agent is a "useful fiction" for thinking about an independent

process' relationship to a model over time. Agents don't have to be implemented in a

particular language or run on a particular kind of machine; they're merely a way of

thinking about any process which might be part of a character and be measuring and/or

manipulating the character's model over time.

Agents allow the character to:

- have explicit goals
- perceive

- the character
- the environment

- act on
- the character
- the environment



In WavesWorld, there are three kinds of agents:

- Sensor Agents
- Goal Agents
- Skill Agents

Sensor Agents

Sensor agents allow the character to perceive itself and its environment at a level

above the articulated variables of a model. These articulated variables are discretely

sampled using a mechanism called a receptor. A sensor agent computes using the

information gleaned from its receptors and renders a boolean assessment of the item it

perceives (i.e. enemylsNearby T, iAmSitting F, aCupIsNearby T, etc.)

Receptors

Receptors are not agents; they are used by agents (notably sensor agents) to

discretely sample some articulated variable. In WavesWorld, receptors are a small piece of

code that get embedded in some other process, where the host process evaluates the

receptor at some given frequency. Receptors are comprised of the following:

- a signal name they measure (i.e. pressure, elbow position, mood)
- a sampling frequency (1/30 second, 30 seconds, 10 minutes)
- some epsilon function

Receptors sample their associated signal at their given frequency; if the value changes

by greater than epsilon (computed by the epsilon function), they send a msg to their

sensor agent. By setting the frequency of a receptor, we're encoding the following

assumptions:

- the frequency of this signal (i.e. will it alias at this sampling frequency?)
- our minimum reaction time (i.e. if this changes by epsilon, how fast might we
need to recompute ourselves?)

As we mentioned in the Point example, receptors represent an assumption that

communication is expensive compared to computation; it is cheaper for a sensor agent to

embed a computation somewhere else than to keep asking for the value and determining

itself if the value has changed enough for it to recalculate itself. For all the systems that

WavesWorld components have been ported to, this has been a very safe assumption.

Another purpose of the receptor/sensor agent split is to further abstract a given



sensor agent from the particular character or environment that its perceiving, thereby

allowing a broader reuse of a given agent.



Goal Agents

Goal agents embody an explicit goal, and are described in terms of sensor agents.

Given that character needs to be able to perceive that a given goal is satisfied, it makes

little sense to proclaim it, unless it can be determined to be true or false.

Different kinds of goals, characterized by their lifespan:

- persistent, constant goal that is always extant in the character, i.e.
- stay alive
- be balanced

- more transitory, fleeting impulse, i.e.
- not hungry
- cup in hand

Skill Agents

A skill agent can

- perceive
- the character
- its environment

- act on
- the character
- its environment

In Build-a-Dude, skill agents were just one of three kinds of agents connected

together in an action selection network, but in WavesWorld, they have assumed a much

more central role. While both goal agents and sensor agents can measure the character

and its environment, only skill agents can both measure and manipulate it.

The Anatomy of a Skill Agent

When a skill agent is first invoked, it needs communications' access to three objects/

namespaces:

- the character
- its environment
- the global scene clock

in WavesWorld, this means that a skill agent has access to three sets of variables:

some of which map to the character, some of which map to the environment, and some

of which map to the global clock (these are read-only).



As the skill agent begins, it attaches (see Articulated Variables: A Model's

Namespace in the previous chapter) to the variables in the character and the

environment that it will be manipulating. As the skill agent executes, time is moving

forward for the character (and, consequently, the skill agent). The skill agent has some

activity that it's trying to perform over some period of time, and it does this by measuring

and manipulating the variables that it has access to.

When the skill agent finishes, it detaches (see Articulated Variables: A Model's

Namespace in the previous chapter) from the variables in the character and the

environment that it was manipulating.

Reflex, Oscillator, or Servo-Mechanism

When thinking about building a skill agent, I've found it useful to draw on a

taxonomy proposed by Gallistel in (Gailistel8O):

"There are a few kinds of elementary units of behavior. ...three of the most
important kinds - the reflex, the oscillator, and the servomechanism. In a reflex,
the signals that initiate contraction originate in sensory receptors. Although the
reflex movement may affect the sensory receptors, one does not have to consider
this "feedback" effect in formulating the principles that determine a reflex
movement In an oscillatory behavior, the muscle contractions repeat in rhytmic
fashion. The contraction-triggering signals originate in a central neural oscillator,
a neuron or neural circuit that puts out rhythmically patterned signals -a sort of
neural metronome. In a servomechanism, the signals that initiate contraction
originate from a discrepancy between two input signals. At least one of the input
signals originates at a sensory receptor. The other input signal may originate at
a receptor or it may be a signal of complex central organization. When there is a
discrepancy between the two input signals, a third signal arises, called the error
signal The error signal initiates or controls muscular action. The resulting
movements tend to reduce the discrepancy between the two inputs, thereby
reducing the error signaL This is called negative feedback, for obvious reasons.
In servomechanisms the precise character, amount and timing of this negative
feedback are a crucial aspect of the mechanism's functioning. (Gallistel8O, pp
10-11)

Writing a Skill Agent

The process of writing a skill agent is, as you would expect, an iterative one. The idea

is to get together something quickly so you can begin editing. As with shaders (see

"Behavior" Shaders: A UsefulAnalogy , later in this chapter), it's usually best to start with

an already functioning skill agent. Skill agents tend to be a process which has some set of

reflexes, oscillators, and servomechanisms which, depending on information it obtains by

measuring the model, it invokes over the course of some amount of time to manipulate

the model.



Many times the best way is to begin by constructing the skill agent is simply as a

process which invokes single reflex, where the skill agent merely sets the articulated

variables of the parts of the model it is concerned with. Because of communications delay

in the system (just as in a living creature), an "instaneous reflex" never is, and this may

actually lead to interesting behavior.

If, on the other hand, you don't want the articulated variables to change to some

value immediately, but rather want to modulate them according to some pattern over

time, you might consider building the skill agent as an oscillator. If so, you need to begin

to deal with aliasing issues. In order to build a skill agent as an oscillator, you'll need at

least the following pieces of information:

- the names of the initial state you'll be modifying
- the function over time you wish to apply to them
- the rate at which the world is being sampled

Note that depending on conventions for the model, you're working on, you may need

more information. For example, if the model has all its variables normalized to some

known range (i.e. 0 to 1), it's important to understand the dynamic range of those

variables (i.e. for a color, is 0 black and 1 white, or a dingy grey?, etc.). If they report things

in more absolute terms, you need to also get access to the extents. This is where

conventions/stereotypes/prototypes/standards are vital in making the skill agent author's

job easier.

Once you have the values you wish to manipulate over time and the range over which

you want to change them, you then need to write your pattern generating function. This

function will have at least one argument: time. You need to take care that the frequency of

the signal being generated by this function does not exceed the frequency at which this

skill agent is maximally sampled.

Using a copy of the model which is not being affected by other agents, run the skill

agent see if it produces the desired animation. Test it with a variety of time lengths and

sampling rates, to see how well it works in low sampling rate situations, and see over

what range of time lengths it has the desired efect. Consider what other initial conditions

might be interesting to use to modulate the setup for this reflex.

Many times the duration of a skill can itself become a parameter of the skill. For

example, the act of opening and closing an eye, executed over a quarter of a second, is a



blink, but when it takes 3 seconds, it's most of a wink (a wink probably holds the close

position longer than a blink). It important to understand the range of the parameters for

which the skill is valid.

Finally, you might consider how to write the skill agent as a set of servomechanisms.

These kind of skills are ones that are in a feedback loop with the variables they are

manipulating in the model or environment. For example, imagine a simple reach skill for

Rocky. Given an object name, he might find out where that object is and beginning

rotating his arm towards the object over the course of some amount of time. Depending

on how dynamic the environment is, we may see wildly different behavior depending on

how often the skill agent rechecks the value of the object's location after he started. It may

periodically check the value and attempt to correct the heading based on that.

on the other hand, we might have some set of servomechanism to choose from

where the skill agent may have some notion of "patience". If the object didn't move, the

skill agent would use a simple servomechanism to move the arm towards the object. If the

error signal the servomechanism stayed low enough (i.e. the object wasn't moving away

much), the character would seem to be following it and grab it eventually. If the object

moved more, the skill agent might decide to "grab" for it, i.e. change the amount of time it

was allowing the servomechanism to take to reduce the error signal, or it might "give up",

i.e. just stop the servomechanism and exit.

The Importance of Conventions

I can't overemphasize how important the conventions of a group, stereotype, genre,

etc. are. Building a skill agent is really only a small (but important!) part of building a

character, and it depends on a large number of factors a skill agent author may or may not

have control of. How are variables named? Which ones can we assume are there? Are they

normalized? What do the ranges mean? Are model parts set (i.e. all the characters have a

"left" and a "right") or are they parameterized (it has "howMany" hands)? Again, the point

of WavesWorld is to act as a testbed-for a given situation, any of these answers may be

the correct one; we want to facilitate exploration of the options.

Each of the models we've built for WavesWorld can be thought of as a set of

possibilities. Each model is really a virtual actor; able to play a variety of roles, becoming

an infinite number of characters, depending on the particular initial values of their

articulated variables and the agents that are attached to that model.



When building a skill agent, ideally, we want to always be thinking about how to write

it for more general use. When we hard-wire something (a necessary sampling rate, a

particular duration of the skill execution, etc.), we need to mark it as such. Ideally, we're

never writing a skill agent from scratch, and we're never writing it for a particular model.

Rather, we use a more prototype-based approach: we have a skill agent that "sort of" does

what we want, and we have some "kind" of model we want to build it for.

Different Agent Configurations

There are many different configurations of agents that are useful to embody

behavior.

We could use complex interconnections of agents like what I did in Build-a-Dude (see

Appendix A and the discussion earlier in this chapter in Early Worlds), we could adapt

newer algorithms like the one initially described by Blumberg in (Blumberg94) and

implemented in By Blumberg and Galyean in (Blumberg95). We can also use simpler

configurations like those proposed by ethologists (GalistelSO, Tinbergen5l) or
"messier" ones proposed by Al researchers ( Minsky86, Travers9O).

Because of the ability of the underlying representation to support blendable behavior,

we can freely intermix a variety of configurations of agents for a given character.



Tradin: Complexity: Model vs. Behavior/Space vs. Time

As we saw in Chapter 2, the problem of describing a character's behavior spans many

fields, with many different approaches to the problem. All of these approaches, though,

embody some set of trade-offs between the complexity of various parts of the character

and the processes acting on them. There are a large number of factors that come into play

here, for example:

- How general is the character?
- What environments will it find itself in?
- Will its parts be reused in other characters?
- Are we reusing parts from other characters?
- How generally does it need to be able to perform the tasks we've set before it?
- is the environment dynamic?
- is it hostile?
- Will the agents in the character be running on slow computers?
- Will the agents be distributed over a slow network?
- How much time does an agent have to react?
- is the world moving forward too quickly (i.e. a real-time situation), or will it
wait for a given agent to make up its mind once it's said it wants to act (i.e. a
production situation)?

- Are all the parts working in concert or is the character a set of competing
fiefdoms of agents?

- If it's the latter, do the competing groups of agents know about each other?
- Are we concerned with nuances of behavior or is gross activity the major
concern?

The answers to all of the above questions can vary from situation to situation. All

answers are, in a given context, potentially correct. This is what makes the character

construction process such a difficult one to elucidate, as we need to discuss these

tradeoffs explicitly. Even though a character designer may not discuss them, or even be

consciously or unconsciously aware of them, they are making such tradeoffs based on

their assumptions about the answers to questions like the above set.

For example, let's say we have a humanoid character that has two arms, like Rocky

from Chapter 3. Using Rocky as a prototype, we might build an agent which moves the

arm towards some object and picks it up. If the model is somewhat unconstrained

(perhaps it only has min/max rotational constraints), this might entail setting the rotation

parameters of the parts of the arm directly over time, i.e. forward kinematic control. On the

other hand, the model actually might just have two parameters for the arm: a 3 space



location and a posture variable that varies from open to clenched. Either way, we could

then write an agent to manipulate the various parameters of the model over time.

Now let's say that we want to use Rocky in the role of a private detective in a film noir,

and we want to have the character be able to perform some of its activities in a

"hungover" fashion (i.e. the role calls for a stereotypical, alchohol abusing, detective).

The character designer has a choice: do they modify the model to have a parameter that

corresponds to "being hungover", or do they change the agent to manipulate the model

in a more or less "hungover" fashion?

So let's assume they attempt the former; how could we go about making a parameter

of the model correspond to being "hungover"? Well, given a model parameter, we might

apply some amount of stochastic jitter to it modulated by the "isHungover" parameter,

which might vary from 0 to 1. We also might "roll off" the max of certain parameters, i.e.

the shoulders can't be held as high as they had been, or the neck is always inclined. Also,

purely visual parameters like how bloodshot his eyes are, or how constricted his pupils

are, might also be affected.

On the other hand, we might modify the particular agent to take a parameter which

does a similar modulation. Also, since the agent is working over time, it might decide to

do the activity more slowly, or less accurately, depending on that parameter value.

The point here is not that one or the other approach is more correct. We could see

how there are advantages and disadvantages to both, each implying different tradeoffs. If

we modify the model, all of our behaviors can potentially take advantage of this new

parameter. On the other hand, there may be time-based changes to the model (having

something happen more or less slowly) that are difficult to do in the model but are

straightforward to do in the agent. On the other hand, by putting the information and

manipulation in the agent, we can solve the particular problem at hand in a well

controlled and understood fashion without having to worry with the issues involved in

generalizing it for other behaviors (standing up, walking, etc.).

Also, one of the aims of WavesWorld is building a collaborative environment: in other

words, the model designer might not be (and probably isn't) the behavior designer, and

therefore it might be non-trivial for the person building the agent to make the necessary

modifications to the model.

Ideally, we would be supportive of both activities, where perhaps a single agent is



modified to do something in a particular fashion. After using this agent and understanding

what might be entailed, this activity could be slightly generalized to a few other similar

agents. After using them, it might become clear how this kind of activity could be easily

supported by an extension of the model. The animator could then contact the modeler

and ask for this extension to be built in. In this way, building behaviors could be a way of

prototyping the kind of malleability one might need from a given class of models. This sort

of iterative, collaborative design is exactly what I'm trying to foment with WavesWorld.

"Behavior" Shaders: A Useful Analogy

In order to facilitate our discussion of building behaviors, I've found it useful to draw

an analogy from an area intimately related to computer graphics: the notion of using black

box shaders in a renderer.

Several Computer Graphics systems (RenderMan@, Apple's QuickDraw3D) allow

constructing custom boxes that get called by the renderer during various points in

rendering pipeline. For example, in RenderMan@, the shading pipeline looks like this:

C1

E
Ci. Oi

Ci C

A colored ray of light (Cl) starts from the upper right and moves through the exterior

atmosphere (E) to strike the surface (S). It moves through the interior volume (1) of the

object and comes out the other side (S) where it travels through the atmosphere (A) to

finally strike the camera's recording plate.

The details of this diagram aren't relevant here, but the point is that the boxes

(containing "A", "S", "I", "S", "E", from left to right) are called shaders, and they

can be easily replaced and modified, giving precise control over all important aspects of



the rendering process. RenderMan@ shaders are written in a special purpose language

that looks alot like C. Like C code, shaders must be compiled before they can be used.

Shaders have parameters, and the user can specify if this parameters are fixed on the

model or if they change over the surface of the model.

Interestingly enough, looking at the process of designing and writing shaders has

resonances in WavesWorld for both the process of designing models (which like shaders,

are only visible by their parameters, which can change over time) and to building skill

agents (which generate behaviors discretely sampled signals, albeit behaviors are time-

based and shaders are in parameter space (xyz, uv, st)).

RenderMan@'s Shading Language is a compiled language that has no standard virtual

machine model that it compiles to, so in order to share shaders among different

RenderMan@ Interface compliant renderers, the source code must be available. Within a

given collaborative space (i.e. a single production company or research group), this may

be feasible, but commercial shader writers rarely, if ever, make their source code available.

Because you can't blend most shaders together easily (light source shaders being the one

exception), this makes it difficult to reuse shaders for which you don't have source code.

Also, because shaders tend to be written as single monolithic functions, it's difficult to

package up shaders in anything other than the most obvious ways (i.e. default values).

Because shaders have no control over how often they are called (the renderer deals

with this), a shader writer has to understand and deal with antialiasing issues themselves.

This implies some set of assumptions and tradeoffs the shader writer is willing to make,

and without appropriately built models (uv, attention to scale, etc.), the shader's job is

more difficult and limited in terms of what it's able to do.

It's interesting to think about how "behavior" shaders differ from RenderMan@

shaders:

- extent
- RenderMan@ shaders concern themselves with sampling in space (i.e. u v).
- "Behavior" shaders concern themselves with sampling over time.

- execution cost
- RenderMan@ shaders are called many (thousands or millions) times a frame.
- "Behavior" shaders will be called at most once per simulation time sam-

ple; of which there probably won't be more than 100 per second.



- sampled data
- RenderMan@ shaders are not all procedural; many use texture maps for

bump, environment, shadow, and a myriad of other mappings besides the
obvious of painting an image on a surface.

- "Behavior" shaders can use motion capture information to the same
effect, using it to guide or shape other procedural (or other sampled data)
data.

One-Offs/Special Purpose

In Pixar's short film "KnickKnack", a lovesick snowman tries vainly to escape from his

glass snowglobe. At one point, he attempts to blow up the walls, but only manages to

start a whirling snowstorm and scorch his carrot nose.

image C Pixar, used with permission

For this scene, which doesn't last more than ten seconds or so, a special purpose

shader was written to do the shading of the burnt carrot nose. That shader was custom

written for that purpose; and was actually the first shader written by that technical director

(Mil693). The effect of this shader is not overwhelming or central to the story, but then

again, the TD who wrote it didn't labor over it that long. The fact that this shader was very,

very special purpose and only used once is fine, because it didn't require much effort to

write. This kind of curve is important to consider; we want to be able to accomplish

something quickly, and also have enough headroom so that if the behavior designer

wants to put more effort in, it's also worth their while.

Reusable/General Purpose

On the other hand, there are certain shaders that are used again and again, in many

different situations and for many different reasons. One such ubiquitous shader is Larry



Gritz's wood shader, an example result of which can be seen here:

This shader is used again and again in environments that I and hundreds of others

who use Larry's software around the world build. It has parameters for changing the size

of the planks, the kind of wood, the color of the wood, the size and color of the grooves,

etc. This shader antialiases itself very well; it looks great even at one sample per pixel.

Larry spent a long time writing this shader, and this is reflected in the flexibility and

robustness of the shader. Both of these paradigms, building both one-offs and general,

reusable modules, need to be supported in a testbed for constructing 3D semi-

autonomous characters. The goal is not always a highly tuned, general, reusable module,

not when the time spent is not warranted, but there is a need for "something". We can

learn valuable lessons from our compatriot shader writers.



Building Behaviors

in the following examples, I'll be discussing how we animate the character parts and

props we saw how to build in the last chapter. In contrast to last chapter, where I

introduced a modeling language (eve), there is no special language in WavesWorld for

behavior; just an approach. One thing that may be confusing are the code fragments that I

use to illustrate the agents that are generating behaviors. As I discussed earlier in this

chapter, the term agent is a "useful fiction", used to refer to any independent process

that measures and manipulates a character's model. They can be written in an language,

and can take a variety of forms. For consistency's sake, and because most of my agents

are written use my tcl-based active object tools, I've used tcl as the language to illustrate

these examples, but they could just as easily have been written in any compiled or

interpreted language which has been supplemented with a communication library to

allow it to communicate with the eve run-time system.

The command def inemotorskill: defines a new "motor skill", which is a

routine an agent calls to measure and manipulate a model's (either the character's or the

environment's) variables. It is assumed that the agent has attached to the eve run-time

system, and then invokes the motor skill. After the motor skill exits, the agent flushes its

communications channel to the run-time system.

In addition to defining motor skills and the extensions discussed in the the last

chapter (see TclAdditions), the flavor of tcl used here has several other routines which

may look unfamiliar to readers:

fromCharacter: varName l varName2 ... varNameN
This command marks the variables varName 1 varName2 ... varNameN as variables
that are external to this agent and located in the character; i.e. these are articulated
variables in the model. Reading from and writing to one of these variables involves
some communications cost. Writes are potentially cached until the next invocation
of synchWithScene.

fromEnvironment: varName l varName2 ... varNameN
This command marks the variables varNamel varName2 ... varNameN as variables
that are external to this agent and located outside of the character; i.e. these are
articulated variables not associated with the character's model. Reading from and
writing to one of these variables involves some communications cost. Writes are
potentially cached until the next invocation of synchWithScene.

synchWithScene
This command flushes writes to the eve run-time system from the agent. It returns
the amount of time that has passed since the last time this agent did a
synchWithScene, in units of "ticks", where a tick corresponds to the smallest unit
of time increment for the global scene clock (i.e. 1. /$scene (ticksPerSecond)).
Note that a motor skill has this happen automatically immediately before it is called,



and immediately after.

Also, the variable scene is available, which contains several useful pieces
information, including the current global scene time, the current maximum
sampling rate of time (i.e. how fast or slow is the global scene time incrementing),
etc.

A Simple Orient Behavior

A rather ubiquitous behavior is that of "orienting"; given some object, the character

should focus its attention on it. In this example, I'll discuss the development of a simple

orient behavior for robbit. The scenario is that there is a "shiny thing" in robbit's

environment, and it has a single sensor agent which tells it that its nearby.

We tell robbit to orient towards the object, and, if the sensor agent is true, the skill

executes. The task is to think about how we might implement that skill agent. With robbit,

we have many immediately useful degrees of freedom in the model:

- he can move his glowing "eye" towards the point.
- he can turn his head towards it
- he can look up
- he can rotate his body to orient towards the object
- he can can twist his to look at on the side; somewhat askew or quizzically

And of course he can do any combination of these, over time, with some given

function (i.e. overshoot it, ease in, whip in, etc.). As an initial experiment, I wrote a little

procedure to have robbit orient itself toward the shiny thing by rotating about in Y:



definemotorskill: orient { {

fromEnvironment: shinyThing
fromCharacter: robbit

set xDiff [expr {$shinyThing(xTranslate) - $robbit(xLocation)}]
set zDiff [expr {$shinyThing(zTranslate) - $robbit(zLocation)}]

set yR [expr {degrees(atan([expr {$xDiff/$zDiff)]))}]

set robbit(orientation) $yR

This was pretty straightforward; do a little trigonometry between the two objects:

and it's done. This is a simple example of thinking about how you might implement a

skill as a servomechanism that works "instantaneously", where it computes the error

between what it has and what it wants, and immediately increments the value to what it

wants.

We could obviously do the same for his head, instead of his body. But now we might

want to consider what the degrees of freedom here that we want to control and how we

want to manipulate them over time. One idea might be that as Robbit turns, start with the

smallest parts (like the eyes), then bring the other parts in line (like the head), and then

finally turn the whole body and line it up, straightening out the other bits along the way. In



a sense, this is just a straightforward application of the principles of traditional animation:

anticipation, follow through and overlapping action (Thomas81, Lasseter87).

In the case of Robbit, that would mean we might orient his glow to the side he will be

turning, then turning his head some amount (stopping short if it's farther than, say, 45

degrees off center), and then twisting the body while reorienting the head. Let's consider

some slight variations. What if Robbit briefly moved his head toward the shiny thing, then

quickly back to center, then paused for a fair bit, then quickly rotated his head and

followed with his body almost immediately. This would be very different than if he

leisurely rotated his head, and then smoothly rotated his body at the same pace. So how

might we write a routine that could at least initially do the latter? Well, here's one:



definemotorSkill: orientBoth {{headTurnTime 11 {finalTime 2}} {
fromCharacter: robbit head
f romEnvironment: shinyThing

set xDiff [expr {$shinyThing(xTranslate) - $robbit(xLocation)}]
set zDiff [expr {$shinyThing(zTranslate) - $robbit(zLocation)}]

set yR [expr {degrees(atan([expr {$xDiff/$zDiff}]))}]

set amt [expr {$yR + (-1 * $robbit(orientation))}]

set initialHead $head(leftRightR)

if {$amt > $head(leftRightRMax) } \
set max $head(leftRightRMax);
set amtLeft [expr {$amt - $head(leftRightRMax)}];

{ set max $amt;
set amtLeft 0;

}

# first move the head
set steps [expr {$headTurnTime * $scene(ticksPerSecond)}]

set uIncr [expr 1.0/[expr {$steps - 1}1]]
set u 0
while {$u <= 1.0} \
{ set head(leftRightR) [expr lerpUp($u, $initialHead, $max)];

set u [expr {$u + [expr {$uIncr * [synchWithscene]]}
}

# okay, at this point, we've moved the head either as far as it
# will go or as far as it needs to go. We now want to bring the body
# around, unrolling the head (i.e. keeping it in the same absolute
# position it's in now) the whole time.
set steps [expr {$finalTime * $scene(ticksPerSecond)}]
set uIncr [expr 1.0/[expr {$steps - 1)]]
set u 0
set initialRobbit $robbi t (orientation)

while {$u <= 1.0} \
{ set head(leftRightR) [expr lerpDown($u, $initialHead, $max)];

set robbit(orientation) [expr lerpUp($u, $initialRobbit, $yR)];
set u [expr {$u + [expr {$uIncr * [synchWithScene]}]}1

}

So we might make a little movie of Robbit using that routine (I did; unfortunately it's

impossible to make it available in the paper version of the disseration). The first time he

takes one second to turn his head, two seconds to turn his body, then half a second to

turn his head and one second to turn his body, and finally one second to turn his head,

and and half a second to turn his body.

We might note that the head turn and body turn are really divorced from each other;

the head feels like it's floating in space as the legs start coming around. We could overlap

the action a bit Maybe most of the way through the head turn, the body begins to turn,

and then have the head bob a bit between its final point. Also, we might turn the toes a

bit in the direction we're going, and straighten them out as we turn. We might also want

to bob the head a bit.

If Robbit is at the origin and the shiny thing is (0, 0, -1), this works fine. But what if it

the "shiny thing" is somewhere else, like say (1, 1, 3)? Well, that simple bit of

trigonometry I did before breaks down. Let's think about the problem (when it goes out of



quadrant A):

Well, we might decide to do the following (note to C programmers: I realize atan2O

would solve this, but this is for demonstration purposes, so bear with me):

defineMotorSkill: orient {} {
fromcharacter: robbit head
fromEnvirozment: shinyThing

set xDiff [expr {$shinyThing(xTranslate) - $robbit(xLocation)}]
set zDiff [expr {$shinyThing(zTranslate) - $robbit(zLocation)}]

#don't want a division by zero, do we?;
if {$zDiff == 0.0} { set zDiff 0.001; } {};

# As robbit(orientation) goes from 0 to 360, it moves
# from quadrant A, to B, to C, and finally D
# If xDiff is negative, it's in quadrant A or B
# If zDiff is negative, it's in quadrant A or D

if {$xDiff < 0.0} \
{ if {$zDiff < 0.01 \

# it's in quadrant A;
set robbit (orientation) [expr (degrees(atan((expr {$xDiff/

$zDiff}])))]

{ # it's in quadrant B;
set robbit(orientation) Lexpr {180 + degrees(atan([expr {$xDiff/

$zDiff)]))}]

if {$zDiff < 0.0) \
{ # it's in quadrant D;

set robbi t (orientation)
$zDiff}])) }]

{ # it's in quadrant C;
set robbi t (orientation)

$zDiff}]) ) }]

(expr {360 + degrees(atan([expr {$xDiff/

[expr {180 + degrees(atan([expr {$xDiff/

Now if we look at the simple skill agent we wrote as a servomechanism above that

could be used to orient both the head and the Robbit's body, we note that it was based

on the same faulty assumption that the first orient motor skill was. So we might rewrite

the orientsoth motorSkill to use this, but think about this: it always rotates clock-wise.

What if Robbit is oriented pointing at (0, x, -1) and we tell it to orient

towards (1, 0, -1)? Well, with the naive method we've been using, it will spin all the way



around to get to that point. Now that actually might be entertaining for a dog-like

character (chasing his tail and all), but let's say we're looking for slightly more intelligent

behavior. So how might we achieve it? If the amount of rotation we decide on is greater

than 180, we just rotate (-1 * (360 - samt) ).In other words:

defineMotorSkill: orientBoth {{headTurnTime 1) {finalTime 2}}
fromCharacter: robbit head
fromEnvironment: shinyThing

set xDiff [expr {$shinyThing(xTranslate) - $robbit(xLocation)}]
set zDiff [expr {$shinyThing(zTranslate) - $robbit(zLocation)}]

if {$xDiff < 0.0} \
if {$zDiff < 0.0} \

# it's in quadrant A;
set yR [expr {degrees(atan([expr {$xDiff/$zDiff}]))}]

# it's in quadrant B;
set yR [expr {180 + degrees(atan([expr {$xDiff/$zDiff}]))}]

};

if {$zDiff < 0.0} \
# it's in quadrant D;
set yR [expr {360 + degrees(atan([expr {$xDiff/$zDiff}]))}]

# it's in quadrant C;
set yR [expr {180 + degrees(atan([expr {$xDiff/$zDiff}.)f}]

};

# what's the shortest way to get there?
if {$yR > 180} { set yR [expr {-1 * (360 - $yR)}]} {}

set amt [expr {$yR + (-1 * $robbit(orientation))}]
set initialHead $head(leftRightR)

if {$amt > $head(leftRightRMax)} \
set max $head(leftRightRMax);
set amtLeft [expr {$amt - $head(leftRightRMax)}1];

set max $amt;
set amtLeft 0;

# first move the head
set steps [expr {$headTurnTime * $scene(ticksPerSecond)}]
set uIncr [expr 1.0/[expr {$steps - 1}1]]
set u 0
while {$u <= 1.0} \
{ set head(leftRightR) [expr lerpUp($u, $initialHead, $max)];

set u [expr {$u + [expr {$uIncr * [synchWithscene]}]}]
}

# okay, at this point, we've moved the head either as far as it
# will go or as far as it needs to go. We now want to bring the body
# around, unrolling the head (i.e. keeping it in the same absolute
# position it's in now) the whole time.
set steps [expr {$finalTime * $scene(ticksPerSecond)}]
set uIncr [expr 1.0/[expr {$steps - 1}1]]
set u 0
set initialRobbit $robbi t (orientation)

while {$u <= 1.0} \
{ set head(leftRightR) [expr lerpDown($u, $initialHead, $max));

set robbit(orientation) [expr lerpUp($u, $initialRobbit, $yR)];
set u [expr {$u + [expr {$uIncr * [synchWithScene]}}}]

}

Can you recognize the assumptions built into the above routine? Look at at this way:

what might change over the course of the routine (i.e. the code inside the while loops)



that we're not rechecking as we go? Well, the most obvious built-in assumption is the fact

that synchwithscene returns a tick value, and the amount that we increment u is based

on the assumption that $scene (ticksperSecond) is constant over the lifespan of the

routine. Is this a valid assumption? The answer, of course, depends on the particular virtual

environment we drop Robbit into.

Applying this behavior and playing with Robbit in a variety of initial conditions, we

could begin to understand how well this behavior works. Here's a shot during one these

interactions with him as he's turning toward the "shiny thing":

At one point, as he spins, he goes twisting around, putting his head right through his

tail. This probably isn't what we want. So what's wrong with this agent?

Let's think about what is different about the time he spins around and goes through

his tail while orienting himself. Well, in this version of the motor skill, we now allow Robbit

to go backwards; could that have an effect? Remember that while he can spin his body

around 360 degrees, we constrain his head rotation. Right now, we haven't really

constrained it in the model; we're just not setting it higher in the agent. So are we asking

it to rotate around more than its max or less than its min? Sure we are-that's the bug. We

constrain the max, but not the min. Therefore, we need to change:

if {$amt >$head(leftRightRMax)) \
set max $head(leftRightRMax);
set amtLeft [expr {$amt - $head(leftRightRMax)}];

{ set max $amt;
set amtLeft 0;

to be:

if {$amt >$head(leftRightMax)} \
{ set max $head(leftRightRMax);

set amtLeft [expr {$amt - $head(leftRightRMax))];

{ if {$amt <$head(leftRightRMin)) \
{ set max $head(leftRightRMin);

set amtLeft (expr {$amt - $head(leftRightRMin)1];

{ set max $amt;
set amtLeft 0;



So now we've got a pretty good skill agent for orienting robbit, which might be

reusable for other models, but we didn't really consider that in building it. We'll think

about building a reusable skill agent in the next section. We could obviously now add

some more business ( move the glowing eye around, we could play with twisting his feet,

overshooting the head, etc.). Here's a screen shot from what the specific GUI I built for

testing and experimenting with this:

.0.0

At this point, if you play with robbit for a while, you might notice a "bug" in robbit's

behavior. At one point, where you would think that robbit would turn to his right to look at

the ball, he spins counter-clockwise (looks like 260 degrees or so) to look at the ball. So

why is this? Maybe rabbit is checking based on distance from 0 to the turn, not based on

his current location?

Here was the problem. When I was checking to see if I need to approach the shiny

thing clockwise or counter clockwise, I wasn't offsetting how much I had to turn by how

far I'd already turned. In other words, this code:

if {$yR > 180} { set yR [expr {-1 * (360 - $yRyR)}]} {}

needed to become:

if {[expr {$yR - $robbit(orientation)}] > 180} { set yR [expr {-1 * (360
- $yR)}}} {}



There are good reasons to leave the first behavior, though, especially if the character

you're building isn't supposed to be too bright or is just somewhat contrary. We can add a

robbit (contrary) variable which can be set true or false. If the robbit is feeling

contrary, he'll go the long way. Otherwise, he'll go the shorter distance. So here's what

that code looks like:

# if robbit is "contrary", he'll go the long way,
# otherwise go the short way

if {$robbit(contrary)} \
if {[expr {$yR - $robbit(orientation)}] < 180} \

set yR [expr {360 - $yR}]} {;

if {[expr {$yR - $robbit(orientation)}] > 180} \
set yR [expr {-1 * (360 - $yR)}]} {};

}

What we've seen

This section has walked through the process of building a non-trivial skill agent that

can be used to generate useful and interesting behavior. The intent here was to give you

the flavor of what process a non-expert skill agent builder might go through to construct

such a skill agent. We really paid no attention to issues of designing for reuse, though,

which is what we'll now turn our attention to in the next section.



Building a Reusable Behavior

Now that we've seen how we might construct a behavior by building a skill agent and

hooking it to a sensor agent, let's take a look at Audreyell and make her look left and then

right. Recall that this model has a single variable in it that controls the left/right orientation

of the eye. Basically, we'd like to build a behavior which, over some period of time,

manipulates this variable to go from its initial value to some minimum value, then makes

it go up to some maximum value, and finally brings it back down to the initial value. It's

assumed that the initial value would lie somewhere between (or equal to) the minimum

and maximum values. So what are some of the issues here?

The first has to do with how we view this activity occurring over time - are there three

distinct phases, each with a predetermined portion of time allotted, or is this one

continuous amount of distance to travel, at the same rate over all of it?

I point these issues out not because they're terribly important in this particular simple

behavior's case, but to point out how the devil really is in the details, and the fact that

decisions like this are being made at every level of building behavior with re: to issues like

this. Simple things like this can have radical effects on the reusability of a given behavior.

Initial->Min->Max->Initial: Predetermined Percentages

For example, let's say we implement the behavior so that for the first 1/4 of the time

it goes from initial to min, for the middle 1/2 of the time it goes from min to max, and

goes from maximum to the initial for the last 1/4 of the time. Then let's say that it turns

out that you usually use this behavior when the pupil is in the center of the eyeball. But

what happens if the pupil is initially rotated all the way over to the left? Executing the

behavior in that case would result in the eye staying at the minimum for the first 1/4 of

the time, then going to the max, and then whipping back to the initial point in half the

time it took to go there. This is radically different behavior than we got when the initial

condition was half-way between the min and max. This implementation of the behavior is

terribly sensitive to the initial condition.



defineMotorSkill: currentMinMaxCurrentl {varName min max duration}

fromCharacter: $varName

set initial [set $varName]
set uA .25
set uB .75
set u 0

while {$u <= $uA}
if {$uA} { set thisU [expr {$u/$uA}] } { set thisU 01
set $varName [expr {lerpDown($thisU, $min, $initial))]
set u [expr {$u + (1.0/(($duration * $scene(ticksPerSecond)) - 1) *

[synchWithScene])}]

while {$u <= $uB}
if {$uA != $uB} { set thisU [expr {($u-$uA)/($uB-$uA)}] } { set thisU 0

}
set $varName [expr {lerpUp($thisU, $min, $max)}]
set u [expr {$u + (1.0/(($duration * $scene(ticksPerSecond)) - 1) *

[synchWithScene])}]
}
while {$u < 1}

if {$uB != 1} { set thisU [expr {($u-$uB)/(l-$uB)}] } { set thisU 0 1
set $varName [expr {lerpDown($thisU, $initial, $max)}]
set u [expr {$u + (1.0/(($duration * $scene(ticksPerSecond)) - 1) *

[synchithScene])}]

set $varName $initial
synchWithScene

Initial->Min->Max->Initial: Constant Velocity

On the other hand, if we looked at the total distance we're being asked to travel and

moved at a constant rate, we'd have a behavior which was essentially insensitive to the

initial condition.

defineotorkill: currentMinMaxCurrent2 {varName min max duration)
fromCharacter: $varName

set initial [set $varName]
set distance [expr {($initial - $min) + ($max - $min) + ($max -

$initial)}]
set uA [expr {($initial - $min) / $distance}]
set uB [expr {((($initial - $min) + (1.0 - $min)) / $distance)}]
set u 0

while {$u <= $uA}
if {$uA} { set thisU [expr {$u/$uA}] } { set thisU 0}
set $varName [expr {lerpDown($thisU, $min, $initial)}]
set u [expr {$u + (1.0/(($duration * $scene(ticksPerSecond)) - 1) *

[synchithscene] ) I]
}
while {$u <= $uB}

if {$uA $uB} { set thisU [expr {($u-$uA)/($uB-$uA)}] I { set thisU 0

set $varName [expr {lerpUp($thisU, $min, $max)}]
set u [expr {$u + (1.0/(($duration * $scene(ticksPerSecond)) - 1) *

[synchWithScene]) )]

while {$u < 1}
if {$uB != 1} { set thisU [expr {($u-$uB)/(l-$uB))] } { set thisU 0 }
set $varName [expr {lerpDown($thisU, $initial, $max)}]
set u (expr {$u + (1.0/(($duration * $scene(ticksPerSecond)) - 1) *

[synchithScene])}]

set $varName $initial
synchwithScene



In this motion sequence, all 3 behaviors use the same underlying routine, which

moves a given variable from an initial value, down to a min, up to a max, and back down

to the initial value. While the behavior is going from initial to min, the bar is red, when it

goes from min to max the bar is green, and when the behavior is going from max back

down to the initial value, it is blue.

When I initially implemented the above behavior, I did it in a very specific way, with a

small skill agent that knew the name of the variable in the model that we wanted to

manipulate and the minimum and maximum values in degrees to modulate the value

between. This worked fine for this particular model, as (say) -45 to 45 degrees were

always reasonable values. But what if we wanted to reuse this behavior to:

- manipulate another model's parameter where the value mapped something
other than a rotation?

- i.e. moving Robbit's "eye" back in forth by translating in X.
- build a behavior that didn't go all the way down to the minimum the model
supported?

- i.e. making a variation of the Audreyell that had a weird tick that wouldn't let it
rotate fully to its left.

- manipulate a model that had two variables moving in tandem?
- i.e. moving Rocky's eyes, of which there are two.
- manipulate a model that had several different variables we wanted to
manipulate in this same kind of cycle (down, up, down), but at different rates?

- i.e. getting Rocky to chew his matchstick.



With the current implementation (see above) of this behavior, the first two "just work"

already, since the values are normalized by the routine, and don't care what they map to,

as long as a constant velocity makes sense, which it does, in the case of both rotations and

translations.

The other two are potentially more difficult. Upon reflection, though, it should be

obvious that the third point is actually easy; just make the inputs to the generic behavior

be lists instead of scalars. One constraint that makes it much easier to code is if we

constrain the velocity of the activity to be modulated by just one of the variables, say the

first. Otherwise we need to write it as a set of n coroutines, which, given our current

coding style, would get a lot messier.



proc doIt {u varName uA uB initial min max) {

fromCharacter: $varName

if {$u < = $uA}
if {$uA)

{ set thisU [expr {$u/$uA}] }
{ set thisU 0}

set $varName [expr {lerpDown($thisU, $min, $initial)}]
elseif {$u < = $uB} {

if {$uA != $uB} \
set thisU [expr {($u-$uA)/($uB-$uA)}] } \

{ set thisU 0 }
set $varName [expr {lerpUp($thisU, $min, $max)}]

if {$uB != 1} \
set thisU [expr {($u-$uB)/(l-$uB)}] } \
set thisU 0 }

set $varName [expr {lerpDown($thisU, $initial, $max)}]
}

defineMotorSkill: currentMinMaxCurrent {varNameList minList maxList
duration) {

# sanity check the arguments; are all the lists the same length?
if {[llength $varNameList] == [llength $minList] \

== [llength $maxList]}
{error "list length mismatch" "[llength $varNameList], [llength

$minList], [llength $maxList]l }
set howMany [llength $varNameList]

# we need to do this to get the initial value(s) of
# the variable(s) in varList
for {set i 0} {$i < $howMany} {incr i} {

fromCharacter: $varName

for {set i 01 {$i < $howMany} {incr i} { \
set initial [set [lindex $varNameList $i]]
set min [lindex $minList $il
set max [lindex $maxList $i]
set distance [expr {($initial - $min) + ($max - $min) + ($max -

$initial)}]
set uA [expr {($initial - $min) / $distance}]
set uB [expr {((($initial - $min) + (1.0 - $min)) / $distance)}]
lappend initialList $initial
lappend minList $min
lappend maxList $max
lappend uAList $uA
lappend uBList $uB

}

set u 0

while {$u < 1)
for (set i 0) {$i < $howMany} {incr i}

set varName [lindex $varNameList $i]
set initial [lindex $initialList $i]
set uA [lindex $uAList $i)
set uB [lindex $uBList $i]
set min [lindex $minList $i]
set max [lindex $maxList $i]
doIt $u $varName $uA $uB $initial $min $max

set u [expr {$u + (1.0/(($duration * $scene(ticksPerSecond)) - 1) *
[synchwithScene] ) }]

for {set i 01 {$i < $howMany} {incr i} {
set varName [lindex $varNameList $iI
set initial [lindex $initialList $i]
set uA [lindex $uAList $i]
set uB [lindex $uBList $i]
set min [lindex $minList $i]
set max [lindex $maxList $i]
doIt 1 $varName $uA $uB $initial $min $max

synchWithScene
}



For example, we could use this motor skill to generate a behavior where Audreyell

looked left and right as she blinked:

So now that we've built a reusable, reasonably general skill agent that can generate

useful behavior, let's think about where we could reuse it.

Reuse on SphereHead

SphereHead has several articulated variables that could use this. For example, we

could attach it to the two variables that control where his eyes are looking, and allow him

to look left and right:

Or we could also attach it to his mouth, allowing him to gasp in surprise when he

noticed some particular occurence:



Of course, we could also let him blink using this behavior:



Reuse on Rocky

Rocky could also use this to look left and right, either just by shifting his eyes, or by

moving head head. Also, Rocky can blink too.

Also, Rocky's mouth can move about, so you can use this to make a chewing behavior

(although he has no teeth...):

Reuse on Robbit

Robbit also has a large number of articulated variables that can be manipulated

nicely with this behavior. We can use it to have his glowing eye move back and forth, have

his head move around, or move his body around, move up and down, or wag his tail back

and forth or up and down.



Building Behaviors by Composition

in the last chapter, we saw how we could compose models together out of other

models. In the same way, we can compose agents together to build up more complex

behavior. For example, let's say we wanted to take the simple behaviors we wrote in the

previous section and use them to build a more complex behavior for Audreye, perhaps

one where she is reacting to a bright light. We might look at a pupil constrict behavior, a

blink, and a rotate, and compose them into a "react to light" behavior.

Here's a behavior "composed" of several simpler ones. This is a behavior in response

to a light being shined at Audreye. We want the pupil to dilate, blink twice, have the pupil

relax a bit near the end, and Audreye should rotate away from the source. Finally, we

make the eye get a bit more irritated; i.e. bloodshot. The main loop of the skill agent's

motor skill looks like this:

set u 0

# let's identify what to do when
# we'll be blinking twice over the entire span

set thetaI $audreyeII(thetaMax)
set thetaDif [expr {360 - $thetaI}]

set irisI $eyeBall(pupilSize)
set irisM .01
set irisF .03

set bloodI $eyeBall(bloodShot)
set bloodF [expr {$eyeBall(bloodShot) * 1.5)]

set eyeI $yR; # this is normalized from 0 to 1
set eyeF [expr {$yR - 30)] ;# we want to go down...

while {$u <.751 { set eyeBall(bloodShot) (expr {lerpUp((($u - .75) * 4),
$bloodI, $bloodF)}] } {}

# bring the pupil back open a bit at the end
if {$u > .81 { set eyeBall(pupilSize) [expr {lerpUp(($u * 5), $irisM,

$irisF)}] } {

set u [expr {$u + (1.0/(($duration * $scene(ticksPerSecond)) - 1) *
(synchWithScene] ) }]

There are problems with that behavior, though. The blink takes too long; so let's

replace the line:

set audreyeII(thetaMax) [expr {$thetaI + ($thetaDif * abs(sin($u * 2 *
pi())))}]



with:

if {$u < = .11 { set audreyeII(thetaMax) [expr {$thetaI + ($thetaDif *
abs(sin( ($u * 10) * pio))))}] {}

if {$u > = .9} { set audreyelI(thetaMax) [expr {$thetaI + ($thetaDif *
abs(sin( (($u - .9) * 10) * pio))))] {}

One thing to notice here is that this part is much more prone to aliasing, as it is

happening in a much smaller span of time.

Let's try yet another version, where the main body of the skill agent looks like this:

set u 0
# let's identify what to do when
# we'll be blinking twice over the entire span

set thetaI $audreyell(thetaMax)
set thetaDif [expr {360 - $thetaI}]

set irisI $eyeBall(pupilSize)
set irisM .03
set irisF .05

set bloodI $eyeBall(bloodShot)
set bloodF [expr {$eyeBall(bloodShot) * 1.5}]

set eyeI $yR; # this is normalized from 0 to 1
set eyeF [expr ($yR - 5011 ;# we want to go down...

while {$u < 1) {

# deal with the
if {$u <= .1} {

abs(sin(
if {$u >= .91 {

abs(sin(

two blinks
set audreyell(thetaMax) (expr {$thetaI +
($u * 10) * pi())))}] (
set audreyeII(thetaMax) [expr {$thetaI +
(($u - .9) * 10) * pio))))}]) {

($thetaDif *

($thetaDif *

# now do the pupil constriction quickly
if {$u < 1./3.} { set eyeBall(pupilSize) [expr {lerpDown(($u * 3),

$irisM, $irisI)}]} {}

# rotate the eye and the eyeBall
if {$u < .51 { set yR [expr {lerpDown(($u * 2), $eyeF, $eyeI)1} {}

# make him a bit more bloodshot at the end
if {$u > .75} { set eyeBall(bloodShot) (expr {lerpUp((($u - .75) * 4),

$bloodI, $bloodF)}]} {}

# bring the pupil back open a bit at the end
if {$u > .8} { set eyeBall(pupilSize) [expr {lerpUp(($u * 5), $irisM,

$irisF)}]} {}

set u [expr {$u + (1.0/(($duration * $scene(ticksPerSecond)) - 1) *
[synchwithscene] ) } ]
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Audreye in the Room

Recall the room I described in the previous chapter:

one interesting property of this room is the fact that the spotlight in it (the only direct

light source in the room), is, for all intents and purposes, completely described by 3

articulated variables: the angle of the track light it's part of, the intensity of the light, and

the width of the spotlight's cone. By building a sensor agent that has receptors for those

three variables, we can build a sensor agent inSpotLight to let a character know if it's in

the spotlight. We could then attach this sensor agent to the skill agent we described

above. Here's what we would see, from two different vantage points:



This is a perfect example of a useful, interesting behavior that is too simple to try to

configure in with a larger action selection network, but is perfectly amenable to a more

"messy" approach, where we just directly wire the sensor agent and the skill agent into

the character. We can tune the reactivity of the behavior (is it very sensitive, is it sluggish,

etc.) by changing the sampling rate of the various receptors attached to the sensor agent.

We can tune the execution of the behavior by manipulating the parameters of the skill
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agent; how long does it take to turn, how bloodshot does the eye get, how much does the

pupil constrict, etc.

Once we're happy with that behavior, we could begin layering on others; perhaps a

sensor agent that notices slight differentials in the amount of light, or perhaps a long

running skill agent built as a servo-mechanism which is always trying to keep the diameter

of the pupil in synch with the amount of light falling on the eye. The possibilities, even

with this rather simple character, are endless...

Conclusion

in this chapter, we saw the power and flexibility that we get by thinking about

animating characters by building and composing agents together and having them act on

the articulated variables of a model over time. Using this agent-based approach, we can

integrate both sophisticated reactive planning algorithms like Maes' spreading activation

planner with simpler behavior-generating agent configurations like a single sensor agent

and skill agent. This approach gives us a way of building reusable, composable, blendable

behaviors. When coupled with the fact that the eve object framework allows us to record

everything that happens, we've moved several steps closer to the dream of being able to

build characters.



5
Conclusions and Future Directions

Conclusions

Let's recall the issues I was trying to address with this system:

-Constructing virtual actors that can sense and act
-Interaction at the Task Level
- Reusable Parts
-Continuous Representation
- Seamless Integration with Other Media

As you've seen in this dissertation, my method of addressing these issues is in the

design and implementation of WavesWorld, a testbed which directly addresses each of

these questions, in turn, with:

-A parallel, distributed agent architecture
-Sophisticated multi-modal GUI tools
-A set of composable modeling objects and a language to bind them
-Reasonable reconstruction of sampled objects
- Sits atop state-of-the art rendering technology (the RenderMan Interface)

Future Directions

- Experiment with Various Agent Configurations
- Faster Graphics, better UI tools
- Need Sound Modeling
- Integrate with other time-based media
- Digital Action Figures

There's clearly a wide open area for looking at ways of configuring agents together.

I've spent a few years with Pattie Maes' spreading activation algorithm, and that's clearly a

very useful one. I've also done some work on simpler, more directly reactive

configurations like a single sensor agent driving a single skill agent. But the work that

Bruce Blumberg is doing (Blumberg95) is very applicable to sit atop this framework. It



would be interesting to try and incorporate some of that work to on top of this testbed.

As workstation graphics get faster, this framework scales very nicely. It will be

interesting to come up with new user interface objects to add to my current collection. I

think there's a lot of neat work that could be done there.

My characters live in silent movies right now. An earlier version had sound in it, but

because sound modeling and rendering is nowhere near at the level of maturity that 3D

visual modeling is, I found it difficult to fit it into my current framework. There's been some

work done on this by some researchers in the graphics community, notably at George

Washington University, but it's still very early.

It would be interesting to incorporate 3D scenes with other time based media, like

QuickTime or the so-called "QuickTime VR". That way, as you watched a movie unfold, you

might be able to move around freely.

It'll be interesting to see how soon we see real digital action figures, and how long it

will take before kids can take Cyber GI Joe's head and put it on Digital Barbie. That's when

we know we've arrived.



AReactive Planning in WavesWorld

Introduction

This appendix details one particular configuration of agents that embody a particular

approach towards perception and action in WavesWorld. Portions of this chapter are

based on Chapter 3 of my SMVS thesis (Johnson9l), although it has been updated to

reflect my current research results and implementation. The original planning algorithm

was developed and described first by Maes' ( Maes89) and this particular implementation

and extensions (for parallel skill execution and distributed execution) was first described

in (Zeltzer9l) and in more detail in my SMVS thesis (Johnson9l). The extensions with

regard to sampling behaviors and perceptual sampling controls have not been discussed

elsewhere.

The notion of using a network of inter-connected motor skills to control the behavior

of a virtual actor was first described by Henry Jappinen in 1979 (Jappinen79). My advisor

David Zeltzer discussed this notion in the context of computer animation in 1983

(Zeltzer83). This was later independently elaborated and first implemented by Pattie

Maes in 1989 (Maes89) for physical robots. Her algorithm was used as the starting point

for the work done in my SMVS thesis, which was reused and extended for this work. In

addition to implementing her algorithm, I have extended the original in several ways, with

an emphasis on the issues involved in a robust, parallel, distributed implementation.

This chapter begins with an algorithm for the problem of action selection for an

autonomous agent as presented by Maes, and then goes into some detail about

extensions which have been made during the course of implementing it. The

mathematical model presented here differs slightly from Maes' original in that it corrects

two errors I found while implementing it, as first noted in my SMVS thesis. Finally, a note

on naming: where Maes speaks of competence module, I use the term skill agent.

Maes' set of propositions P map to sensor agents in WavesWorld, and the members of

both G(t) and R(t) are referred to as goal agents in WavesWorld.



Maes' Mathematical Model
This section presents a mathematical description of the algorithm so as to make

reproduction of the results possible. Given:

- a set of competence modules 1 ...n
- a set of propositions P
- a function S(t) returning the propositions that are observed to be true at time t

(the state of the environment as perceived by the agent); S being imple-
mented by an independent process (or the real world)

- a function G(t) returning the propositions that are a goal of the agent at time t;
G being implemented by an independent process

- a function R(t) returning the propositions that are a goal of the agent that have
already been achieved at time t; R being implemented by an independent pro-
cess (e.g., some internal or external goal creator)

- a function executable(it), which returns I if competence module i is execut-
able at time t (i.e., if all of the preconditions of competence module i are
members of S(t)), and 0 otherwise

- a function MU), which returns the set of modules that match propositionj, i.e.,
the modules x for which j e c,

- a function AO), which returns the set of modules that achieve proposition j,
i.e., the modules x for which j E a,

- a function UU), which returns the set of modules that undo propositionj, i.e.,
the modules x for whichje d,

- n, the mean level of activation

- 0, the threshold of activation, where 0 is lowered 10% every time no module
was selected, and is reset to its initial value whenever a module becomes
active

- $, the amount of activation energy injected by the state per true proposition

Sy, the amount of activation energy injected by the goals per goal
- S, the amount of activation energy taken away by the protected goals per pro-

tected goal

Given competence module x = (cx, ax, d., a), the input of activation to module x

from the state at time t is:

inputFromState(x, t) = X #

wherej e S(t) n cx and where # stands for the cardinality of a set.

The input of activation to competence module x from the goals at time t is:

inputFromGoals(x, t) = Y

where j e G(t) n a.

The removal of activation from competence module x by the goals that are protected



at time t is:

takenAwayByProtectedGoas(x, t) = E #

where j e R(t) n dx.

The following equation specifies what a competence module x = (c, a, d, ax),

spreads backward to a competence module y = (c, a, d, ay):

spredsBW(x, y, t) = jax (t - 1) if executable(x,t) = 0

0 yif executable(x,t) = 1

where j e S(t)4 cx n a,

The following equation specifies what module x spreads forward to module y:

spreadsFW(x, y, t) = Y ax(t- 1 ) if executable(x, t) = 1

10 if executable(x, t) = 0
where j o S(t)Aje ay n C

The following equation specifies what module x takes away from module y:

takesAway(x, y, t)= 0 if (ax (t -1) < ay (t -1))A(3i e S(t) n cy n dx)
min(X ax(t- 1) U ay(t-1 )otherwise

where j e cx n dy n S(t).

The activation level of a competence module y at time 0 is and for time t > 0, is

defined as:

a(y,t-1)(1 -active(y,t-1))
+ inputFromState(y, t)
+ inputFromGoals(y, t)

a(y, t) = decay - takenAwayByProtectedGoals(y, t)
spreadsBW(x, y, t)

+E +spreadsFW(x, y, t)
xz + takesAway(z, y, t)

where x ranges over the modules of the network, z ranges over the modules of the

network minus the module y, t > 0, and the decay function is such that the global

activation remains constant:

E y(t) = nx
y



The competence module that becomes active at time t is module i such that:
a(i, t) >= 0 (1)

active(t, i) = 1 if executable(i, t) = 1 (2)
Vjfulfilling(1 )A(2): a(i, t) >= a(j, t) (3)

active(t, i) = 0 otherwise

Maes'Algorithm: Pros and Cons

The Good News

Maes' algorithm is notable on several accounts. First of all, without reference to any

ethological theories, she captured many of the important concepts described in the

classical studies of animal behavior. Her view of activation and inhibition, especially as a

continuously varying signal, are in step with both classical and current theories of animal

behavior (Sherrington06, McFarland75). Secondly, the algorithm can lend itself to a very

efficient implementation, and allows for a tight interaction loop between the agent and its

environment, making it suitable for real robots and virtual ones that could be interacted

with in real time.

Her enumeration of how and in what amount activation flows between modules is

refreshingly precise:

"the internal spreading of activation should have the same semantics/effects as
the input/output by the state and goals. The ratios of input from the state versus
input from the goals versus output by the protected goals are the same as the
ratios of input from predecessors versus input from successors versus output by
modules with which a module conflicts. Intuitively, we want to view preconditions
that are not yet true as subgoals, effects that are about to be true as predictions,
and preconditions that are true as protected subgoals." (Maes89)

This correspondence gives her theory an elegance which stands head and shoulders

above the tradition of hacks, heuristics, and kludges that Al is littered with.

The Bad News

As with any new and developing theory, Maes' currently suffers from several

drawbacks. I'll first list what I feel to be the problems with the algorithm as stated above,

and then discuss each in turn.

-the lack of variables
-the fact that loops can occur in the action selection process
-the selection of the appropriate global parameters (0, 0, y, 6) to achieve a spe-

cific task is an open question
-the contradiction that "no 'bureaucratic' competence modules are neces-

sary (i.e., modules whose only competence is determining which other mod-
ules should be activated or inhibited) nor do we need global forms of
control" ( Maes89) vs. efficiently implementing it as such

-the lack of a method of parallel skill execution



Some Proposed Solutions

Lack of Variables

Maes asserts that many of the advantages of her algorithm would disappear if

variables were introduced. She uses indexical-functional aspects to sidestep this problem,

an approach which I originally thought would be too limiting for anything more than toy

networks built by hand. I felt that any implementor would soon tire of denoting every item

of interest to a virtual actor in this way. Maes argues that the use of indexical-functional

notation makes realistic assumptions about what a given autonomous agent can sense in

its environment. This is perhaps true in the physical world of real robots, but in the virtual

worlds I am concerned with, this is much less an issue.

My original solution was to posit a sort of generic competence module, which I called

a template agent. These template agents would be members of the action selection

network similar to competence modules, except they do not send or receive activation.

When a fully specified proposition is entered in G(t), relating to the template agent, it

would instance itself with all of its slots filled in. For example, a generic competence

module walk-to X might have on its add-list the proposition actor-at-X, where X was some

location to be specified later. If the proposition actor-at-red-chair became a member of

G(t), this would cause the template agent walk-to X to instance itself as a competence

module walk-to-red-chair with, among other things, the proposition actor-at-red-chair on

its add-list. This instanced competence module would then participate in the flow of

activation just like any other competence module. When the goal was satisfied, or when it

was removed from G(t), the competence module could be deleted, to be reinvoked by the

template agent later if needed. If the number of modules in a given network was not an

issue, any instanced modules could stay around even after the proposition which invoked

them disappeared.

The template idea is a reasonable start, but it helps to think about this algorithm in

the context of a larger system, where given a particular situation, a piece of software might

analyze the scenario and generate a action selection network, with all the requisite

receptors and agents from a set of high level, general template skill and sensor agents.

My current solution is to allow the sensor agents to communicate to skill agents by

manipulating shared state in the virtual actor. For example, suppose you have a character



with a sensor agent aCupisNearby and a skill agent pickUpCup. The skill agent keys

off (among other things) that sensor agent. When the sensor agent computes itself, it has

access to the virtual environment via its receptors. If it computes itself to be True, it has, at

that time, access to information concerning the particular cup that it has decided "is

nearby." It stores this information by sending a message to the virtual actor and then

returns True. That message is stored in the character's shared state as short term memory.

Some time later, after the appropriate activation has flowed around the action selection

network, the skill agent pickUpCup is called. The first thing the skill agent does is

retrieve the necessary information about the particular cup it is supposed to be picking up

from shared state of the virtual actor. This information might be stored as some static

piece of data regarding some aspect of the object (i.e., where it was when it was sensed

by the sensor that put it there) or it might be a piece of active data, like a pointer or

handle to the actual object in the environment. Either way, this allows agents to

communicate via the shared state of the virtual actor, using it as a blackboard (Hayes-

Roth88). Blumberg and Galyean (Blumberg95) uses a similar mechanism, which they call

a Pronome, after (Minsky87).

Loops

The second major difficulty with the original algorithm is that loops can occur. From

my perspective, this isn't necessarily a bad thing, since this sort of behavior is well

documented in ethology, and could be used to model such behavior in a simulated

animal. From the broader perspective of trying to formulate general theories of action

selection, it remains a problem to be addressed. Maes suggests a second network, built

using the same algorithm, but composed of modules whose corresponding competence

lies in observing the behavior of a given network and manipulating certain global

parameters (0, p, y, S) to effect change in that network's behavior. This is an idea much in

the spirit of Minsky's B-brains ( Minsky87), in which he outlines the notion of a B-brain

that watches an A-brain, that, although it doesn't understand the internal workings of the

A-brain, can effect changes to the A-brain. Minsky points out that this can be carried on

indefinitely, with the addition of a C-brain, a D-brain, etc. While this idea is interesting, it

does seem to suffer from the phenomenon sometimes referred to as the homunculus

problem, or the meta-meta problem. The basic idea is that any such system which has

some sort of "watchdog system" constructed in the same fashion as itself, can be



logically extended through infinite recursion ad infinitum.

A more interesting solution, and one that has its basis in the ethological literature, is

to introduce a notion of fatigue to competence module execution. By introducing some

notion of either skill-specific or general fatigue levels, the repeated selection of a given

competence module (or sequence of competence modules) can be inhibited.

How to Select 0, $, y, 5

The selection of the global parameters of the action selection network is an open

issue. To generate a given task achieving behavior, it is not clear how to select the

appropriate parameters. From the perspective of a user wishing to direct the actions of a

virtual actor, this is a grievous flaw which must be addressed. A similar solution to the one

proposed for the loops problem could be used, namely using another network to select

appropriate values. Unfortunately, this doesn't really address the problem of

accomplishing a specific task. One idea is to use any of several learning methods to allow

the network to decide for itself appropriate parameters. Learning by example could be

used to excellent effect here.

Another interesting notion which is applicable is to allow the network to have some

memory of past situations it has been in before. If we allow it to somehow recognize a

given situation ("I'm going to Aunt Millie's. I've done this before. Let's see: I get up,

close all the windows, lock all the doors, and walk down the street to her house?"), we

could allow the network to bias its actions towards what worked in that previous situation.

If we allowed additional links between competence modules called follower links, we

could modulate the activation to be sent between modules which naturally follow each

others' invocation in a given behavioral context. This idea has similarities to Minsky's K-

lines (Minsky86) and Schank's scripts and plans ( Schank77), but is more flexible

because it isn't an exact recipe, it's just one more factor in the network's action selection

process. This allows continuous control over how much credence the network gives the

follower links, in keeping with the continuous quality of the algorithm.

Supposedly No Global Forms of Control

Maes considers her algorithm to describe a continuous system, both parallel and

distributed, with no global forms of control. One of her stated goals in the development of

this algorithm was to explore solutions to the problem of action selection in which:



"no 'bureaucratic' competence modules are necessary (i.e., modules whose
only competence is determining which other modules should be activated or
inhibited) not do we need global forms of controL" ( Maes89)

Unfortunately, by the use of coefficients on the activation flow which require global

knowledge (i.e., every term which involves the cardinality of any set not completely local

to a competence module), there is no way her stated goal can be achieved. Secondly, it

seems that any implementation of the algorithm has to impose some form of

synchronization of the activation flow through the network. These two problem are

inextricably linked, as I'll discuss below. Maes asserts that the algorithm is not as

computationally complex as a traditional Al search, and that it does not suffer from

combinatorial explosion (Maes89). She also asserts that the algorithm is robust and

exhibits graceful degradation of performance when any of its components fail.

Unfortunately, any implementation which attempts to implement the robustness implied

in the mathematical model begins to exhibit complexity of at least O(n2), since each

module needs to send information to the process supplying the values for Mj), A(j), and

U(j). Also, information concerning the cardinality of cx, ax, dx, cy, ay, and dy must also be

available to calculate the activation flow. This implies either a global database/shared

memory in which these values are stored, or direct communication among the

competence modules and the processes managing G(t), S(t), and R(t). Either method

implies some method of synchronizing the reading and writing of data. Unfortunately,

Maes asserts that the process of activation flow is continuous, which implies that

asynchronous behavior of the component modules of the network is acceptable, which it

clearly is not.

If we are to implement this algorithm in a distributed fashion, which is desirable to

take advantage of the current availability of networked workstations, we need to choose

between a shared database (containing data concerning the cardinality of MU), AU), UUj),

cx, ax, dx, cy, a, and dy) and direct communication among competence modules. If we are

to assume a direct communication model, a given module would need to maintain a

communication link to each other module that held pertinent information to it (i.e., would

be returned by any of the functions MU), AU), U(j) or would be involved in the calculation

of the cardinality of ax, dx, cy, ay, and dy). Additionally, a module would need some way of

being notified when a new module was added to the network, and have some way of

establishing a communication link to that new module. In the limit, this implies that every



module would need to maintain (n-1) communication links, where the network was

composed of n modules. Although necessary values to calculate the spreading of

activation could be gotten and cached by each agent, to implement the robustness

implied in the mathematical model, we need to recalculate each assertion for each

proposition for each agent every time-step. This implies a communication bottleneck, and

semi-formidable synchronization issues.

Alternatively, if it was implemented by a shared database or global memory, each

agent would need only a single connection to the shared database. Some process external

to the agents could manage the connection of new agents to the database and removal of

agents which become disabled. This would allow the agents not to have to worry about

the integrity of the other members of the network, and would reduce the complexity of

the communication involved to O(n). Given that an agent's accesses to the database are

known (i.e., a given agent would need to access the database the same number of times

as any other agent in the network), synchronization could be handled by a simple round-

robin scheme, where each agent's request was handled in turn. When an agent wished to

add itself to a given action selection network, it would need to register itself with the

shared database by giving it information about itself (i.e., the contents of its condition-,

add-, and delete-list). This would allow the database to answer questions from other

agents about Mj), AU), UU) and the cardinality of a., d., cy, ay, and dy. Such a registry

could also have a way of marking agents which didn't respond to its requests for updated

information, and perhaps even have the ability to remove agents from the network which

didn't respond or whose communication channels break down.

In either method, there needs to be some agreed upon method of synchronizing

messages so that activation flow proceeds according to the algorithm, and that only one

action is selected at a given time step. If we postulate some agency which dispatches

which action is selected, we fly in the face of Maes' assertion of no global forms of

control. Unfortunately, if we are to implement the algorithm in the distributed fashion

described so far, I don't see any way around having such a task fragment dispatcher.

No Parallel Skill Execution

Another problem is the assumption built into the algorithm that no competence

module takes very long to execute. This seems implicit in the fact that Maes does not

seem to consider the lack of a method for having parallel executing modules as a



problem. For my purposes, this is a serious problem, since without such a capability, I

could never have a virtual actor that could walk and chew gum at the same time. More

specifically, a network containing a walk competence module and a chewGum module

could never have both of them executing in parallel. Maes' view of the granularity of time

in the system is very fine, while my view is that there should be some parameter which

allows control from fine to coarse.

Summary of My Algorithm Extensions

Asynchronous Action Selection

A crucial difference between my algorithm and Maes' original is that (in mine) once a

skill has been selected, an execute message is dispatched to it, and the action selection

process continues actively trying to select the next action. Since the process actually

executing the action is distinct from the process in which action selection is taking place,

there is no need to enforce synchronicity at this point (i.e. we don't have to wait for that

function call to return). At some point in the future, a finished message will probably be

received by the registry/dispatcher, signifying that the skill agent has finished attempting

to achieve the task.

Parallel Skill Execution

An executing skill agent will tie up some of the network's resources in the world,

thereby inhibiting other similar skill agents from executing, while still allowing skill agents

which don't need access to the same resources the ability to be selected. For example, if

the walk-to-door skill is selected, it will engage the legs resources, and other skill agents

(run-to-door, sit-down, etc.) will be inhibited from executing because one of their

preconditions (legs-are-available) is no longer true. Other skill agents, such as close-

window, or wave-good-bye, can still be selected, because the resources they require are

available, and they are (possibly) receiving enough activation energy to be selected.

Adding Fatigue

At the beginning of each step of the action selection algorithm's loop, the registry/

dispatcher checks for messages from any currently executing skill agents. When a given

skill agent has finished executing (either believing it accomplished its task or giving up for

some reason), it sends a message back to the registry/dispatcher. At this point, and not

before, the skill agent's activation level is reset. This is analogous to the last section of



Maes' mathematical model in which the selected competence module's activation level is

reset to zero. In our implementation, the skill agent's activation level is reset taking into

account how successful it was in affecting the world in the way it predicted it would,

combined with some hysteresis to avoid continually executing a skill agent which always

fails to do what it promised.

If a skill agent has been called (i.e. sent an execute message) consecutively for its

maximum number of times (this can be network dependent, skill agent dependent, time

dependent, or some combination of all three), its activation level is reset to zero. If

however, the skill agent has not been called consecutively more than its maximum, its

new activation level is calculated thus:

aOwrrent 1 - consecutiveCalls _ correctPredictionsAboutWorldState
maximumCalls X totalPredictionsAboutWorldState

The intuitive idea here is that if a skill agent has seemingly done what it said it would,

its goal has been achieved and its activation level should be reset to zero (just as in Maes'

original algorithm). If however, the world state as measured differs significantly from what

the skill agent predicted, the obvious course of action is to allow that skill agent a high

probability of being selected again (by not reducing its activation level much). The

likelihood of calling a given skill agent consecutively should decrease over time, thereby

building some hysteresis into the action selection. For example, if you dial a phone

number and get a wrong number, you usually attempt to dial the phone number again. If

the second attempt fails, you start looking around for some other way to accomplish your

goal-rechecking the number in your address book, calling directory assistance, etc.

Perceptual Sampling Controls

In Maes' original system, while provisions are made for the fact that a given skill may

or may not be successful, there is no discussion of sensor fallibility. Two situations may

lead to a sensor reporting incorrect information: incorrect assumptions by the sensor

designer, or undersampling of the phenomena that the sensor is built to perceive. While

there is little we can explicitly do about a badly designed sensor, we can discuss sampling.

The solution I developed was inspired by a notion from Rasmussen who talked about the

signals, signs, and symbols to which a virtual actor attends:

"Signals represent sensor data - e.g., heat, pressure, light - that can be
processed as continuous variables. Signs are facts and features of the
environment or the organism." (Rasmussen83)

I realized that sensor agents corresponded directly to signs, but I needed some sort of



representation for signals. In WavesWorld, these would be something that digitally

sampled continuous signals in either the virtual actor or the virtual environment. I termed

these perceptual samplers receptors. Receptors are code fragments that are "injected"

by sensor agents into either the virtual actor or the virtual environment. Each receptor has

a sampling frequency associated with it that can be modified by the sensor agent which

injected it. These probes sample at some rate (say, every 1/30 of a second or every 1/2

hour) and if their value changes from one sample to the next they send a message to the

sensor agent, which causes the sensor agent to recalculate itself.

Receptors are shared among sensor agents, and their information is also available to

skill agents. Because their sampling frequency can be modulated, it is possible to trade off

the cost of sampling the world at a high frequency vs. the possibility of aliased signals.
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